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ABSTRACT
The first half of this dissertation demonstrates how the concept of dissociation originated as
a solution to the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion. The second half continues with
investigations into hypnosis and simulation and concludes with an analogy between
hypnosis and religion. Zn 1884, the philosopher Paul Janet introduced the problern of posthypnotic suggestion, Give a hypnotic subject the post-hypnotic command to retum in 23
days. Awake, the subject remembers nothing yet he nonetheless fulfills the command to
retum. The problem then is this: how does the subject count 13 days without knowing it?
The philosopher and psychologist, Pierre Janet (Paul's nephew) proposed the concept of
dissociation as a solsrtion in 1886 which is discussed in the second chapter, Pierre Janet
argued that a second consciousness kept track of time outside the awareness of the subject's

main consciousness. Chapter 3 presents an alternative solution to the problem: the
physician Hyppolite Bernheim and the philosopher Joseph Delboeuf argued in 1886 that
subjects occasionally drifted into a hypnotic state in which they were reminded of the
suggestion. Chapter 4 describes Janet's attempts to argue against this expianation. The fifth
chapter demonstrates a logical flaw in the concept of dissociation and introduces the idea
that hypnosis may well be a form of pretending. The theme of pretending is carried on in
chapters 6 and 7 in relation to the impossibility of empirically confimihg or refuting
simulation in hypnosis. The final two chapters build on Delboeuf's work using an analogy
between hypnosis and religion. Drawing upon Pascal, it is argued that, like hypnosis,
religious belief may weii contain an element of pretending in the way one's faith is
produced and maintained. Chapter 8 relates hypnosis to what Pascal labeled "discourse

concerning the machine" (Inf ni-rien): the notion that custom and habit, by a machine-like
process, shape human thought and belief. Chapter 9 discusses Pascal's analysis of the
differences between superstition and religion and applies it to our understanding of
hypnosis,
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INTRODUCTION

"Even before the time of psychoanalysis," wrote Freud in 1915, "hypnotic
experiments, and especially post-hypnotic suggestion, had tangibly demonstrated the
existence and mode of operation of the mental un cons ci ou^."^
The first half of this dissertation examines a series of crucial experiments in
post-hypnotic suggestion in France and Belgium, 1884-1 889. The second haif
continues with investigations into hypnosis and simulation and concludes with an
analogy between hypnosis and religion.
My account begins with the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion that was
fomulated in 1884 by the philosopher Paul Janet (1823-1899). A subject is given the
post-hypnotic command to retuni to the hypnotist in 13 days. Awake, the subject seems
never to remember the cornmand yet he nonetheless fulfills it. The problem then is this:
how does the subject count 13 days without knowing it? Two years later, the
philosopher and psychologist Pierre Janet (1859-1947), would submit the concept of
dissociation as a solution to his uncle's query. He proposed that a second
consciousness kept track of time and executed the suggestion outside the awareness of
the main consciousness. This was the origin of the concept of dissociation, which has
become so prominent in recent years with the epidernic of multiple personality disorder,
renamed dissociative identity disorder in 1994.2 Chapter 2 describes the experiments
Janet conducted in support of dissociation and estabiishes his priority in
conceptualising it.
Chapter 3 describes an alternative solution to the problem of post-hypnotic
suggestion. The French physician Hyppolite Bernheim (1840- 1919) and the Belgian

This passage appeared in Freud's major metapsychological paper, "The un cons ci ou^,^' under the
section, "Justification for the Concept of the Unconscious,"
American Psychiatric Association, DSM-N,487. On the epidernic and name change, see Hacking,
Rewriting the Soul, 8-20.

philosopher Joseph Delboeuf (183 1- 1896)3proposed and demonstraed that after being
hypnotised and woken up, in subsequent days subjects occasionally switched into a
hypnotic state in which they were reminded of the suggestion. Delboeuf submitted that
the reason subjects usually cannot spontaneously remember the events of their hypnotic
States is because of the diffïculty in establishing an associative link between the waking
world and the hypnotic world. He likened hypnotic amnesia to the amnesia we
experience for Our dreams; we do not usually remember our dreams unless we succeed
in bringing together the dissiniilar worlds of dreaming and waking. But according to
Janet's mode1 of dissociation, it is never actually thl: subject who remembers the
suggestion but rather a second consciousness. The concept of dissociation is seriously
undermined, therefore, if the subject rernembers what only a dissociated consciousness
is supposed to know.

In chapter 4 1 narrate Janet's attempts to circumvent the difficulties that
Bernheim and Delboeuf's theories presented to dissociation. Janet maintained, unlike
his opponents, that there was a specid class of subjects that never remembered their

suggestions, even at the moment of their execution, He also pointed out an
embmassing flaw in Bernheim's and Delboeuf's theory: they could not explain what
prompted the subject to enter into hypnosis at the moment of executing the suggestion.

There must be a dissociated consciousness, he affirmeci, that accounts for why the
subject enters hypnosis at the right time. The chapter concludes with Janet's application
of dissociation toward explaining negative hallucination, the phenomenon by which an
object is rendered invisible to the hypnotic subject. Both Janet and Bemheim were able
to establish that subjects somchow still perceived the objects that they supposedly could
not see. One subject, for example, was made to remember through suggestion the
actions that Bemheim performed while h e was invisible to her. Janet performed a series
of experiments to show that a dissociated consciousness always saw the invisible object
For introductions to Delboeufs Life and work, see Duyckaerts, Joseph Delboeuf;.Duyckaerts,
"Delboeuf et l'énigme d e l'hypnose;" and Carroy, "L'effet Delboeuf."

when the main consciousness did n o t He submitted. furthemore, that possibly a i i
hysterical and hypnotic phenomena could be explained by the presence of a dissociated
consciousness.
Chapter 5 marks a break with the previous four chapters in introducing
Delboeuf's view that hypnosis always contains an element of simulation. In 2889, he
began to argue that the behaviour of hypnotic subjects could be easiiy explained if WC
adrnitted that subjects are, in good faiùi, only pretending negative hallucination and
other hypnotic phenomena In partial support of this hypothesis he presented cases
demonstrating how it was possible for both the subject and the e x p e h e n t e r to simulate
certain hypnotic phenomena without being aware of doing so. I discuss his arguments

and similar ones advanced by HeKi Bergson (1859-1941) in connection with what the
latter called "unconscious simulation". 1 also take up a debate between Delboeuf and the
French physiologist H. E. Beaunis (1830-1921) over the implications of certain posthypnotic suggestions for Our belief in the possibility of free will. 1 attempt to show that
one of the consequences of Delboeuf's argumentation is to dernonstrate a logical flaw
both in the concept of dissociation and also in the associated theory, propounded by
Janet and others, that mernories of trauma can be forgotten yet affect our actions and
thoughts. The chapter's final section presents Delboeuf's reflections on hypnosis from
the point of view of therapy. In 1891 Delboeuf began asserting that there may not be

any such thing as hypnosis. His experiments led him to view hypnosis as a persuasive
art rather than a special state of the brain. For Delboeuf, the job of the hypnotist is to
simply persuade people to do what they thought they could not do or Ù
I not do what
they thought they could.
Chapter 6 examines Delboeuf's position on the possibility of whether or not a
subject can be made to obey a criminal suggestion. If a subject could be made to
commit an act that revolts her moral sensibilities, her absolute power1essn.c~~
to resist

the suggestion would argue in favour of the state theory of hypnosis. DeIboeuf held

that the question was unresolvable since no experiment could ever decide the issue. If
the subject does not commit a given crime, his opponents, like Bernheim and the Nancy
professor of Iaw Jules Liégeois (1823-1908), could claim that he was not properly
hypnotised. If the subject does go through with a real crime (as opposed to a
"laboratory crime"), on the other hand, Delboeuf could claim that he was a born
criminal. In surn, there seems to be no empirical way of demonstrating whether the

subject is truly hypnotised or is only pretending, wittingly or not, to be hypnotised.

Tliis sets the stage for chapter 7 in which 1 propose the paradoxical idea that hypnosis is
at once sirnulated and real.
1submit that one becomes hypnotised, or at least cornes to believe one is

hypnotised, by f i s t pretending to be hypnohsed. The h a 1 two chapters explore the
nature of this process through an analogy between hypnotic belief and religious beliefAs a way of introducing the analogy, the end of chapter 7 describes a ntud with
affinities to hypnosis. Chapter 8 begins with Pascal's observation that a person c m
corne to believe in God by Fust behaving as though he or she believes in God. The
discussion moves on to Pascal's reflections on how custom and habit, by a machinelike process, shape belief and thought at all Ievels of social He. Continuing with the
analogy, chapter 9 explains Pascal's reflections on religion and superstition and
discusses their relevance to the practice and understanding of hypnosis. It is argued that

a theory of hypnosis should not &km the physiological reality of hypnosis, while
ignoring that a kind of simulation cannot be d e d out. Nor should it deny the reality of
hypnosis, and fail to recopise that pretending alone cannot account for al1 its
mysteries.

CHAPTER ONE
Paul Janet and the Problem of Post-hypnotic Suggestion
Paul Janet (1 823- 18991
Paul Janet was born in Paris in 1823.l His grandfather, Pierre-Etie~eJanet (17461830) was the founder and O wner of a major bookstore in Pais and his father canied
on the trade, specialising in music. He died when Paul was 9 years old. Paul attended
the elite lycée Saint-Louis and entered the EcoIe Normale in 1841 where he was to
study philosophy. He obtained his doctorate ès leîtres in 1848 and went to teach
philosophy at the university in Strasbourg- He became something of a Iocal celebrity
when, in 1855, he gave a highly successful course entitled 'The Family," in the
municipal hall. His course was published as a book in 1856 and, his reputation now
established, he was called back to Paris where he taught logic at the Louis-le-Grand
lycée. By 1862 he was teaching philosophy at the Sorbonne. In 1864 he was appointed
professor of the history of philosophy and, that same year, he was elected a member of
the Académie des sciences morales etpolitiques. The Larousse universal dictionary of
1879 describes hirn as an "excellent professor; his thought is not lacking in energy, and
he is scholarly, methodical and saga ci ou^."^ He wrote numerous books on
metaphysics, politics, morality, and the history of philosophy as well as classic
textbooks on philosophy. He d s o exercised considerable influence in education as a
member of the Conseil supériezrr de l'instruction publique. His son (1863-1937),

whose name was also Paul, became a disthguished electrical engineer. Like his father,
he taught at the Sorbonne and wrote several textbooks on electrical engineering. Pau1
Janet père was aIso the uncle of the weil known philosopher, physician and
l For biographical information on Paul Janet see Eiienberger, Discovery of the Unconscious, 332-34;
Lacour-Gayet "Pour la memoire de Paul Janet;" and Picot, Paul Janet.
Larousse, "F'aui Janet."

psychologist, Pierre Janet (1859-1947) - another main figure of this dissertation - on
whom he exercised considerable i n f l ~ e n c e . ~
Paul Janet was a disciple of the philosopher, Victor Cousin (lî98-1867), who

in effect controlled the philosophy curriculum at tertiary and, more particularly,
~
secondary levels of education in France during much of the nineteenth c e n t ~ r y .He
promoted a philosophical approach he calle. "eclectic spiritualism", recommending "an
enlightened eclecticism, that on evaluating a l l doctrines, takes that which they have in
comrnon and is m e , and rejects that in which they have in confLict and is faIse - the
eclecticism which is the true spirit of the cie en ces.''^ Such a philosophy was scientSc,
Cousin arped, because it took as its startkg point the empirical data of consciousness,
using a method he traced back to Descartes. He and his disciples clairned that it was
possible to establish the spirituality of the sou1 and the existence of God through
introspective awareness. Cousin served on the jury of Paul Janet's agrégation
examination at the Ecole Normale in 1844, and wrote an outstanding report of his
performance to the Ministry of Education:

M. Janet scored a brilliant Eirst place on his oral examination. He has
science, nerve and precision. His examination on divine Providence is
without question one of the strongest and most elegant 1 have heard in
fifteen years. A steadfast doctrine, a ngorous method, a rare
knowledge, a vigorous and clear delivery, captivated a large audience
for an entire h o w 6
Cousin then hired Janet for a year as his s e c r e t q and junior collaborator, and from the
winter of 1844 through to the spring of 1845, Cousin took him on long afternoon
walks developing the ideas which Janet spent his evenings putting to p a ~ e r It
. ~is
perhaps no surprise then that Janet remained an unflagging spiritualist philosopher ail

Ellenberger. Discovery of the Unconscious, 401-402.
Brooks, "Phiiosophy and Psychology at the Sorbonne," 126-127.
5 Victor Cousin, Du vrai, du beau, et du bien, i 1, cited in Paul Janet, VicforCousin et son Oeuvre,
420.

Cited in Picot, Paul Janet, 9.
Picot, Paul Janet, IO. According to Picot. Cousin was working on an edition o f Pascal's Pensées.

his Me. The philosophy courses he gave at the Sorbonne between 1888 and 1894,
which were published in 1897, two years before his death at age 76, were a conscious

stand against the steady ascendancy of matetialism, nihilism and atheism8 In the
preface of what he caJled his "philosophical testament", he wrote:

We wished to produce a concrete metaphysics, objective and real,
having beings for its object and not ideas. The SOL& God, the extemal
world, freedom, such are the objects that Descartes defended in his
Meditations, that Kant combatted in the transcendental Dialectic, and that
we persist in supporting in their existence and tnith.9
May [these pages], in the troubled worId in which we live, bring to
those who wiU read them the same calm and the same satisfaction that 1
have always found in the doctrine of which they are the ail too imperfect
expression! l0
The hisynnan nf piychology, JTohn Brcekr, characterises the spiritualist school

as anti-scientific and, by implication, unprogressive. 'Despite the rhetonc of science
they used," Brooks writes, "eclectic spiritualists ... resisted ... most of what would
today be identified as scientifïc psychology - British associationist, physiological, m d
evolutionary psychology, German psycho-physics, and much of French p~ychiatry."~~
Janet deserves a more charitable assessment. He took an active part in the militant press
before and during the 1848 revolution, writing in support of the short-lived Second
Repubric. l2 He poked fun at physiologists who "ungdantly" explained the inferior
weight of womens7sbrains by "the inferiority of their intellectuai culture". 'Tt is
maddening," he wrote, "that wornen do not themselves weigh brains, for perhaps we
would find the roles reversed,"l3 He even orchestrated the creation of a chair in
experimental psychology at both the Sorbonne (where he was a professor) in 1885, and
at the Collège de France in 1888, for which he recomrnended, in both cases, Théodule

Janet, Principes de métaphysique et de psychologie, v-viü.
Janet, Principes de rn&taphysique et de psychologie, vi.
' O Janet, Principes de tnétnphysique et de psychologie, viii.
I I Brooks, "Philosophy and Psychology at the Sorbonne," 127.
f"icot,
Paul Janet, 15.
l 3 Janet, Le centeau et lapernée, 47.

Ribot (1839-1917), a positivîst philosopher and unrelenting opponent of spiritualisrn.14
Janet was also keenly interested in French psychiatry. In an 1884 review of French
studies in hypnosis, he championed the researches of JeamMartin Charcot (1825-1 893)
and his team at the Salpêtrière hospital.15 And, far frorn resisting associauonism, his

paper on "Hypnotic Suggestions" in the Renie politique et littéraire put forward a
theory of hypnotic suggestion b a e d on the systematic application of the laws of the
association of ideas,16
That now-forgotten theory provoked two crucially important events in the
history of pathological psychology: Eiist, the war between the Salpêtrière and Nancy
schools of hypnotism; second, a series of investigations into the problem of posthypnotic suggestion (formulated by Paul Janet) that led to the concepts of dissociation
and psychic trauma (formulated by his nephew Pierre). The remainder of this chapter
will describe the modest theory that sparked these events.

-estion
Janet drew his theoretical approach from British associationist psycho log^:
"When two ideas are found together, or one after the other, in the same act of
consciousness, if one is produced by accident, the other tends to produce itself as weil.

In other words, one suggests the other."17
This Iaw of the association of ideas has a physicd counterpart - the law of the
association of movements : ' m e n two or several movements are produced once or

several times together, they later tend to produce themselves together.. ."ls

l4 Paul Janet publicly recommended Ribot in an article he wrote for the Revue de deux mondes. see
"Une chaire de psychologie exp6rimentale et comparée au Collège de France."
lS Janet. ' D e la suggestion dans l'état hypnotique."
l6 In 2879 Paul Janet devoted considerable space to British associationism in bis popular textbook of
hilosophy, Traite' élémn~airede Philosophie.
f7 Janet, ''De la suggestion," 103; his emphasis.
l8 Janet, ''De la suggestion," 103.

When considered together and in relation to each other, these two laws give rise

to two secondary laws: 1)ideas suggest the movements with which they have
previously been associated; and conversely, 2) movements suggest the ideas with
which they have previously been associated. Two examples of the first of these Iaws
are yawning and nausea: these physical reactions can be brought on, respectively, by
the sight of others yawning and by the belief, when aboard a ship, that the water is

rough when it is in fact smooth as ice. The second of these laws, whereby movements
tngger corresponding ideas, is more unusual. An outward attitude of respect or
goodwill is nomaUy accompanied, Janet noted, by the inward beginnings of andagous
sentiments. His most remarkable example is from the fragment of Pascal's Pensées
commonly known as Infiizity-Nothingor The Wager: LLFollow
the way by which they
began: by behaving just as if they believed, taking holy water, having masses said, etc.

This will quite naturally make you believe and w u submit your reason to your body's
animai will."19 Paradoxically, therefore, a religious rite may very well be the cause

rather than the mere expression of reIigious belief - we pray not because we believe,
but believe because we pray. 1 will return to Pascal's observation in the final chapters
where an analogy between hypnosis and religion is developed.

Sumrning up Janet's exposition of the laws of association:
1) ideas suggest ideas;

2) movements suggest movements;

3) ideas suggest movements;

4) movements suggest ideas.
These four fundamental laws operate under normal conditions. M a t Fanet called
"morbid suggestion" is the exaggerated and unchecked expression of these laws under
"certain unknown physiologicd conditions", like those which are obtained by
hypnosis. He defined hypnotic suggestion as
l9

From the Sellier edition of Pascal's Pensées, fragment 680.

the operation by which, in the state of hypnotism or perhaps in certain
waking States yet to be defined, we may, with the help of certain
sensations, especially speech, provoke in a welI-disposed nervous
subject a series of more or iess automatic phenornena and make him
speak, act, think, feel as w e wish him to, in a word transform him into a
machine-20

"Automaton", "machinef7,and the "physiological reflex" were standard
metaphors for the apparently passive and fatalistic actions of the hypnotic subject. The
explicitly mechanical imagery of association was particularly weil suited for descrïbing
the operations of hypnotic suggestion. Janet closely identified the nature of association
with suggestion itself - "in other words, one [idea]suggests the othei'

- and shared the

opinion of the Scottish philosopher, Thomas Brown, who proposed that the law of
association should instead be called the law of suggestion.21 Hence, in Janet's
formulation, the hypno tist manipulates the most fundamental of mental operations - the
association between ideas,

The problem of simulation
Janet proposed three different types of hypnotic suggestion, ranking them in
order of comple'uty:
1) Suggestion of movements

2) Suggestion of sensations

3) Suggestion of acts
The frrst class of suggestion comprises simple actions or movements. Impart a
rotating movement to the subject's arm and it will continue to rotate o n its own until
stopped. Or suggest that the lirnb cannot move and the arm is paralysed.
The suggestion of sensations provokes or negates, in the hypnotic subject,
various sense experiences, from mistaking ammonia for perfume to not seeuig one of
the occupants of a room (a negative hallucination) or to not feeling physical pain.
"De la suggestion," 103; his emphasis.
"De la suggestion," 103. Janet mentions Thomas Brown's proposal in his aforernentioned
TraiféElérnenfairede Philosophie, 73.

'O Janet,
21 Janet,

The third class of suggestion involves the performance of an explicitly
deliberate action. For example, gooing through the motions of taking a bath under the
spell of a hypnotic hallucination, kissing a stranger, signing for a counterfeit debt, or
stabbing an imaginary person. This class of suggestion contains the subclass of posthypnotic suggestion in which an action is performed at some time after the subject is
wakened from the hypnotic state in which the suggestion was made. The subject is
typically unable to resist the command or to rernember the events of the hypnotic state.
This Iast class of suggestion, the suggestion of acts, is the most problematic
when it cornes to the possibility of CO-operativesimulation. The movements suggested
in the first class of suggestions tend to be too simple to arouse much suspicion. As for

the suggestion of sensations, we might suspect that a paralysis or a bath is pretended,
but insensibility to burns and needles would seem more difficdt to simulate. Now in
the case of the suggestion of acts and, especiaIly, the suggestion of post-hypnotic acts,
t
the suggestion or
how can an observer be certain that the subject c a ~ oremember
resist performing it? How can the possibility of simulation be ruled out?
Janet devoted two sections of his paper to this vexing problem. In the first section,
entitled "Simulation," he discussed the dangers of simulation and encouraged the use of
countermeasures Like those practiced at the Salpêtrière where an attempt was made to
confiirm the presence of physical symptoms, such as anaesthesia, muscular
hyperexcitability or catalepsy, that presumably could not be easily simulated. There are
also "moral proofs" that are inspired by the sincerity of the subjects and the authority of
the experimenters. The other section is titled, 'The hypnotic subjects" (Les swjets
hypnotiques). Here Janet subscribed to the Salpêtrière doctrine that hypnotism is a
pathological condition allied to hysteria That view was put fonvard by Charcot with
great effect in his 1882 communication to the Académies des sciences, "Sur les divers
états nerveux déterminés par l' hypnotisation chez les hystérique^."^^ Charcot claimed
22 Charcot,

.-Sur Ies divers etats nerveux."

that hypnosis was made up of three successive nervous states, namely, Zethargy,
catalepsy, and somnambulism, that were found most frequently and in their most
developed form arnong women suffering from full-blown hysteria - lu grande hystérie.

In his presentation he set out to identify the stages and Iaws that governed hypnosis - le

grand hypnotisme -just as he had done with hysteria four years earlier.23 The states
themselves and their physical characteristics had, moreover, much in common with the
symptoms of hysteria. These similarities strongly supported the supposition that
hypnosis and hysteria were of the same fundamental nature. Thus if hysteria was a real
ïllness, then so was hypnosis. Alfred Binet (1857-19 11) and Charles Féré (1852-1907}
made this argument explicit in an articfe published in the summer of 1884. They
affirmed that if the facts of hypnosis have remained so long outside the purview of

science, "it must be attributed to their lack of objective traits, to the impossibXlity of
assuring oneself of the subject's sinceriq. The principal merit of contemporary research

has been to attach itseif to physical traits, as Charcot has done, from which hypnotism

can be described like any other illness according to regular nosological t-~les."*~In
i d e n e i n g liypnosis with an estabjished medicai entity, Charcot appeared to offer a
means for getting around the delicate problem of simulation,
Unfortwately for Charcot, a loosely associated group of investigators in Nancy
clairned that the mental health of many of their subjects was perfectly normal. From the
standpoint of the Salpêtrière, these investigators, the professor of medicine Hyppolite
Bernheim, the country doctor Auguste Ambroise Liébeault (1823- 1904) and the
eminent lawyer and professor of law Jules Liégeois, were undermining the best hope
for a science of hypnotism. Paul Janet responded with a highly polemical critique of
their work contained in the section on hypnotic subjects. He claimed that, apart from a
Charcot had worked out the four phases of la grande hystérie with his student Paul Richer who
published the theory in his 2878 medical thesis, Etude descriptive de la grande amque hysk?rique. The
standard version of the theory is found in Richer, Études cliniques sur la grande hysréne. See also
Goetz, Bonduelle and Geifand, Charcot: Construcsing Neurology, 196-200.
24 Binet and F M , "Les para!ysies par suggestion," 45-49. The passage includes a footnote citation of
Charcot's 1882 presentation to the Académie des sciences.
23

scattering of poorly defined diagnoses, the majority of the subjects in Bemheim's
book, De la suggestion dans l'état hypnotique et dans 1'état de veille. were either
hystencs or aMicted with some other nenrous trouble. He similarly criticised the
observations in Liébeault's book, Du sommeil et des états analogues, as "vague" and
"badly dehned?

And he surnmarily dismissed Liégeois's experiments as 'badly done

and crudely conducted" for not having properly detemiined the mental and physicai
state of their s u b j e c t ~ . ~ ~
This was the fxst round in the famous war between Nancy and the Salpêtrière.
Bemheim replied to Janet less than a month later in the Revue médicale d e l'Est,"
Instead of Charcot's three distinct phases of hystencal hypnotism, Bernheim O bserved
in his subjects only ''varying degrees of suggestibility" corresponding to varying depths

of hypnotic sleep. In later publications he positively aEirmed what he only hinted at
here: that the phenomena observed at the Salpêtrière - the three stages of le grand
hypnotisme,the transfer of syrnptoms with the use of magnets, and so on - are artifacts

of suggestion. The cause of a i l hypnotic phenornena, Bernheim continued, is
e
he stated, the difficulty is in fmding
suggestion. Everyone is in p ~ c i p I hypnotisable,
the right procedure for each individual subject Bernheim produced detailed examples
of mentally heaithy hypnotic subjects to show that his diagnoses were neither "poorly
defmed" nor "poorly characterised." Janet misrepresented his case histories, he
charged, in order to conform to the view of hypnosis as a pathological condition that
can only be provoked in nervously disordered subjects.
Bernheim's reply was detailed and incisive - but incomplete, for it did not
address the problem of simulation upon which Janet had founded his attack. The key to
hypnotisrn is suggestion, said Bernheim - "the penetration of the idea of the
phenornenon in the brain of the s u b j e ~ t . "What
~ ~ then makes the subject's brain so
25 Janet, "De
26 Janet, "De

la suggestion," 184.
la suggestion," 202.
27 Bemheim, "A M. Paul Janet."
28 Bernheim, "A M. Paul Janet," 549.

susceptible to suggestion? " ' K ~ y p t i s m ~Bemheim
"
had claimed exactly a year before,
"puts the subject's brain in a state such that the idea suggested to the brain imposes
itself with a more or less great force and determines the corresponding act by a kind of
cerebral automatism.'w In other words, suggestion engenders hypnotism and
hypno tism engenders suggestion. The Salpêtrière ridiculed the circularity of
Bemheim's ~ i e wNo
. ~evidence
~
can be presented in favour of the hypothesis that "all
in hypnotism is suggestion" since any would-be evidence is itself subject to the

vicissitude of suggestion, SimiIarly, how could Bernheim be certain that his subjects
were not simulating the suggestibility he claimed as the unique causal principle behind
hypnosis? Neither the Salpêtrière nor Nancy was able to resolve the pro blem of
simulation. Both assumed a physiological substratum in hypnosis. The dispute was
over the nature of that substratum: the Salpêtrière maintained it was hysteria; Bernheim,

a mechanism of suggestibility.
The problem of simulation is underscored by the parailel problem of posthypnotic suggestion which received the serious attention of just about every major
investigator of hypnosis during the 1880s. Indeed, the problem was formulated by Paul
Janet in the self-same paper that started the Salpêtrière and Nancy war.

The problem of nost-hvnnotic suggestion
The philosopher Alfred Fouillée remarked that "the principal ment of M. Janet,
in his [book La Morale], is ... the great number of incidental views and secondary
questions studied by hirn and not found in any other treatise on r n ~ r a l i t y . "As
~ ~we shdl
see, the same can be said for his treatment of hypnotism.
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Bernheim, "A M. Paul Janet," 551.
'Review of H. B ernheim De la suggesrion," and Pierre Janet, L ' a u t o m f i m epsychologique,

30 Binet,

172-173.

systèrnes de morale con~mporaine.
Eilenberger mentions Fouillée's remark in
Discovery, 401-402, but paraphrases it in such a way that it refers to al1 of Janet's work and not only
his book La Morale.
31 Fouill~e,Crïiique des

Paul Janet concentrated his andysis on two similar sets of experiments in posthypnotic suggestion that had been independently conducted by Charles Richet and
Bemheim. While under hypnosis, subjects were given a suggestion that they performed
&ter waking from hypnosis. The subjects did not remember what had happened during
hypnosis yet they successfdly performed the suggestion. Paul Janet's theory of
suggestion was able to account for such unconscious memones:
Whatever the case may be, when it cornes to irnmediate recall, a .
image may persist and automatically produce the suggested act. The
known and previously mentioned laws of the association of ideas and
movements can account for this m ~ c h . ~ ~
It could not account, however, for the kind of memory found in the following
experiment described by Bernheim:

1 instnicted S that he would corne back and see me dter thirteen days at
ten in the morning. Awake, he remembered nothing. On the thirteenth
day, at ten in the morning, he was present [...] He told me that h e had
not had this idea during the preceding days. He did not know that he
was supposed to corne. The idea presented itself to his mind only at the
moment at which he was required to execute it33
The problem with Bernheim's experiment was that it could not be explained by a mere
association of ideas since the subject somehow had to keep track of tirne without being
aware of doing so. Here is Paul Janet's formulation of the probIem:
These facts are extraordinary and almost incomprehensibie- It is
not a reason to reject them; but it is interesting, from a psychoIogical
perspective, to precisely identify the points wherein the inexplicable lies.
What surprises me in these facts is not the impregnation and
persistence in memory of an image of which we are not conscious: the
facts of unconscious and automatic memory are today too nurnerous and
too weil noted to be the object of doubt.
1admit, moreover, that these b o w n memones (souvenirs
ignorés), as M. Ch. Richet calls them, can waken at a particular
moment, fotlowing such and such circumstance. 1 would fiirthermore
understand the return of these images and acts at a fixed date, if the
operator associated them with the appearance of a vivid sensation; for
example, "the day you see M. so-and-so, you will kiss him," the sight
of M. so-and-so thus acting as the stimulant that wakens the idea.
32 Janet, "De la suggestion," 201.
33 Bernheim, ' D e la suggestion," (15 September 1883) 555

and 556.

But what 1absolutely do not understand is the awakening on a
fixed day without any point of a t t a c h e n t other than the numeration of
time: in thirteen dqs,for example. Thirteen days do not represent a
sensation; it is an abstraction- To understand these facts, we must infer
an unconscious faculty for measuxing tirne. Now that is an unknown
faculty for which we can supply no analogies. Up until now, everything
could be explained by the laws of the association of ideas, images and
movements; but here we make a sudden Ieap. No association can
explain counting thirteen days without knowing

Richet was the first person to publïsh a possible solution to the problem. He
held that there were unconscious intellectual operatioos that could keep track of Ume,
attributhg them to the same unconscious intelligence that fmds that word we are
looking for only some tirne after we have abandoned Our attempt. to produce it.
Keeping track of t h e , he argued, "is obviously a much simpler operation than Finding
a word, making verses, solving a geometrical problem," al1 of which can be
"accomplished without the participation of the moi "35

The physiologist H. Beaunis advanced a similar idea.36He proposed that we al1
have a kind of interna1 clock that keeps track of tirne without Our knowing it. The
tbirteen day period between the moment the suggestion is given and the moment it is

executed represented, according to Beaunis, a sensation rather than an abstraction.

Unlike Paul Janet, Beaunis claimed that a day is itself a succession of sensations and
unconscious reactions: ''The regular peiïodicity of days, weeks, months, and seasons
correspond to periodical organic reactions, which, in certain conditions, c m acquire
enough intensity to constitute a kind of unconscious faculty for measuring time."37 He
noted for instance, that bamyard a n k a l s know when it is time to eat and that some
people can wake at fvced times. Might not this natural ability to unconsciously m e s u r e

34 Janet,

"De la suggestion," 201.

35 Richet, ' D e la suggestion et de l'inconscience," 254.
36 Beaunis, "L1exp&imentationen psychologie," 18-21.
37 Beaunis, "L'expérimentation en psychologie," 20.

time have the potential, wondered Beaunis, to achieve an "unknown intensity and
precision" in somnambules with remarkably sensitive and acute nervous systems?3*
No one seems to have taken Richet's or Beaunis's theories too seriously. As we
shall see in chapter 3, Bernheim's own theory for explaining the problem of long term
post-hypnotic suggestion includes a more plausible explanation of how some people
succeed in waking at a fmed time. And in the next chapter, we shall see how Pierre

Janet demonstrated that the problem consists of explairhg not only the unconscious
awareness of t h e but also the unconscious exercise of judgement in general.
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CHAPTER TWO
Pierre Janet and the Concept of Dissociation

In 1886 Pierre Janet introduced the concept of dissocia~tiona s a solu.tion to the
pro blem of long term post-hypno tic suggestion. He proposed that pos t-hypno tic
suggestions were carried out by a secondary consciousness of which the subject's
primary consciousness was not aware. His solution also provided a psychological

framework for descnbing multiple personality, hystena, spirit possession and spint
mediumship. It led to the first purely psychological conceptualization of the traumatic
memory, and it furnished Freud with a theoretical base upon which to build his theory
of psychoanalysis. This chapter will describe the experiments that Ied Pierre Janet to the
idea of dissociation and to the connection between dissociation and psychic trauma. My

main objective is to prepare the ground for a critical analysis, in the chapters to corne,
of certain key ideas in the psychology of the unconscious. To this end, 1 will also
discuss the work of Charcot.

Janet, Lucie and Adrienne
Janet's paper was fitthgly titled ~7Jnconsciousacts and doubling of the personality
during provoked ~ornnarnbulism.'~
"Doublùig of the personality" was the standard
narne for "multipie personality" before the physicians Hippolyte B o u m (1840-1914)
and P. Burot introduced the latter term in 18 K 3 Janet's paper described a seties of
experiments conducted on Lucie, a 19-year-old woman suEfering from "grande
hystérie". These experiments took place in Le Havre, where, between Febmary 1883
Janet, 'Tes actes inconscients." The idea of dissociation is present in the 1886 paper but the term
itself appears in May 1887 in Janet, ccL'anesthésiesystématisee et la dissociation des phenornenes
psychol~~giques."
Janet, Les actes inconscients."
B o u m and Burot. 'Vncas de la multiplicite des 6tat.s de conscience." See chapter 12, 'The Very Wst
Multiple Personality," in Hacking, Rewriting the Soul, 17 1-182.

and July 1889, Janet taught philosophy in a lycée. He met Lucie in the Le Havre
Hospital where Doctor Powilewicz "had placed a little ward at his disposal where he
could examine hysterical patient^."^ Lucie had daily hystericai attacks that lasted several
hours. Kypnotic sleep(or somnambulism - Janet used the terms interchangeably) was
Fust induced by means of hand passes during one of her attacks. Lucie had apparently
never before been hypnotised, but she learned fast. Janet found that he could easily
induce al1 the phenornena characteristic of somnambulism such as contractions,
movements, hallucinations and post-hypnotic suggestions. Once awake, Lucie could
not remember the events of her hypnotic sleep. At first, she would not obey
suggestions that very much displeased her, but after the fourth session, according to
Janet, she no longer presented any resistance to his suggestions. Moreover, in the first
sessions she was aware of the suggestions and of executing them, but after the fourth
session she claimed that she was no longer aware of hearing or of executing
suggestions. T u t your thumb to your nose," commanded Janet in the middle of a
conversation with Lucie. She obeyed and continued to converse, apparently oblivious
of the thumb in front of her face. How then did she distinguish his suggestions from
normal conversation? S y the way he addressed her: Janet shifted the tone of his voice,
speaking abmptly whenever he gave a suggestion. The suggestions were obeyed yet
they apparently did not enter Lucie's consciousness - they were obeyed unconsciously.
Janet then set out to determine the hill extent of this unconscious and, in the process, to
solve the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion. While Lucie was in a state of
somnambulic sleep, he gave her the following suggestion: "When 1 have clapped my
l~andstwelve h e s , you will fa11 asleep." Awake she remembered no thing. While she
was engaged in conversation with a group of people, Janet stood away from them and
clapped his hands lightly five times. He approached her and asked: "Did you hear what

1 was doing? - What? 1 wasn't paying attention. - And this [Janet claps his hands]. Ellenberger, Discovery of che Unconscious, 338-339.

You clapped your hands. - How many times? - Once." Janet withdrew, clapped his
han& six more tirnes (making the total twelve) and Lucie fell into somnambulic sleep"Why are you sleeping?" he asked ber. - "1 have no idea, it came upon me all of a
~ u d d e n . "Instead
~
of counting days unconsciously as in Bernheim's experiment his
subject counted the number of claps. This d e d out Beaunis's hypothesis, Janet
remarked, of the existence of an unknown faculty for counting t h e because Lucie was
requùed to unconsciously keep track of events rather than time. He next v x i e d the
experiment and showed that Lucie could also perform unconscious multiplication and
division and other acts that required the exercise of jud,gnent, Janet pressed on. "There
obviously existed in Lucie's rnind," wrote Janet, "important psychologicd operations
outside of normal consciousness. How to render thern perceptible by some s i c or
language? Speech revealed nothing. Let us try by another kind of sign, writing for
instance." He then gave her the post-hypmtic suggestion to pick up a pencil and wnte
the word "bonjou-'' u,ftccr he clapped his hands once. She was next asked to write a full
sentence, to work out a multiplication, and to improvise a letter to a friend? Janet thus
produced a variation of the phenornenon b o w n as automatic writing. In a standard
automatic writing experiment, a subject is given a pencil and is told to let his or her
hmd move on its own accord without making any conscious attempts to influence its
movement. The experiment is conducted with the purpose of detecting the influence of
either extemal spirits or internai t h o u g h t ~ .Janet
~
instead used a post-hypnotic
suggestion as a means of first provoking these thoughts into manifesting themselves as
automatic writing in the waking state. M e r having Lucie write a number of automatic
letters, it occurred to Janet that she might answer his questions in wnting. And so while
she was engaged in conversation with a group of people and paying no attention to

him, Janet asked her questions to which she responded in writing. At this point, he
Janet, "Les actes inconscients," 582-584.
Janet, "Les actes inconscients,'* 584-586.
On automatic writing see Koutstall, "Skirting the Abyss."

remarked that the notion of unconscious mental operations has now become
meaningless. 'What is an unconscious judgment, an unconscious multiplication?" he
asked. "If speech is for us a si-

of consciousness in the other, why could wrihng not

also be a characteristic sign? We codd no longer say that in Lucie there had been
absence of consciousness, but rather that theïe were two consciousnesses." Janet then
had conversations with this second consciousness. He even gave her a name, Blanche,

which was later changed to Adrienne. Thenceforth, he held conversations both with
Lucie who responded in speech and with Adrienne who responded in ~ r i t i n g - ~
Now in addition to purportedly solving the problem of post-hypnotic
suggestion, Janet's demonstration of a dissociated consciousness served also as a
puera1 theory of hypnosis. Adrieme, for instance, was both aware of and responsible
for carrying out all the hypnotic suggestions- "The suggestions which 1 had always
considered as unconscious were in reality only unconscious to Lucie; Adrienne always
knew them and could write them &ter waking. It was she who Lifted her arms; it was
she who counted the signaWg From here, it was a s m d step to suppose that the same
process was going on in all hypnotic phenomena. "Al1 suggestions," Janet concluded,
"must be accompanied by a certain degree of unconsciousness or rather, if 1 generalize
Cases of spirit
from what 1 have seen, by a certain doubling of cons~iousness."~~
possession and mediumship, he conjectured, were the resdt of the same doubling of
consciousness. Janet also hit upon the idea, somewhat by chance, that doubling was
also the mechanism behind hysterical p henomena. Adrienne relived a fnghtening
childhood event, Janet leamed, during each of Lucie's hystericd attacks. Adnenne
explained in wnting how she had been terribly fnghtened one day because of two men
who had hidden behind a curtain that they had hung from the trees in her grandmother's
garden. Except for a vague recollection of having been sick after a fright at the age of
--

-

-

-

-

* Janet, "Les actes inconscients," 586.

an et, "Les actes inconscients," 589.
"Les actes inconscients," 592.

l0 Janet,

seven, Lucie had apparentiy no memory of her attacks or of the event described by
Adrienne. Thus, in working out his solution to the problem of post-hypnotic
suggestion, Janet had arrived at the ideas of the traumatic memory and the cathartic
cure.
The idea of psychic trauma emerged, therefore, from experiments in posthypnotic suggestion. Today's generally accepted view, however, is that the idea of
trauma is a direct descendant of Charcot's neuroiogical theory of traumatic paralysis.
Such a view needs to be nuanced, and my next section examines the conceptual
similarity between Charcot's work and Janet's. 1

show that the psychological side

of Charcot's theory was, like Janet's theory of dissociation, drawn from the idea of
post-hypnotic suggestion. 1also hope to demonstrate why Janet and not Charcot was
the fiirst to arrive at a full psychologisation of the trauma concept - the idea that there are
forgotten traumatic mernories that nonetheless afTect us.

Charcot

In two lectures deiivered in May 1885, Charcot o u t h e d how the mere idea of a
physical injury could give rise to bodily syrnptoms, like paralysis, without there being
any material damage to the nervous system.12 The idea of "psychic paralysis" had been
around since at least 1869, when the British physician, Russell Reynolds, published
his paper "Certain f o m s of Paralysis Depending on Idea", but no one before Charcot
had proposed a plausible theory for explaining its mechanism.13 His demonstration of
the theory is weU known. Briefly, Charcot used suggestion to reproduce in two

hypnotic subjects exactly the same syrnptoms of paralysis and anaesthesia found in two
patients afflicted with psychic paralysis. He then deduced that the nervous shock that
Janet, "Lesactes inconscients," 590-592.
Charcot, Leçons sur les maladies.
l3 The paper was fxst presen ted at the 37th annual meeting of the British Medical Association in
Leeds, July 27-30,1869 and then pubiished in the November 6, 1869 issue of The Brilish Medical
Journal. Reynolds developed this work a bit more in a second paper also in 1869, "Remarks on
Paralysis."
l2

follows a physical accident is a kïnd of hypnotic state during which the victim's
physical symptoms are self-induced by auto-suggestion:

Thus because of the clouding of the egoL4produced in one case by
hypnotism and in the otfier case, as we supposed, by the nervous
shock, this idea once installed, fvced in the rnind, independent and
uncontrolled, would have developed and acquired enough force to
objectively realise itself in the fonn of paralysis. The sensation would
have therefore in both cases played the role of a genuine s~ggestion.1~
And just as awakened hypnotic subjects do not remember their hypnotic state, Charcot
pointed out that victims of traumatic paralysis do not remember the events that
irnmediately followed their accident- Aiso, in the above quotation Charcot alluded to a
period of incubation of the symptoms that is analogous to the penod between the state
of hypnosis and the execution of a post-hypnotic suggestion.16 The following table
displays, point for point, the analogy between Charcot's theory of post-traumatic
paralysis and the phenornenon of post-hypnotic suggestion.

Post-h-ynotic suggestion
The suggestion occurs during a hypnotic
The auto-suggestion occurs during a kind
state characterised by a clouding of the ego. of hypnotic state charactensed by a
clouding of the ego.
The subject is unaware of the suggestion.

The patient is unaware of the autosuggestion.

The suggestion is the cause of the subject's
actions.

The auto-suggestion is the cause of the
patient's symptoms.

The suggestion is realised at a later date.

The auto-suggestion is realised after a
period of incubation.

The historian of psychiatry, Mark Micale, praises Charcot for his seminal work
on traumatic neuroses but criticises him for "his use of the hypnotic parallel to account
for the mental processes of traumatic symptorn-formation [which] led to more
moi : a kind of mental fogginess.
Charcot, Lecons sur les maladies, 355.
l6 Mikkel Borch-Jacobsen mations the analogy in 'T'effet Bernheim," 162.
l4 Obnubilation du
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confusion than enlightenment_"17But this is to misunderstand Charcot's h e of
reasoning since hypnosis and, especiaily, post-hypnotic suggestion are clearly essential
to Charcot's conceptualisation of the theory of traumatic paralysis. The very idea of
there being mental processes in the formation of hysterical symptoms owes iîs existence
in large part to the parallel between hypnosis and hysteria. We have just seen how Janet
argued that a dissociated consciousness is responsible for producing the symptoms of
trauma. It is the same dissociated consciousness that caries out post-hypnotic
suggestions and mites automaticdy. Both Charcot and Janet used the same hypnotic
paralle1 but Janet went fuaher: in Charcot's formulation it is an idea that generates the
symptoms whereas in Janet's it is a consciousness. We cannot therefore reject
Charcot's parallel with a hypnotically induced idea without dso rejecting Janet's still
more radical pardel with a hypnoticdy induced consciousness.
We can see now why Janet's conceptualisation of trauma is more Mly
psychological than Charcot's. Charcot's theory of suggestion is incomplete from a
psychologicd point of view since it cannot account for the problem of long tenu posthypnotic suggestion - a mere idea cannot keep track of tune. Charcot did not address
the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion but he should have been aware of it for he
cited Paul Janet's paper in the publication of his theory of traumatic paralysis.18

Pri0T-i~

Pierre Janet fïrst used the term c'dissociation'' in print in May 1887 to designate
the apparent doubling or splitting of consciousness in hypnotism, hysteria, spint
possession and mediumship, and the term "subconscious" in early 1888, to underscore
the fact that so-called uncooscious acts were unconscious only to the primary
consciousness and not to the dissociated consciousness that performed them.lg The
and les névroses traumafiques," 503.
359
l9 Janet, "L'anesthésie systematisee et L
a dissociation des phhomenes psychologiques;" and "Les actes
inconscients."
l7 Micaie, "Charcot

l8 Charcot, Leçons sur les mladies.

ideas of dissociation and the subconscious, however, were already clearly present in
the 1886 paper described ab~ve.~O

Janet's priority in conceptualishg the concept of dissociation has long been
recognised. Already in 1890 William James was introducing the concept to the anglo-

. ~ ~1906, the Boston physician
saxon world in his book Principle of P ~ y c h o l o g y In
Morton Prince built upon Janet's work and popularised the condition of multiple
personality in his sensational book The Dissociation of a Personality." But by 1925
dissociation was hardly spoken of on either side of the Atlantic, because cases of
multiple persondity and hysteria all but disappeared. The concept made a startling
comeback in the early 1970s' however, when three lines of inquiry converged upon it.

The first was the publication in 1970 of Henri F. Ellenberger's weU known Discovery
of the Unconscio~(s.Ellenberger gave renewed prestige to Janet's work by presenting
him as one of the principal pioneers of the psychology of the unconscious. He was

keen to show Janet's pnority over Freud and Breuer in viewing psychic trauma as a
partial cause of hysteria and hitting upon the cathartic cure. Nthough he almost never

referred to the term ~cdissociation'~7
Ellenberger nonetheless highlighted the fact that
Janet had been the first to formulate the equivalent notion of "subconscious" processes

and ideas.23
Dissociation received another major boost when the Stanford experimental
psychologist Ernest Hilgard advanced his "neodissociationist'' view of hypnosis in
1973.24 He called his theory neodissociationist because, unlike Janet, he did not believe
that dissociated processes couId function without intedering with each other. Hilgard's

The historians Adam Crabtree and Allan Gauld also acknowledge Janet as havuig been the first to
formulate the concept of dissociation. Gauld seems not to have noticed that the concept originated as a
solution to the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion although he does mention that some researchers,
especially L. Loewenfeld, worked on the problem. See Crabtree, From Mesmer to Freud, 307-326; and
Gauld, Hislory of Hypnotism, on Janet, 369-375, and on Loewenfeld, 454-457.
21 James, Principles of Psychology, 165, 203-213.
22 Mnce, Dissociation of a Personali~
23 Ellenberger, Discovery of the Unconscious. 413.
24 Hilgard, "A Neodissociation Interpretation."
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work lent scientific respectability to the multiple personalïty movement in North
Arnerica? The movement began in the early 1970s and grew exponentially mtil it was
bogged down by the memory controversies of the early 1 9 9 0 ~ - ~ ~
The movement largely pattemed its cases after Cornelia Wilbur's case of SybiL

In treating Sybil, Wilbur, a psychoanalyst, drew chiefly upon Prince's Dissociation of
a Personaliv although her conceptualisation of dissociation resembled the more refined

formulation that Freud and Breuer had given it under the name of repression in their
"preliminary communication" in 1893-27
The multiple personality movement fell into disrepute when it becarne apparent
that many of the dissociated traumatic memories elicited in therapy could not possibly
be real. This respected Freud's views in 1897 when he began to conclude that many of

his patients's memories were not tme and that it was impossible to distinguish between
. ~ ~ of the consequences of this recent
fantasies and memories in the u n c o n s ~ i o u s One
scandal was to substitute the term dissociative identity disorder for the term multiple
personality disorder. This was done in part to divert attention awsy from the more
sensational aspects of the dissociative disorders and to forestall a complete repudiation
of the field of dissociation. These circurnstances may explain why the dissociation
psychologist O m o van der Hart wishes to dispute Janet's priority in introducing
dissociation to psychology. The concept would appear more legitimate if it could be
shown to have been advanced by several writers before Janet.

'The first French author to use the temi, with its more or less current meaning,"
writes van der Hart, "was Moreau de Tours (1845). In the 1880s the concept of
dissociation was similarly used by Richet (1884), Charcot (1887), Gilles de La

See aIso Hilgard, Divided Consciousness.
See ~acking,Rewriting the SouL
Schreiber, Sybil;Freud and Breuer, ''Preliminary Communication."
z8 Freud first expressed this view in a letter to Wilheim Fliess of September 21, 1897. He proposed the
idea of "screen memories" as a way of accounting for this phenomenon. See Freud, "Screen Memones."
See also Ellenberger, Discovery of the Unconscious, 488 and 494.
25
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Tourette (1887), and Myers (1887).'29 Charcot, Gilles de la Tourette, Myers and Janet
did al1 use the "term" dissociation in the same year, but since Janet was the first to
introduce the "ideay7of dissociation in the previous year we are obliged to lean in his
favour in granMg priority for the concept_ Moreau de Tours did use the term in Du

hashish et de l'aliénation mentale, but he did not use it in its present psychiatric sense.30
Moreau de Tours was concemed with describing our inability to control the association
of our ideas while under the influence of the hallucinogenic effects of hashish. He was
refemhg to a dream-like scramble of ideas and not a splitting of consciousness. Richet
used the word "dissociation" in another way in L'Homme et Z'ir~telligence.~'He was
referrïng to the apparent separation of the ego, perception and the personality in
provoked somnambulism. For example, the somnambde~spersonality could change
although his or her underlying ego would remain the sarne. He described a dissociation
of the different components of a single consciousness and not the dissociation of a

consciousness into several consciousnesses with all their components intact.
Though we may credit Janet with inventing the current psychiatric meaning of
"dissociation," the concept of the sirnultaneous existence of more than one
consciousness in the same individual was foreshadowed by experiments in automatic
wnting and doubtless by the many cases of "doubling of the personality" that began
appearing around 1876 and were being frequentiy diagnosed during the l88Os.32
Indeed, in his semind paper, Janet cited at iength a passage by Hyppolite Taine on the
coexistence of two consciousnesses in the phenomenon of automatic writing:
There is a person who while chatting or singing writes, without looking
at her paper, linked sentences and sometimes entire pages without being
conscious of what she is Miting. To rny mind, her sincerity is perfect;
moreover, she declares at the end of her page that she has no idea what
29 Van der Hart, "Ian Hacking on Pierre lanec," 80.
30Moreau (De Tours), Du hachisch et de l'aliénation

mentale. The word "dissociation" appears only in

the titie of a section called ''DE~TXIÈMEPWOMÈNE:Excitation, dissociation des idées, etc." The

section runs Born page 59 to 68.
Richet, L'homme et l'intelligence, 250-25 1.
See chapter 11, "Doubling of the Personaiity," in Hacking, Rewriting the Soul. 159-170.
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she has scribbled down; when she reads it she is surprised, sometimes
alarmed [...]. We undoubtedy have here a doubling of the ego, the
simultaneous presence of two parallel and independent series of ideas,
of two actiûn centres or, if you will, of two moral beings juxtaposed in
the same brain, each has a task and a different task, one on stage, the
other in the wings [...]-33

But Janet was probably much more inspired by Fredenck W. H. Myers, a
founding member of the Society for Psychical Research. The society was established in
London in 1882, its purpose being to investigate inexplicable phenomena "designated

by such terms as mesmenc, psychical, and ~pinnialistic."~4
Much early psychic
research focused on telepathy. French researchers of hypnosis contributed to the field,
and Charles Richet, for one, as Ian Hacking points out, introduced the use of
probability as an inferential technique for psychic research and for psychology in
g e i ~ e r a lPierre
. ~ ~ Janet's first scienntic publication was on telepathy. In "Note sur
quelques phénomènes de somnarnbulisme", he claimed that he, and his associate Dr.
Gibert, had succeeded in hypnotising and giving suggestions to a subject from a
distance.36Their subject was the extraordinary natural somnambule, Léonie
L e b o ~ l a n g e rThe
. ~ ~paper was read by his uncle, Paul Janet, in December 1885 before

a session of the Société de psychologie physiologique with Charcot presiding. Dr.
Ochorowicz gave a first hand description of the session:
One c m understand with what interest 1listened to this talk.
Every one did the sarne, and not without a large dose of incredulity. M.
Janet abstained from any theorising; he told only facts - one had to
33 Taine, De l'intelligence. 1, 16. Cited in Janet, ' l e s actes inconscients," 584-586.
34 Myers, Proceedings of the Socievfor Psychical Research, 3-6.
35 Hacking, "Telepatby: Origuis of Randomization," 437-440;
Richet, "La suggestion mentale."
36 Janet, "Note sur quelques phénomènes;" and Janet, "Deuxième note sur le sommeil provoque A

distance." See also Euenberger, Discovery of the Unconscious, 337-338.
37 Leonie would serve as Janet's subject for decades to corne. She was boni into a peasant farnily in
Normandy in 1838. Twenty years before meeting Janet she had already served as a somnarnbuiic subject
for Dr. ALfred Pemer in nearby Caen. Since it was then believed that somnambuies had clairvoyant
powers, a Caen merchant, Madame Frigard, enlisted Leonie in looking for a supposedly hidden treasure
at a château in the region. This story became farnous in 1867 when Frigard was tried and found guiity
of murder in a triai in which Léonie appeared as a witness. Later, in 1895, it was Mathieu Dreyfus,
brother of ALLied, who hired her as a maid and clairvoyant. For ail this and more see Carroy. 'Dreyfiis
et la somnambule."

believe or not. The talk,listened to in silence, was passed over in
silence, except for a few reservations of a very general character by M.
Charcot, our p r e s i d e n ~ ~ ~

In order to venfy Janet's results, the Society for Psychical Research sent a
delegation, which included the brothers Frederic and A Myers, and Henry Sidgwick,
to visit Janet in Le Havre in April 1886. The results were positive but Janet soon came
to doubt their validity and seems to have forever remained suspicious of
parapsychological research. At my rate, we c m be reasonably sure that Janet rnust have
read Frederïc Myers's paper, "On a teIepathic explaaation of some so-called
spiritualistic phenornena'' by 1886.39

In this paper, Myers wished to explore the possibility of using automatic
writing as a telepathic technique. One of the problems in trying to detect telepathic
influence is to distinguish between the subject's own thoughts and the thoughts
onginating from an outside source. Myers believed automatic writing offered a way
around this problem. He reasoned that since the motion of the hand seems to occur
independently of the subject's will, the wnting would be relatively free of unwanted
intrusions from the subject's conscious mind. It would, at the least, be produced by
"unconscious cerebration" if not by external agency. Myers served as his own subject
and briefly developed sornething of an alter personality (or a relationship with a spirit)

which he (or she) named Clelia. He pu blished his results in 2 88 4 and visited Le Havre

in the spring of 1886, making it highly plausible that Janet drew the idea for the concept
of dissociation, which he published in December 1886, from Myers's alrnost identicd
experiment in automatic writing.
What about simulation? Could Myers have been the dupe of his own
simulation? He noted that whenever he thought that he might be anticipating the letters
he was about to write, he would be unable to go on. He took this to be an indication
that he only wrote automaticaliy when he wrote unconsciously and, consequently, that
38 Ochorowicz, De la suggestion mentale, 118-119.
39 Myers. "On a telepathic explanation."

either the spirit or the unconscious intelligence he invoked was genuine. But the
opposite interpretation is no less - and no more - Iegitimate. It could be that he only
wrote automaticaily when he was not conscious of anticipating the words, that is, when
he was alive to the fact he was himself willing the dialogue, the illusion would
disappear.
We might well wonder whether or not Lucie simulated hypnosis in the
experiments she undement with Janet. She might have been pretending to have a
second consciousness that conversed with Janet through automatic wnting. Janet
himself foliowed the Salpêtrière school - and his uncle - in making the repeated claim
that hypnosis was symptornatic of underlying pathology. To his mir?d, subjects no
more simdated hypnosis than patients did hysteria. 1 retum to the problem of
simulation in the second half of the dissertation, and in chapter 5 in particular.
Chapter 4 wïIl describe a number of refmements that Janet brought to the
concept of dissociation. These were mainly in response to alternative ways of seeing
Paul Janet's problem, as well as hypnosis itself, thac will be descnbed in the next
chapter.

CHAPTER THREE
Bernheim and Delboeuf on the Problem of Post-hypnotic Suggestion

Bernheim, in 1886, and the Belgim philosopher and psychologist Joseph
Delboeuf, in 1885, independently advanced similar solutions to the problem of posthypno tic suggestion.1 They each proposed that from tirne to time subjects drifted into a
hypnotic or dream state in which they were reminded of the suggestion and of the time
remaining until its execution. Like Pierre Janet, they su bscnbed to a kind of double
consciousness theory. But unlike Janet, the consciousnesses of their theory altemate

whereas in Janet's they are concurrent. These solutions are very different and, as we
s h d see, deeply incompatible.

This chapter has three parts. The first part focuses on Bernheim's solution to
the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion.
The second part discusses the similarities between the state of dissociation and a
peculiar hypnotic state that Beaunis called "waking s~mnambulism".~
Waking
somnambulism describes the state of someone under the spell of a hypnotic suggestion
of which he or she is presumably not aware: the person üppears to be f d l y awake but
for the influence of the hypnotic cornmand. It describes, for instance, the hypnotic
subject who is wakened after having been given a post-hypnotic suggestion that she

cannot remember. The subject is normal except for the suggestion to which he o r she is
bound. 1hope to show that Beaunis's state of waking somnambulism corresponds
rather weU to Janet's state of dissociation. The third part of this chapter describes
Delboeufs critique of waking sornnambulism - and, by extension, dissociation - and
his concomitant sohtion to the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion. In a major paper
Bernheim. "Souvenirs latents et suggestions à longue échéance"; Delboeuf, "Sur les suggestions à
date fure."
Beaunis, "L' experimentation en psychologie." 27-31.This is the same paper in which Beaunis put
forward his human alam d o c k hypothesis to explain the probiem of post-hypnotic suggestion. See
chapter 1 footnote 35.

in 1887, Delboeuf subjected Beaunis's idea of waking somnambulism to an intense and
thorough critique? His andysis was based on a senes of experiments conducted in the
spring of 1886 but which he had been prevented from p u b l i s b g sooner because of a
painful family event. Before publishing, however, he applied the arguments he
developed therein to his solution to the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion in a short
paper published in December 1886.4
Bemheim on post-hynotic suggestion

In February 1886, in a paper entitled "SouvenUs latents et suggestions 2 longue
échéance" C'Zatent Memories and Long-term Suggestions"], Bernheirn put forward
what he believed was the first solution to the problem of post-hypnotic suggesti~n.~
It
was grounded on a speculative theory of memory and suggestion, He divided the
intellectual activity of the brain into a higher and a lower level. The higher level of the
brain is the seat of voluntary action, reasoning and judgment. The lower level is the seat
of automatic action, "psychic reflexes," and imagination. Under normal waking
conditions, the higher Ievel controls and analyses ideas and decides whether to accept
or reject them. It "neutrdizes the effects of the imagination and holds the automatic
activity in checKy(100). In hypnotic sleep, the lower level predominates: imagkition is
given free rein and docility and suggestibility are enhanced. The lower level of the brain
is not, incidentally, equivalent to the body's autonornic nervous system, rather it is
analogous to it, "[qhe higher level of the brain exercises a rnoderating influence on
psychic reflexes, on cerebral automatism ...just as the brain has a moderating action on
spinal reflexes, on spinal automatism" (100). "In sleep," Bernheim continued,

Delboeuf, 'De la pretendue veille somnambulique."
Delboeuf, ' t e s suggestions à echéance."
5 Bernheim, "Souvenirs latents et suggestions à longue 6ch6ance," to which refer al1 page numbers
cited in this section. The paper is reproduced in his book De la suggestion et ses applications à la
thérapeutique. M y translation of the cited texts draws upon the English translation Hypnosis and
Suggestion in Psychotherapy.

this influence ceases. The higher level is dulled, the c e r e b d activity is
concentrated on the reflex centres, the imagination centres, and the
automatic centres. lntellectual control is diminished. Instead of diffusing
itself in the cortical c e k where it is anaiyzed and elaborated, the
communicated impression [the suggestion] penetrates straight into the
motor, sensitive, and sensorial ceUs of the inferior levels which produce
(and without control) the direct transformation of the idea into act,
movement, sensation or image. There is exaltation of the idea-motor,
idea-sensitive, idea-sensotial reflex excitability which makes the
unconscious transformation, outside of the subject's awareness, of the
idea into movement, sensation or image (100).

The theory posited, therefore, how the brain receives and then realises hypnotic

suggestions without the subject's conscious awareness or control. It was both a theory
of the mechanism of suggestion and a theory of memory. According to Bernheim, the
memories of events that occur d e g hypnotic sleep are stored by the inferior level of
the brain. And, when the subject is hypnotised, cerebral activity is also concentrated on
a limited number of sensations, images and ideas in the lower level of the brain- When
awake, cerebral activity spreads out into the higher level and "the impressions perceived
during sleep are evaporated, so to speak, because, produced with a great quantity of
nervous force, of nervous light, if 1 may be allowed this cornparison, they are no
longer suficientiy illuminated to be conscious ..." (101).
In one instance, Bernheim woke his subject afier a half hour of active
conversation and noted:
She remembers nothing, absolutely nothing. Singular phenomenon! Ail
is evaporated. The nervous impulse which was concentrated on certain
parts of the brain is diffused all over; the light now distributed
differently no longer illuminates the preceding impressions: a new state
of consciousness exists. 1 put the somnambule back to sleep: the
previous state of nervous concentration reappears and, with it, the
previous state of consciousness. The exthguished impressions are
revived, the latent memories are reborn (101).
The memories are not unconscious, Bernheim emphasised, they are latent. They
Lie dormant and are revived each time the subject's brain returns to a state of hypnotic

consciousness. To bring back these memories, Bernheim simply told his subjects that
they would remember and they reverted spontaneously to a state of hypnotic

consciousness. His subjects switched States very easily; for some it was simply a
matter of opening and cIosing the eyes. AU somnambules, he believed, could be made
to remember the details of their hypnotic or somnambulic state. He argued,
hirthermore, that we do precisely the same thing whenever we concentrate on recalhg
something or on creating a deep impression. The sensation disappears when we scatter
our attention onto several objects at a time but immediately reappears when we re-focus
our concentration. "The hypnotic state is not an abnormal state," Bernheim added. 'Tt
does not create new functions or extraordinary phenomena;... it exaggerates in favor of
a new psychic modality the normal suggestibility that we all possess to a certain
degree ..." (103).
Having thus formulated his theory of the mechanism of arnnesia - and
suggestion - Bernheim proceeded with his explanation of the problem of long term
post-hypnotic suggestion (204-1 11). He began with an interpretation of how some
people are able to wake up at predetermined times. From the outset, he rejected the
human alarm clock hypothesis, arguing that people who can wake at a set moment are
thinking throughout their sleep about having to wake up. The mind c o n h u e s to work

in its sleep; it solves problems and performs various operations. Some people actually
get up and do things; "they are active sleepers or somnambules" (107).6 If the person
has a good sense of t h e , she will wake up at the appropriate tirne. If she does not, she
will be preoccupied with the set hour and will periodically wake up in the rnidcUe of the

night to check the time.
Long term post-hypnotic suggestions, Bernheim proposed, operate by a similar
mechanism:
Put an idea into their brâins during the state known as somnambulic, an
idea which should be rnanifested on a fxed day. During the state known
as waking, the idea seems extinguished; but it does not remain latent
until the day fùced upon. It revives and becomes conscious again every
time that the same nervous concentration, the same psychical state, is
reproduced ...(108- 109).
His emphasis.

The moment after the suggestion is accomplished, the state of psychic concentration
disappears and the memory is extinguished. The somnambules "believe in very good

faith that the idea had been freshly hatched, spontaneously hatched in their brain; they
do not remember having remmbered"(109).7
So much for theory, how about facts? Do subjects acnially remember the posthypnotic suggestion during the period between receiving it and executing it? Bernheim

verified his hypothesis with two somnambules. Here is the text of a conversation with
the first:
To one, 1 tell her during her sleep: - "Next Thursday (in five days) you
will take the glass that is on the night table and put it in the suitcase that
is at the foot of your bed." Three days later, having put her back to
sleep, 1 Say to her: "Do you remember what 1ordered you to do?" She
answers: "Yes, 1 must put the glass in my suitcase Thursday morning,
at eight o'clock" - "Have you thought about it since 1told you?" Wo" - "Think hard." - '? thought about it the following morning at
eleven o'clock" - 'Were you awake or asleep?? - "1 was in a drowsy
state" (109-110).
Bernheim ordered his second subject to ask hirn a medical question the next day. After
the suggestion was executed, Bernheim hypnotised his subject and asked him if he had
thought about the suggestion since the hypnotic session of the day before. His subject
answered that he had dreamt about it ( 110).
According to Bemheim, these experiments demonstrated: 1) that subjects
spontaneously rernember the events of their hypnotic sleep when awake; and 2) that
post-hypnotic suggestions are remembered in a sleep-like state that resembles the
Iiypnotic state in which they received the suggestion. In sum, Bemheirn's solution to
the probIem of post-hypnotic suggestion was therefore the following: subjects

penodically fall into a hypnotic state in which they remember, and ultimately perform
the suggestion during wakefulness. They cannot rernember the suggestion in their

His emphasis.

waking state simply because the memory of the suggestion is only available in a
hypno tic state.
Delboeuf had already put forward the same hypothesis, minus the specdative
brain theory, a year previously, in 1885.8 In his page-long note "On f i e d date
suggestions", Delboeuf wrote that "[tlhe subject must be rerninding himself of the
suggested date each time he enters into his hypnotic state - and how many times could
this happen without our knowing anything about it!"9 His solution to the problem of
pas t-hypnotic suggestion was further developed following a series of studies in
hypnotism during 1886. The results of these investigations were published in three
major papers in the Revue phihsophique as well as in a short paper that dealt
specifically with the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion in the Rmue d'hypnotisme.
The first paper was concemed with memory in hypnosis, the second with the unwitting
training of hypnotic subjects, and the third with the dubious existence of "waking
somnambuiisrn". The fourth paper on post-hypnotic suggestion was essentially a
summary of the waking somnambulism critique which was the natural continuation
and, in many respects, the culmination of the first two papers. Before describing

Delboeuf's solution to the probIem of post-hypnotic suggestion, therefore, 1must next
outline the idea of waking somnamnbulism to which it was opposed.
Waking somnambulism

In 1885, Beaunis coined the term "waking somnambulism" to describe the state
of mind of someone who is given and executes a suggestion while a ~ a k e . ~Bernheim
O
had observed that many subjects become susceptible to suggestion in their waking state
after a few hypnotic sessions. But although apparently awake, the subject is not in a

Delboeuf, "Sur les suggestions à date fie."
Delboeuf, "Sur les suggestions 2 date t'ixe," 514,
Io Beaunis, ''L'exp~mentationen psychologie," 27-31, to which refer ail page nunibers cited in this
section.

normal waking state, according to Beaunis. In his paper, "L'expérimentation en
psychologie par le somnambulisme provoqué", Beaunis cited Liégeois's observation of
this state:
He does not present the least appearance of sleep; his eyes are open, his
movements are relaxed, he speaks, walks, acts Like everyone else, he
participates in conversation, replies to objections, discusses them, has
many joyfùl repartees; he seems to be in an absolutely normal state,
except for the singular point upon which the experimenter's prohibition
is directed (28),1*
So the subjects appear to be perfecdy normal except for their submission to the
hypnotic command. There is a crucial trait, however, whkh Liégeois neglected to
mention. "mt is precisely this trait which constitutes the real characteristic of this
special state," Beaunis admonished- "1 mean the partial loss of memory that 1signaled
before, a loss that applies only to the suggestion that has just been made, while the
memory is conserved for dIthe rest. That is a capital distinction and it has not been
made by any of the previously cited authors" (29).12A few paragraphs later, Beaunis
summed up his own definition of the state:

me

can determine in certain subjects a partïcular state that is neither a
hypnotic sleep nor a waking condition. This state distinguishes itself
from hypnotic sleep by many features: the subject is perfectiy awake,
his eyes are open, he is in rapport with the external world; he
remembers perfectly everythmg that is said or done around him and
everything that he has himseK said or done; the memory is intact but for
one particu1a.r point, the suggestion that has just been made; it is by this
trait and by the docilis. to suggestions that this state resembles
somnambulism. These two characteristics are moreover the only ones
which distin-pish it from the ordinary waking state (30).

In 1884, the year before Beaunis wrote on waking somnambulism, Liégeois
had suggested that the state be called "condition prime", which he denved from the term
"condition seconde " used by the Bordeaux doctor, Eugène Azam, to describe the
l1 Cited frorn Liégeois. ' D e la suggestion hypnotique."

190.
include. among others, Bernheim. James Braid, Paul Janet. Auguste
Ambroise Liebeault. Liégeois, A. Pitres and Richet. Liégeois later claimed that he had indeed noticed
the trait of partial arnnesia and faîied to mention it because he took it for ganted as characteristic of the
condition prime or of waking sornnarnbulisru. See Liégeois, De la suggestion et du somnambulisme,
384. The introduction is signed August 8, 1888, Nancy.
l2 The authors previously cited

apparent existence of a second personality in the case of Félida X.13 He held that there
were therefore three distinct states: condition seconde, condition prime and condition

normale. Beaunis preferred the term "waking so~nnambuLism'~
because it had the
advantage of indicating the state's distinctive traits. He admitted that the term was
contradictory but he noted that the similar tenns coma-vigil and somno-vigil had been
used by doctors and magnetisers, respectively (30).l4
The state of waking somnambulism is almost exactly that of someone who is
responsive to a post-hypnotic suggestion. The post-hypnotic subject appears to be
perfectly normal and has no memory of the suggestion. And, as with waking
somnambulism, the performance of the suggestion is what confïrms that he or she is
not, despite appearances, in a normal state of mind. The only possible difference
between the states of post-hypnotic suggestion and wakïng somnambulism is that in the
first case the suggestion is given during hypnosis and in the second it is given either
during hypnosis or during the waking state. But this difference is rendered insignificmt

by the fact, mentioned above, that many subjects become suggestible in their w W g
state after a few sessions of hypnosis.

Waking somnarnbulism also includes the state of someone who is writing
automaticaily. In his follow-up article on dissociation in 1887, Pierre Janet wrote:
The hand answers rny questions and signs by the narne of Adrienne, but
the mouth speaks spontaneously and answers by the narne of Lucie.
This state corresponds, 1believe, with individual variations, to the state
that has often been descnbed under the name of somo-vigil and more
recently by M. Beaunis under the name of waking somambzdism.~~
Thus, except for the fact that she was conversing in writing with Janet, Lucie
appeared to be in a normal state of mind while she conversed o r d y with a group of
people. And like many of Bemheim7ssubjects, Lucie became susceptible to suggestion

in her waking state after she had been hypnotised a few times.
l3 Liegeois, ' D e

la suggestion hypnotique," 190-192; Azam, "Amnésie périodique."

l4 ~ e a u n i does
s
not say when or by whom these terms were used.
lS Janet, "L'anesthdsiesystématisee," 450; and Auzornafisme Psychologique. 323.

Let us now consider Delboeufs examination of these matters-

Delboeuf on pst-hypnotic suggestion and waking sornnarnbulism
Throughout the rest of this chapter and the others that follow, 1 will draw extensively
upon four articles Delboeuf published, between 1885 and 1887, using the abbreviations
given in the bibliography. Here are Delboeufs arguments for his solution to the
problem of post-hypnotic suggestion and against the notion of waking somnambulism.
1. The first time one of his subjects performed a post-hypnotic suggestion, he was
"stnick by her strange air" which led him to suspect that she was not awake (Echkmce,
168; Mémoire, 450 and 467; Influence, 153).l6
2. On two occasions in which a subject was prevented from successfully executing a

post-hypnotic suggestion, she retumed to tell him that she was "now awake". This
indicated that falling asleep was perhaps a pre-condition for the successfd execution of

a suggestion (Echéance, 168; Influence, 156; V d l e , 119-120).
3. f i s subjects considered their hypnotic state to be 'ccompletely analogous" to
"physiological sleep" (Echéance, 169). He noted, furthemore, that Bernheim had made
the same observation in a paper published in the Revz~ede l'hypnotisme a month
previously. There Bernheim had written: "1wouid like to show them that so-called
hypnotic sleep does not differ from norind sleep, that all the phenornena provoked in
one can be provoked in the ~ t h e r - " ~ ~
4. His subjects reported experiencing the hypnotic state exactly as they would a dream

(Echéance, 169). Delboeuf noted that this was invariably the case ever since his
l6 See dso Delboeuf, Magnétisme animal. 3 15-16.
l7 Bernheim, "De La suggestion envisagee au point de vue pedagogique,"

133. Beniheim had expressed
the sarne view in "Souvenirs latents et suggestions à longue &héance," - "in my opinion, nothing,
absolutely nothing, distinguishes natural sleep Erom induced sleep" (106).

mernorable visit to the Salpêtrière in December 1885, when he set out to contradict the
accepted doctrine that waking subjects could not remember the events of their hypnotic
sleep. He believed that the amnesia upon waking frorn hypnotic sleep was analogous to
the amnesia upon waking from normal sleep (Veille, 113).The reason we do not
normally remember Our dreams, he stated, is because of the difEcuity of establishing a

link between Our waking and dream States. We remember our dreams most often, for
instance, when we wake up in the middle of one, because Our first waking expenence
is also our last dreaming experience - the common experience bridges together the two
dissimilar worlds. If the same conditions of recall applied to hypnotic sleep, Delboeuf
theorised, it shodd be possible for subjects to remember their hypnotic sleep if they are
awakened in the middle of perforrning an action. Delboeuf first demonstrated his theory
with Blanche W i m a n , the star subject of the Salpêtrière. He and Charles Féré abmptly

woke Wittrnan in the middle of a hypnotic hallucination in which she was frantically
attempting to extinguish her scarf that had caught fire. "On seeing her scarf intact,"
Delboeuf wrote, "she wore the physiognorny of a person emerging from a distant
drearn and cried (the moment was solemn for me, and her words engraved themselves
indelibly in my minci): "My Cod! It was a dream that 1had! It's strange. That is the
jïrst time thatI remember what I did while a somnambule. It's strange. 1 remember
absolutely everything" (Echéance, 169; Mémoire, 447).18
Delboeuf repeated the experiment with other subjects and consistently obtained
the same result: "E]verythmg that they think, say or do in somnambulism, they think
it, say it or do it as in a dream" (Echéance, 169).

These experiments convinced Delboeuf of the total analogy between hypnotic
hallucinations and ordinary dreams. They also enabled him,as we have seen, to
account for the amnesia of hypnotic subjects. The reason amnesia was so long
considered a distinctive trait of hypnosis, he reasoned, is because attention had not been

*

His emphasis.

directed to the conditions necessary for the recall of mernories of hypnosis (Mémoire,

471). We will have occasion, in the chapters to corne, to reexamine Delboeuf's dream
theory of hypnotic amnesia in greater detail.

5, f i s subjects ail claimed to fall into a som.ambulic/dream state when executing a
post-hypnotic suggestion (Echéance, 169). Their surroundings would change and they
could hi& of nothing else but the action or dream that they were told to realise. All
post-hypnotic suggestions, Delboeuf therefore argued, are accompanied by an
unspoken command to go into hypno tic sleep (Veille, 134- 1%).
As for the explmation of the phenornenon, it is most simple. AU
suggestion or injunction of which execution is fixed at a future time is
presumably formulated in the following terms: "At such-and-such time,
you will fall asleep and you will see or do such-and-such thing." It is
this latent order that is the cause of the later hypnosis (Veille, 135-136).
The same situation is obtained, Delboeuf rernarked, for suggestions that are
given to subjects in their waking state. "Most suggestions are, at bottom, counterrealities. To see or feel what is not there, is to be outside of the real world and to inhabit

the worId clf drearns. The suggestion therefore implicitly includes the sign which
plunges the subject into hypnosis" (Veille, 266). ''If 1Say to one of them: 'You see fidl
well that 1 have a silver nose', this simple f l i a t i o n plunges the person into the
hypnotic state, and it is in this manner that the hallucination can be produced and is
produced. I f s as though 1 had begun by telling him: Sleep! and then: You will see me
with a silver nose" (Echéance, 170; Veille, 135 and 269).
6. By chance, Delboeuf stumbled upon a strong proof of the analogy between dreaming

and so-called waking somnambulism. On two occasions his subjects failed to execute a
suggestion because they had instead dreamt of d o h g so (Echéance, 169; Veille, 128).
"When, after a more or less prolonged wait, believing that the suggestion had not
taken, 1woke him and reproached him for his lack of condescension, he maintained

that he had obeyed me, told m e his dream and was deeply surprised to learn that he had
not moved" (Echéance, 169).
Caunter areuments
Delboeuf's critique of wakhg somnambulism - and dissociation - was still
unsatisfactory in one important respect. Neither he nor Bernheim could explain how the
subject knows when he or she must enter a state of sleep, be it normal or hypnotic, in
order to execute the command. Beaunis pointed out this flaw in the second edition of
his book Le somnambulisme provoqué. He wrote: "If the suggestion is spontaneously
recailed in the interval, instead of remaining latent up to the tirne fixed upon, there is the
same difficulty; the explanation reduces it, but does not solve it."19 Bernheim's
response was feeble: '9;0reduce a difficuity is to solve it partly; to reduce it sufficientiy
is to solve it totally."20 He argued that the subjects not only switched States easily and
frequently but also spent the greater part of their day in their somnarnbulic state. Zf this
were m e , and the subjects appeared othenvise normal, then Bernheim succeeded only
in reducing his explanation to a description of the notion of walMg somnambulism.
Delboeuf mentioned this limitation of his theory in his p a p - "On So-called Waking
Somnambulism." He admitted that "the subject, in whom we have inspired a
suggestion, is, after all, under the dominion of the suggestion so long as it remains to
be accomplished; he is in the expectation of a moment or signal" (Veille, 127). He
noted, moreover, that his subjects often felt uneasy, as though a weight were
oppressing them, during the interval between the moment of the suggestion's
acceptance and the moment of its execution. Perhaps they felt the anxiety we all feel
when we do not wish to miss an important appointment. As Delboeuf said in his very
first publication on the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion, "who among us, in his
ordinary state, would dare to agree to execute at a date fixed long in advance an act that
I9

~eaunis,Le somnambulisme provoqué, 243. Janet takes up the same criticism; see chapter 4 below.

20 Bernheim, De la suggestion, 157.

has no naturd relationship to this dateTQ1As we shall see at the end of chapter five,

Delboeuf will use this post-hypnotic suggestion anxiety as evidence against the idea inûinsic to the concept of dissociation - that post-hypnotic subjects believe themselves
to be free without actuaily being free. For now, it would be good to consider how Janet
dealt with the difficulties raised by Bemheim and Delboeuf.-

21 Delboeuf, "Sur Ies suggestions à date fixe," 514.

CHAPTER FOUR
The Concept of Dissociation: 1887-1889
Delboeuf and Bemheim 's solutions to the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion
presented serious difficulties for Pierre Janet's concept of dissociation. At stake were
the issues of memory and awareness.

Mernory: Delboeuf and Bemheim demonstrated that subjects remember the
events of their hypnotic state by either falling into that state or, as Delboeufshowed, by
using an &ce

to bridge the waking world and the hypnotic/dream world. But

according to Janet's dissociation mode1 of hypnosis, it is never actually the "subject"
who remembers the suggestion but rather a dissociated consciousness. The concept of
dissociation is meaningless if the hypnotic subject remembers what only a dissociated
consciousness is supposed to know.
Awareness: When executing their pos t-hypnotic suggestions, Delboeuf and

Bernheirn's subjects are usually aware of the suggestion although they c m o t help
themselves from performing it. Janet's subjects, on the other hand, are usudly not
aware of the post-hypnotic suggestion, even at the moment of its execution. For Janet,
it is a dissociated consciousness and not the official consciousness that is responsible
for executing the suggestion.
The first part of this chapter describes Janet's response to these difficulties. The

second part examines his use of the concept of dissociation in attempting to explain
another psychological problem in hysteria and hypnosis, the problem of negative
hallucination - the disappearance of an object through hypnotic suggestion. During the
period 1 comider, from 1886 to 1889, Janet elaborated the concept of dissociation in

three articles and a doctoral thesis which 1 refer to using the abbreviations in the
bibliography-1
Janet on memory and somnambuli,m
From the very beginning, Janet tried to weaken and contradict the inferences
Delboeuf drew from his hypnotic memory experiments. La the opening pages of his
Eirst dissociation paper he noted an exception to the general d e , put forward by
Delboeuf, that a subject will remember her hypnotic state as she would a dream if she is
abruptly wakened in the middle of performing a hypnotic act: " m e n the subject has

already been abruptly put to sleep in the middle of a waking act, the idea that appears in
the consciousness after an equ*

abrupt awakening is not the memory of the

somnambulism, it is the continuation of the act begun and interrupted during the

waking state" (Dédoublement, 579). Thus, if the subject is awakened suddenly, having
been put to sleep with equal suddenness, she will remember not her last somnambulic
act, as Delboeuf claimed, but rather the last act she performed before being put to sleep.
Janet further restricted the range of Delboeuf's d e by arguing that it is only
tme in cases of light somnambuLisrn because subjects in deep somnambulism cannot be
wakened with sufficient suddenness. According to Janet, it takes time to wake subjects
who have undergone the profound changes in personality, sensibility and intelligence
that characterise deep somnarnbulism, and this delay intemipts the somnambulic act in
such a way that the memory of the act cannot be preserved (Antomatisme, 96). Janet
mived at this observation b y repeating the experiment Delboeuf had performed with

Blanche Wittman at the Salpêtrière: he suggested to Lucie that her dress (rather than her
scarf) had caught fire and he woke her in the middle of her attempts to extinguish it. He
obtained Delboeuf's result at first, but in time Lucie's somnambulism deepened to the
-

-

--

--

-

AU page references to Janet's Automfisme refer to the text of the fourih edition reprinted in Paris in
1989 by the Sociétk Pierre Janet. The text of the first edition is unchanged except for the addition of
Janet's prefaces to the second and third editions in 1893 and 1898 respectively, and Henri Faure's 1989
preface to the fourth edition.

point that it took at least a full minute to wake her (Automatisme, 96). Janet did not
state the period of time over which the quality of somnambulism changed. He merely
remarked that subjects normally only enter a light sleep when they are first hypnotîsed
but fall into deeper sleep if the process is repeated.
And even when subjects do remember their somnambulism after waking from

light somnambulism, Janet continued, this memory is of short duration. The same is
true, he claimed, of subjects who remember the post-hypnotic suggestion while
performing it: "M. Beaunis has cornpletely demonstrated what 1have dways Observed.
If a subject executes a suggestion with consciousness and memory at the moment of its
execution, it is only a few moments before he completely loses not only the memory of
the command, but the memory of its execution as well" (Azrtomatisme,94).2 He

reasoned that if the memory persists at all, it is because the subject has not fully
wakened from somnambulism. 'Tu reality," he wrote, "the psychological States are
continuous and the subject does net jrimp from one to the other. There is a posthypnotic period that sometimes extends itself a fair arnount of time after waking, and it

is perfectly natural that the memory of the somnambulism persists for some time during
this period" (Automatisme,97). In other words, for the somnambulic act to continue

after waking, it is necessary that the somnambulism continue as well. Hence, according
to Janet, when Delboeuf or Bernheim succeed in lifting the subject's amnesia during the
waking state, it is only because 1) the somnambulism is too light or 2) because the

subject is still in somnambulism and only apparently awake.
The reader may have noticed that Janet seems to assume the very thing he
wishes to demonstrate, that is, amnesia upon waking. For Janet, it is a priori

He cited Beaunis's Somnambulisme provoqué, second edition, 122. Later in his thesis he repeated
the same point :"A [...] very important fact has been noticed by M. Beaunis: regardless of the way in
which they executed the comrnand, once the action is accomplished, they lose complete memory of it,
they no longer know what they have done, despite having performed the suggestion while awake"
(Automatisme, 245-246). This does not so fiu contradict Delboeuf's explanation of post-hypnotic
suggestion since hypnotic subjects need only mmentarïly faii into somnambulism at the mcnent
they execute the suggestion.

impossible to remember one's somnambuiic state whiIe awake- As far as he was
concemed amnesia upon waking is a characteristic trait of somnambulism and if this
trait is lacking, it is because the somnambulis.m never occurred: 'Hence we conserve
forgetting upon waking as the most important trait of the state of somnambulism and
we persist in believing that, if it is completely absent, there has been suggestion during

the waking state and no somxlambulism" (Automatisme, 97). In the next chapter, I take

up this and other apparent instances of questions begged by the work of Janet and
others.3 In the present chapter, I restrict my attention to the development of Janet's
ideas and te the counterc~t;,cismshe directed at his opponents.
Janet on memory and awareness in waking somnambulism

The hypnotic phenornena described above belonged to the shdy of what Janet
called total automatism, the subject of the Eirst half of his thesis. (The second half dealt
with partial automatism.) By automatism, Janet meani the automatic psychological
activity that is thought to characterise hypnosis or somnambulism - hence the title of his
thesis, L'Automatisme psychologique.4 The hypnotic subject is considered to be an
automaton in the hands of the hypnotist. Total automatisrn refers to the psychological
condition of complete somnambulism - the opposite of being completely awake. Partial
automatism refers to the condition in which both the waking and somnambulic States
are present - Beaunis's state of waking somnambulism. The automatism is said to be

partial because only a portion of consciousness is subject to an autornatism of which the
remzining consciousness is unaware (Automatisme, 221-222). Automatic writing and
post-hypnotic suggestion are examples of partial automatism. They are unconscious
acts, that is, "actions having aU the features of a psychological phenornenon except one,

-

3 See

--

the section "Delboeuf on memory" in chapter 5.
Janet makes this point clear in the preface to the second edition (1893) of Autornaristne, page 24 and
on pages 221-222.

that it i s always ignored by the person executing it at the very moment it is being
executed" (Inconscients, 239; Automatisme, 222),5
Now since Delboeuf argued that there is no such thing as waking
somnambulism, he would of course hold that partiai automatism is equally nonexistent. According to Delboeuf, at the moment of executing a post-hypnotic
suggestion, hypnotic subjects fall into the same somnambulic state in which they first
received the suggestion. They are conscious of executing the suggestion but they
experience and remember it exactly as one would experience and remember a dream. To
use Janet's terrninology, Delboeufs post-hypnotic subjects experience the altemating
States of iotd automatism and not the sirnultaneous consciousnesses of so-called partial
automatism.
Janet attempted to counter Delboeuf's (and Bernheim's) critique in two
important ways. The first was to affirm again and again what Delboeuf would always
deny: the fact that some hypnotic subjects perfom conscious actions of which they are
not aware (Anesthésie, 45 1-452,462; Inconscients, 240-241 ;Automatisme, 22 1-223,
253,288, 3 15). Janet claimed that post-hypnotic suggestions, for instance, could be

executed in three different ways: 1) the subject executes the suggestion with full
awareness; 2) the subject falls into a somnambulic state and executes the suggestion; or
3) the subject executes the suggestion without memory or awareness (Inconscients,

240-241). Janet repeatedly criticised Delboeuf for apparendy failing to note these
different ways in which post-hypnotic suggestions could be carried out, and for
consequently making tenuous generdïsations based on a limited number of cases
(Inconscients, 240; Automatisme, 248).
One of these hasty generalisations is presumably Delboeuf's critique of waking
somnambulism. Delboeuf claimed that waking somnambuIisrn is in fact a pure
somnambulism without the admixture of waking phenornena. But it is obvious, wrote
This is also the defuihg feature of wakuig somnambulism; see the section on waking
somnambulism in chapter 3.

Janet, that the subject is not in a normal waking state: ' ' m e are not in the habit, when
we are perfectly awake, of walking or writing without knowing it- We should not
conclude, therefore, that the subject is in a complete statc of hypnotic sleep"
(Anesthésie, 450-451; Automatisme, 323). Beaunis had amply demonstrated, Janet
continued, that there is continuity of memory between the normal waking state and the
state of waking s~rnnambulism.~
Since the subject "will indefinitely remember put of
what he did, he was therefore at least partiy in a waking state" (Automatisme, 323). For
example, when a subject performs a post-hypno tic suggestion of which she is not
aware, she remains awake except for some of the actual moments of the performance.
He added that his own experiments had, on the other hand, similarly demonstrated a
continuity of memory between the dissociated part of the subject's consciousness and
the subject's state of somnambulism. For example, as we saw in chapter 3, Adrienne,
the dissociated consciousness of Lucie, is present both during somnambulism and
after. It is theoretically Adrienne's continuous presence, after all, that ensures the
success of long term post-hypnotic suggestions. But the somnambulic state is, like the
waking state, not altogether present either, Janet claimed. "It is therefore a semisomnambulism, analogous to a state of semi-waking," he wrote, "and M. Charles
Richet obviously found the right word, which we will keep for designating this state,
when he called it a hemi-somnambulismey'(Anesthésie, 451; Automatisme, 323).' Janet
perhaps saw in the new name a way of distancing Delboeuf's critique of waking
somnambulism from the identical notion of a dissociated state he espoused in his own
work. The substitution of "hem?' for "waking" may also have helped deflect attention
from the idea, so problematic for Delboeuf, of performing hypnotic suggestions while
awake.

Janet cited Beaunis, Somnambulisme provogrré, 166.
Janet cited Richet, "Les mouvements inconscients," in l'hotnmage à Chevreul, 93.1 was unable to
locate a copy of this very rare book,

The second way in which Janet defended the concept of dissociation was by
pointing out Delboeuf's and Bemheim's inability to adequately explain the problem of
post-hypnotic suggestion (Automatisme, 248-262). Janet maintained, contrary to
Delboeuf and Bernheim, that some subjects execute post-hypnotic suggestions without
memory of the suggestion, without consciousness of executing it and without falling,
therefore, into the same hypnotic state in which they received the suggestion. But
where subjects do fall into somnambulism when executing a post-hypnotic suggestion,
Janet argued that the phenomenon remained unexplained. If the suggestion were
performed b e d i a t e l y on waking, he believed that it could reasonably be assurned (as
discussed in the previous section) that the subject was not yet M y awake. But if the
suggestion is long term, he asked, why does the subject fall asleep at precisely the right
moment?
It serves no useful purpose to Say, and it is at any rate inexact, that all
post-hypnotic suggestions amount to saying: "You will fall asleep at
such-and-such moment and you wiU do such-and-such thing", because
the post-hypnotic suggestion to sleep is just as dificult to explain as any
other. Why does this forgotten memory appear at that moment?
(Atitomatisme, 248)s
To understand what is really going on we must examine, Janet proposed, "other
subjects who present in a clear and somewhat typical manner, another way of executing
the suggestion" (Atitomatisme, 249). One such subject was Lucie:
A hysterical woman, whom 1had the chance to study, displayed
in the highest degree and in an extremely clear manner an important
phenornenon that exists in all subjects in a more or less concealed
manner. It is one of those prerogative instances of which Bacon spoke
that must be weU understood before moving on to others (AutomanSrne,
249).

This passage was directed expticitly at Delboeuf. Four pages later he criticised Bernheim on the same
point:
things and of substituting
CBernheim's] explmation has the advantage of simpl-g
a phenomenon of forgetting for a phenomenon of unconsciousness. 1 believe that it
is nonetheless insufficient; first of aU, this theory does not explain why the rnemory
of the suggestion, which does not seem to exist, returns fiom time to time and what
pushes the subject to take precautions (Automutisrne, 252).

The phenomenon was of course an apparently dissociated consciousness that
performed post-hypnotic suggestions that her main consciousness knew nothùig about.

In a section entitled "The subconscious execution of post-hypnotic suggestions," Janet
reiterated, near the middle of his thesis, his soIution to the problem of post-hypnotic
suggestion. The argument and much of the text was the same as in his 1886 paper, but
he now placed greater emphasis on the fact that his hypnotic subjects had no memory of
the suggestion and were completely unaware of performing subconscious actions. He
pointed out, for example, that in order to return after 13 days, "from the moment he
wakes and during the entire interval, [the subject] must constantly be thinking: 'Today
is the first day, or the second-..' and once he thinks to himself: 'It is the thirteenth,' the
association will occur. Now of course it is obvious to everyone that waking
somnambules do not at any time have such mernories, and that they have no
consciousness of counting or of making these remarks7' (A~ltomatisme,253). The exact
same passage c m be found in his Grst publication on dissociation except for the
addition of the words "at any tirne", which 1 have italicised (Dédoublement, 583). In
discussing Bemheim's solution, moreover, Janet held that it did not reflect the facts: "If
we ser-iously examine the rnind of a subject during every moment that precedes the
execution of the suggestion, we wiU not fmd one moment in which he truly remembers.
There is not forgetting, but a true unconscious, as M. Beaunis remarked in discussing

M. Bemheim's hypothesis" (Automatisme, 252).3
Janet's direct attack on Bernheim's fmdings was a crucial move in his defence
of subconscious phenornena, This state, call it unconscious, subconscious, dissociated
or partial psychological automatism, was presented less as theory by Janet, than as fact.
It was therefore important for him to ensure that nothing contradicted the apparent
reality of a consciousness that could exist beyond the awareness of the subject7smain
consciousness. And besides, the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion seemed to be
Janet here referred to Beaunis, SomnambuIisme provoqué, 243

insoluble in the absence of this purported fact. Even for those who fall into
somnambulism at the moment of executing a post-hypnotic suggestion, the
somnambulism is o d y secondary to the execution of the act, argued Janet, because
there m u t be a subconscious process that accounts for why the subject f a k asleep at
the right t h e :
Post-hypnotic suggestions [...] only apparently present different
features. In reality, these phenornena always include a cornmon element.
The idea that was suggested during somnambulism does not disappear
after waking, though the subject seems to have forgotten and to retain
no consciousness of it; the idea subsists and develops outside and
beneath normal consciousness. Sometimes it reaches bill compIetion
and b ~ g on
s the execution of the suggested act without ever having
penetrated into this consciousness; sometimes, when it reaches
completion, during its execution, it enters the mind for a moment,
modifies it, and brings about the more or less complete and initial
somnarnbulic state. The main thing, however, is the existence of the
subconrcious thought that is revealed by post-hypnotic suggestions.
more than by any otherphenomenon, because they cannot be
understood without it (Automatisme, 26 1-262, my emphasis).
Thus, even in the case of a subject who f d s into somnambulism when
executing a post-hypnotic suggestion, it is not an dternate consciousness but rather an
area of an ever-present state of dual consciousness that dominates at the preassigned
moment Bernheim's and Delboeuf's positions are thus subsumed within Janet's more
comprehensive solution of dissociation.
Given the apparent success of his solution to the problem of post-hypnotic
suggestion, Janet naturally sought to extend the concept of dissociation to other
hypnotic phenomena. In chapter 2,1 briefly mentioned how he presented the concept of
dissociation as the general psychological mechanism operating in hypoosis and
hysteria. The next section describes his attempts to apply dissociation to the problem of
"negative hailucination", before tuming to Delboeufs consideration of the problem at
the beginning of chapter 5.

Neeative hallucination
The term "negative hailucination" was coined by Bernheirn to refer to the
disappearance of a sensation by hypnotic suggestion.10 What we would ordinarily cal1
an hallucination he named a "positive hallucination7'. His examples of negative

hailucination consisted typically of suggestions to subjects that they would no longer be
able to see him once awake. One of his subjects was Elise B., a weil mannered and
honest 18 year old domestic servant. Apart from sciatica, she suffered from no physical

ail ment^.^^ Here follows the text of one of Bernheirn7s"demonstrative experiments":
She was, from the first session, very easy to put into somnambulism,
with hypnotic and post-hypnotic hallucinability and amnesia upon
waking. 1easily induce in her a negative hallucination. 1 Say to her,
during her sleep: ' m e n you wake, you w u no longer see me - 1will
be gone." When she wakes, she looks for me and does not seem to see
me. 1 may speak to her, shout in her ear, insert a needle in her skin, in
her nostrils, beneath her nails, apply the needle point to the mucus
membrane of her eye...try as 1rnay, she does not show the least
reaction. 1 no longer exïst for her and all the acoustic, visual, tactile,
etc., impressions that emanate from me, leave her irnpassive; she is
unaware of everything. As soon as someone else touches her with a
needle without warning, she keenly perceives it and retracts the pricked
limb.12
Bernheim pointed out that this experiment did not succeed so well with dl
somnambules. Some ceased to see him but continued to hear him or to feel him
touching them. Fn Elise B., however, negative hallucinations were realised to striking
effect:
Logical in her hallucinatory conception, she did not perceive me, by dl
appearances, with any of her senses. Try as 1 did to tell her that 1was
there, that 1was speaking to her, she was convinced that she was being
made fun of. 1 look at her obstinately and Say to her: "You do see me,
but you are acting as though you do not! you are a joker, you are putting
on an act!" She does not budge and continues to speak to other people. 1
add, with conviction: "Besides, 1 know everything! 1 am not fooled by
Io Bernheirn, "De la suggestion dans l ' h t hypnotique et dans l'etat de veille,"(l5 septembre 1883)
559. See also Hypnotic Suggestion in Psychotherupy,43-50 and 137-138; and "Des hallucinations
négatives suggért5es." AU translations of 'Des hallucinations'' are my own.
Sciatica is pain in the lower back, thighs and legs associated with inflammation of the sciatic nerve.
l2 Bernheim, 'Des hallucinations," 162.

you ! You are a bad girl. It's been two years now that you had a child
and that you got rid of it! 1s it true? It is what 1was told!" She does not
bat an eye; her physiognomy rernains placid. Wishing to see, from a
medico-legal perspective, if a senous abuse could be committed owing
to a negative hallucination, 1bnisquely lift her dress and shirt This
woman is by nature very pnidish. She allows this to go on without
blushing the least bit. 1pinch her calf and thigh: she shows absolutely
no reaction. 1am convinced that rape could be committed while she is in
this state without her putting up the least resistance.13
Bernheirn argued that she perceived the sensations associated with him but
formed no conception of him; there was perception but not conception. He held that
perception is a physiological act that may or rnay not reach consciousness whereas
conception is itself an act of consciousness. He used the example of a beam of light
striking the retina which then sends a signal dong the optic nerve to the visual centre in

the brain where the sensation is perceived. "But the subject need not be conscious of
this perceived sensation; he does not conceive it; it does not exist for him. That is what
constitutes a negative hallucination- The imagination neutralises, or the consciousness
ignores the t d y perceived sensation; the subject does not know of it and denies that he
has perceived i t " I 4 How does Bernheim know that the subject perceived him at all?
Because he is able to make her remember everythllig that she apparently did not see:
"You saw me a while ago! 1spoke to you." Surprised, she answers:
'Well no, you were not here!" - "1 was; 1 spoke to you. Ask these
gentlemen." - "1did see these gentlemen. M. P. wanted me to befieve
that you were here! But he was joking! You were not here!" - 'We11
then!" 1Say to her "you are going to remember everything that happened
while 1was not here, everything that 1said to you, everythmg that 1 did
to you!" - "But you could not have said or done a n y h g to me since
you were not here!" 1 insist in a very serious tone and, looking at her
face to face, 1lean on every word: '1was not here, that is true ! You are
going to remember anyway!" 1put my hand on her forehead and affim:
"You remember everything, absolutely everything! Now! Be quick!
M a t did 1Say to you?" After a moment of concentration, she reddens
and says: "But no, it is not possible: you were here! 1 must have been
drearning !" - 'Well then! what dïd 1 tell you in this drearn !" Asharned,
she does not want to Say. 1 insist- She ends up by telling me: ' T o u told
me that 1had had a child!" - "And what did 1do to you?" - ' Y o u
pncked me with a needle!" - "And then?" After a few moments: "No, 1
l3 Bernheim,

'Des hallucinations," 163.

l4 Bernheim, "Des halhcinations," 161.

would not have allowed it ! Z t was a dream!" - ' m a t did you dream?" "That you uncovered me, etc."15
Bernheim concluded that she had indeed seen him but that her consciousness
had either shut itself off from the impressions that came from him or neutralised them

as soon as they were produced. T h e saw me with her body's eyes, she did not see me
with her mind7seyes," Bemheim wrote. "She was struck by psychic blindness,

deafness, and anaesthesia for me: al1 the sensonal impressions emanating from me were
perceived, but they remaineci unconscious for her. It is t d y a negative hallucination, an
illusion of the rnind to sensory phenornena."l6 He maintained, firthennore, that exactly
the sarne process was going on in cases of the hysterhily and hypnotically suggested
blindness of a single eye. Using optical devices he was able to show that such
blindness was only psychical since both his hysterical and hypnotic subjects saw
patterns that could be seen only if both eyes were used.17
Binet and Féré arrived at similar conclusions in an article published in the Revue

Philosophique in 1885, only îhey preferred the term "anesthésie systématisée to
"

"negative hallu~ination".'~They argueci that the systematic anaesthesia of vision was
analogous to the systernatic paralysis of a limb in hysterical subjects- If a hypnotic
subject is told that he can no longer write, for example, he will lose the ability to write
but conserve the ability to perfonn other types of movements. It is a systematic

paralysis because it only affects a specifïc type of movement. It is the same with vision.

In cases in which a person is rendered invisible through hypnotic suggestion, the
subject continues to see everything elseThe eye of the patient is in the same functional state as his ann,when
we have caused him to lose the faculty of executing a particular
movement without affecting other movements. It is for the eye as for the
arm a phenornenon of inhibition which produces a systematic
paralysis. [...] Calling these anaesthesias negative hallucinations, is no t
l5

Bernheim, "Des hallucinations," 163-164.

l6 Bernheim, "Des hallucinations," 164.
l7 Bernheim, "De I'arnaurose hysterique et de i'arnaurose suggestive,"
l8 Binet and Féré,'l'hypnotisme chez les hyst&iques," 21-24.

585-588.

only to misjudge their nature and sipficance, it is also to impose upon
them a name that rnisleads the mind into false comparïsons: it is almost
as if the systematic paraIyses of movements were instead to be c d e d
negative motor impukiions.lg

"It seems to me," Bernheim retorted in the second edition of his book published
in 1887, "that my esteemed opponents deserve the reproach which they have cast upon
me, of having imperfectly grasped the nature of the phen0menon.~'20He argued that
when he caused his subjects to be blinded to somethuig, he produced the disappearance
of an image in the mind and not a paralysis in the eye. A year later in 1888 he charged
Binet and Féré with mistaking an imaginary paralysis for a real one. The eye sees, he
assemd, but the image is not conscious because it is neutralised by the imagination?
Outside of temùnology, it is not clear that Binet and Féré actuaily disagreed
with Bernheim's general view of the phenomenon. They too seemed to believe that the

blindness, whether total or systematic, occurred at the level of perception =d not the
eye. By 1887, they were conducting experiments like Bemheim's that demonstrated the
paradoxical fact that hypnotic subjects somehow saw the objects that they apparently
could not see. Xn one experiment, for instance, they designated one of ten identical
cards as invisible to the subject during hypnotic sleep. Upon waking, the subject was
unable to see the designated card - but not always, as when the cards were too minutely
similar or only a small portion of each card was shown. Binet and Féré reasoned that
the subject must unconsciously be relying on visual reference points in order to be blind
to the designated card.
mhe subject must recognise the object in order not to see it...The
recognition of the card, which requires a very delicate and complex
operation, amounts however to a phenomenon of anaesthesia; it is
therefore probable that the act occurs entirely in the unconscious...There
is always an unconscious reasoning that precedes, prepares and guides
the phenomenon of anaesthesia-22
19 ine et and FM. 'Z'hypnotisme chez les hystériques," 23-24; their emphasis.
2o Bemheirn. Hypnosis and Suggedion in Psychorherapy, 151;Bernheim, De la suggestion,
21 Binet and Fer& 'Z'hypnotisme chez les hystériques," 161-162.
22 Binet and Féré, Magnélisme animal, 236.
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This unconscious is not onIy probable, Janet admonished Binet and Féré in

1887 and 1889, but d s o necessary. When awakened the subject has neither memory of
the suggestion nor awareness of what is expected of her. Yet she must somehow

recognise the card without being aware of doing so. "It seems to me," Janet continued,
that there is something of an analogy between this problem and the
pro blem 1 previously studied. How does a somnambuIe whorn w e have
ordered to return in eight days, count these eight days when she nas no
memory of the suggestion? How does she recognise a sign that she does
not remember and that she does not even seem to see? These two
problems are identical, and if [my]observations [...] of Lucie have
allowed me to cast some Light on the k s t one, perhaps they will allow
me to illuminate the second (Anesthésie, 457; A~rtomatisrne,268).23
Janet began by repeating Binet and Féré' s experiment (Anesthésie, 457-458;
Automatisnzey268-269). While Lucie was in complete somnambulism, Janet placed on
her lap five white cards of which two were marked with a cross. She was told that once
awake she would not see the cards marked with a cross. He later woke her as much as
possible (for, as the reader will recall, the post-hypnotic state was supposed to be a
state of waking or herni-somnambulism) and noted that she remembered neither the
suggestion nor the somnambulism. When asked to pick the cards up from her lap, she
took three and left the two cards marked with a cross. He asked for more. She
answered that there were no more. Next, he placed al1 fïve cards on her lap, this tirne
flipped over so that the crosses were hidden. Now she picked up aiI fïve cards. Janet
concluded, in line with Binet and Féré, that the crosses were somehow re~o~gpised
without being seen. He then asked Adrienne to tell him what was on her lap by way of
automatic writing.
There are two pieces of paper marked with a smail cross. - Why did
Lucie not hand them over a moment ago? - She cannot, she does not see
them. - Did she recognise a cross on the pieces of paper? (She does not

For the purposes of clarity, the quotation is a blend of the very nearly identical passages in
"Inconscients" and Automatisme.

answer right away and writes:) - 1 do not know, 1 am the one who sees
them with a cross (Anesthésie, 458).24
And so just as a second consciousness was responsible for performing posthypnotic suggestions, so it was with negative hallucinations or systematic anaesthesia

"In a word," Janet wrote, "this anaesthesia is but a simple dissociation of
[psychological] phenomena, such that any sensation or idea removed from the normai
consciousness continues to exist and can sometimes be found to form part of another
consciousness" (Anesthésie, 462)-

In another experiment, Janet rendered Lucie completely blind through a posthypnotic suggestion, but w u able to c o d k m through automatic writing that Adrienne

in fact saw everythmg (Anesthésie, 459; Automatisme, 271). He pointed out that the
same results could be obtained with a l l the other senses (Automatisme, 27 1). He further
argued not only that systematic anaesthesia and post-hypnotic suggestion operated by
the same rnechanism of dissociation but also that they were one and the same
phenornenon, and demonstrated his claim in a series of variations on Bernheim's
negative hallucination experiment (Automatisme, 269-270). For instance, he gave Lucie
the post-hypnotic suggestion that Dr. Powilewicz, who was in fact present, had left the

room. Awake she no longer saw him and asked why he had left. Janet told her not to
worry about it Then placing himself behind her while she spoke, h e told her in a soft
voice to get up from her chair and shake Dr. Powilewicz's hand. She walked
imrnediately over to the doctor and shook his hand. But when asked to explain what
she was doing and with whom she was shaking hands, she answered, laughing, "But

as you can very well see, 1am sitting in my chair and 1am shaking hands with no one"
(270). Since Lucie was perfomiing an action of which she was not aware, it naturally
followed that she was insensible to ail the sensations associated with that action. After
descrïbing a similar set of phenomena three pages later, Janet wrote "...we have aiready
the text v e r b a t h two years later in 1889, omitting the part where she hesitates
(Aurornarisme, 271).

24 Janet reproduces

seen phenomena of this kind while studying post-hypno tic suggestions. The
subconscious acts thus obtained have a general, obvious and even necessary feature:
they are accompanied, if not constituted, by a systematic anaesthesia of the same type
that we are currently studying" (273).
To b

~ hisg point home, Janet placed his work at the end of a long line of

eadier attempts to explain negative hallucination (Anesthésie, 453-455; Automatisme,

264-266). Some magnetists like Teste, writing in 1845, beIieved that "[ilt is the
magnetic fluid, an inert, opaque and whitish vapour, lingering like a fog where it is left
by the hand, that conceals objects from the ~ o m n a m b u l e . "Charpignon,
~~
in 1848,

likewise attributed negative hallucinations to a thick layer of magnetic f l ~ i d . 2Janet
~
remarked that other more scienhfically respectable writers LiZce Bertrand, Braid and
Liébeault explained negative hallucinations as mental operations that either completely
eliminated the sensation or replaced it with another. "Finally we suspected," he
continued, "that the sensation was not really destroyed but merely 'neutralised by the
imagination' (Bernheim), or it became an 'unconscious perception' (Binet and Féré)"
(Anesthésie, 471). But these more recent studies were still incomplete in Janet's
judgment. He preferred, for example, Binet and Féré's term 'csystematic anaesthesia"
over Bernheim's "negative hallucination". Since everything seemed to indicate that the
same mechanism was at work in the disappearance, by hypnotic suggestion, of visual,
auditory, olfactory, gustatory and tactile sensations, it was preferable to adopt the more
general term "anaesthesia" instead of the visually specific tem "hallucination". It was
simply too awkward, Janet believed, to call a suggested or hysterical anaesthesia a
negative hallucination (Anesthésie, 455; Automatisme, 266). Janet also took issue with
Bernheirn's talk of sensations being "neutralised by the imagination", such as the
following passage he quoted from "On Hysterical Blindness and Suggested Blindness":
"The visual image is perceived but the hystenc neutralises it with his imagination...The
25
26

Teste, Le mgnérisme expliqué, 415, cited in "Anesthésie," 454 and Automatisme, 265.
Charpignon, Physiologie du magnétisme, 8 1 , cited in Automatisme. 265.

psychic blindness is a blindness by imagination; it is due to the destruction of the image
by the psychic agent" (Az~tomatisme,293). In opposition to this view, Janet wrote:
I h d that the image is neither neutralised nor destroyed, because it
continues to exist and manifats its existence by subconscious acts and
automatic writing. Moreover, there is no need to ueutraLise this image
since it has never been in the subject's consciousness: we cannot Say
that Mary [a hypnotic subject] begins by seeing my drawing and then
ceases to see it; no such negation is necessary since she has never seen
this drawing (Automatisme, 293-294).

Finally, Janet felt that Bemheim's concepniaiisation was at odds with the common
sense view of the imagination as a faculty that conjured rather than negated images

No twithstanding his disapproval of Bernheim's terminology, Janet declared his
article on hysterical and hypnotically suggested blindness to be the best study on the
topic. He was in complete agreement with Bernheim's analogy between hysterical
anaesthesia and hypnotically induced anaesthesia and with his contention that the
sensations continued to exkt fully intact ùiough they did not enter the subject's
consciousness (Automatisme, 293). He agreed with Binet and Féré's work in general
but disapproved of their conceptual tenninolog~."1 admit that I do not understand," he
wrote, "the expression 'unconscious perception' or 'unconscious reasoning'. If a
phenomenon is not conscious, it cannot be a psychological fact, it cannot, that is, be a
perception or a form of reasoning, it changes its nature and becomes another thing,
perhaps a simple movement. A thought c m only be formed in someone's head if it is
conscious" (Anesthésie, 47 1). In short, Janet agreed with his colleagues but he felt that
they should have pushed their arguments "still further in the same direction" by
concluding that:
'The apparently suppressed sensation remains as perfectly real and
conscious as before, it is simply separated from the totality of psychic
phenomena whose synthesis forms the idea of the ego [moiJ" Facts in
science are only explained by subsuming a specifk fact into a more
general one; systematic anaesthesia is a case of the dissociation of

psychic phenomena like the long term suggestions that we have studied
and perhaps many other facts as we11 (Anesthésie, 471).

Pierre Janet cailed for the need, in other words, to take the next step and accept
dissociation as the only psychological theory capable of adequately expIaining the
problem of post-hypnotic suggestion, negative hallucination or systematic anaesthesia,
and possibly all hysterical and hypnotic phenomena. In my next chapter, we begin to
explore in detail the ever-present alternative for explaining these phenomena - the
hypo thesis of simulation.

CHAPTER FIVE
Delboeuf on Dissociation and Freedom
Delbaeuf on negative hallucination

In January of 1889 Delboeuf published a short article, "On M. Bernheim's
explanation of suggested negative halI~cinations".~
He began by praising his
colleague's explanation and by correcting his terminology, Bemheim held that the
suggested sensation is perceived by the sense organ but not conceived by the subject's
consciousness. Such laquage would not do for Delboeuf who had devoted a large part
.~
is a psychical act, and not a
of his life to the study of sense p e r ~ e p t i o nPerception
physiologicd one, he adrnonished.

"m t is, strïctly speaking," he continued,

a judgernent (ohm unconscious) on the cause of the sensation, a cause
that presents itself to the mind as coming from the outside. Perception
presupposes therefore a real exterior cause, whether that judgement be
correct or false. The illusion of the mirror is possible only if luminous
rays strike the retina The rays, these are the real exterior cause from
which the mind creates an imaginary object that it situates behind the
mirror.
Conception is a creation of the mind, in the fashion of a
perception. He who represents to himseif the features of an absent
person has a conception but not a perception of that person (Sur
l'explication, 202).

Delboeuf then mentioned a remark he had made in 1886 to the effect that
negative hallucinations were difflcult to explain because the subject was required to see
the invisible object in order not to see iti3 "If this is the case," he added, "it is clear that
the subject is only pretending not ta see the sbject, that he is putting on an act exactly as

wouid any waking person behaving with total goodwill. There is not one of Elise B.'s
Delboeuf "Sur L'explication foumie par M, le Dr. Bemheim des hallucinations negatives sugg6rées."

AU subsequent references WU use the abbreviation "Sur l'explication" in the body of the text.
See Nicolas, Murray and Farahmand, ' m e psycho~hysicsof J-R-L Delboeuf (1831-1 896)"; and
Nicolas, 'Delboeuf et La psychologie comme science namelie."
He referred to p. 21 of an article called 'Visite 3 la Salpêtrière" published in the Revue de Belgique. 1
have not located the original.

actions ~ e r n h e i m ' ssubject] that she could not have perfonned while awake.
Everything that she does or ailows to be done c m be explained without di££icuity if we
admit an absolute willingness, on her part, to please and accommodate [complaisance]
(Sur l'explication, 202-203)."4
Delboeuf supported this strong and unexpected statement with evidence that
included the following:
1) The subject who is told that she or he will not be able to hear, feel or see you
wiU nonetheless wake the moment you tell her to - unless, Delboeuf added, you

suggest that they will not wake, even when ordered to (Sur 17eqlication,203).
2) Proof that they see the object is revealed in the care they take to avoid it "unless, again," he repeated, "you expressly command them to bump into the object
without f e e h g it" (Sur l'explication, 203).

3) The somnambule will not be surprised - unless told to be surprised, he
reiterated, - by the fact that the unseen object obscures the view of the objects hidden
behind it (Sur l'explication, 203).

4) Further proof of their complaisance, he continued, is that they will see these
hidden objects more or less accurately when told to do so. "They then go to incredible
pains to guess, by certain clues, what these objects are and how they behave. Needless
to Say they are frequently mistaken" (Sur I'explication, 203).

5 ) Delboeuf here related the case of a young woman undergohg the magic
mirror experiment. The woman was given a small screen aad told it was a &or

in

which she would see behind herself'. ''The young girl applied a l l her senses to succeed,
and, in particuiar, projected her eyes out of their sockets to literally enlarge the visual

The term "willingness to please and accommodate" is my translation, in this context, of the French
word "cornplaisance." The first entry in the Norrveazr Petit Robert (1993) defines complaisance as " A
disposition to acquiesce to someone's tastes and sentiments so as to please the person. (Disposition à
acquiescer aux goûts, aux sentiments d'autnripour lui plaire). " It is a key word in Delboeurs
vocabulary. To ensure clarity, I will include the original word in brackets alongside each translation.

fields It would be dif£icult to imagine to what point she could guess, from subtle clues,
our actions and movements"(Sur l'explication, 203)-6

To al1 inteats and purposes, subjects behave like waking people, Delboeuf
mainîahed. When a subject sees into a mirror or through a supposedly invisible object,
her imagination fills the void just a s "we ourselves, in our waking state, can see
through the partition that separates us from a neiphbouing apürtment, the people that
we hear walking or taIking"(Sur l'explication, 205).

In Le magnétisme animal Delboeuf noted that we all have a blind spot on our
retina that we l e m , by habit, to cover over- He was hirnself aMicted with a cataract
that w u accompanied by a black spot that hung in his vision like a fly. He decided that
he would give himself conscious suggestions to no longer see the annoying spot. In
very littie time, he said, he succeeded in erasing the pesky fly from his vision.7
"There is therefose perception," he continued in his critique, "and no actual
neutralisation of the sensation, but only a simulated neutralisation. It is enough to Say
that 1 am at @emheim's] side in rejecting the real and systematic paralysis by which

Messrs. Féré and Binet, and others, have tried to explain negative hallucination- These
types of hallucinations are the apparent result of the subject's directed will" (Sur
l'explication, 205)Bernheim was, to Say the least, somewhat surpnsed by Delboefls paper. In
his reply, he upheld his interpretation against Delboeuf's.8 He was willing to modify

It is very unlikely that her eyes were actually cornhg out of their sockets. Rather, they pfobabIy only
appeared to do so as ber eyelids widened to expand her peripheral vision. As confmed by my
ophthalmologist, the eyeballs are horizontally fuced by the eye muscles and, especiaiiy, by the bones of
the sockets.
on the subtle cues upon which hypnotic subjects rely, Delboeuf cited Henri Bergson's article "La
simulation inconsciente," with which he agreed completely. I take up Bergson's article later in this
chapter.
See Delboeuf, Le magnétisme anitnal, 321-322. The book consisted of four articles previously
pubiished in the Revue de Belgique: 60 (15 November 1888):241-259; 60 (15 December 1888):386408; 61 (15 January 1889):5-33; and 61 (15 March 1889):286-324. All subsequent references to the
book will use the abbreviation "Magnétisme" in the body of the text.
Beniheim, 'Xeponse A M. le Professeur Delboeuf."

his terrninology, but only slightly, and regardless continued to conceptualise the
phenomenon in exactly the same way. He agreed, using Delboeuf's words, that the
subject obeys "with passivity, but with inteUigence."""Did

1 not Say, in my book," he

added one sentence later, "that the somnambule dways acts with spontaneity, that he
plays an active role in invoking the suggested phenomenon, that each of them produces
it in his own way, according to how he conceives and interprets it?"I0 He preferred to
believe, however, that Delboeuf had overstated his case in saying that the subjects were
only pretending the negative hallucinations. Some subjects, he wrote, d o not succeed in
M l y realisïng the hallucination. They then "believe that to Mi1the suggestion they
must in good faith adopt an accommodating attitude [conyllaisance]and a f f m that they
do not see me when in fact they do. [...] There are some, 1 admit, who believe that the
suggestion commands them to simulate. "11 It is for this reason, he pointed out, that he
only uses subjects like Elise B. in whom the hallucinations are produced with the
greatest clarity and vividness. He again described all the embmassing things he did to
Elise B. while she was under the spell of a negative hallucination and then her apparent
shaxne and disbelief at being told what had happened, adding:
This entire scene, the first time 1 realised it and ever since, unfolded
with an appearance of truth, candour and ingenuousness that 1de@ the
most able actor to imitate. No! It is not simulation. The subject did not
see me; she was not conscious of seeing me; she was convinced that 1
was not there, that she did not sense or hear me. 1 a f h n that rape,
without the least resistance or any willingness to please and
accommodate [complaisance],was possible as the subject would have
been convinced that nothing unusual was going on.12

H e gave two explanations of the phenomenon dong the same lines he had
followed before. The first involved a two-tiered interpretation of perception and
memory by which the sensations are recorded in the sensorial cells and only corne to

9 Delboeuf, "Sur i' explication," 205, cited in Bernheim, 'Xéponse à M.
10 Bemheim, "Reponse à M. le Professeur Delboeuf," 226.
l1 Bernheim, "Reponse à M. le Professeur Delboeuf," 227.
l2 Bernheim, "Rt5ponse à M. le Professeur Delboeuf," 228,

le Professeur Delboeuf," 226.

consciousness when, by suggestion, the brain' s nenrous concentration awakens the
psychic ceils to produce consciousness of the stored sensations. He put fonvard a very
similar theory to explain the problem of long term post-hypnotic suggestion as I
described in chapter three. The second explanation theorïsed, as we saw in chapter
four, that the imagination somehow neutralises the perceived sensation.
Beniheim ended his article by apologising to Delboeuf for the 1engt.h of his
reply, adding that:
The reader could have concluded from 12)elboeuf's] article that the
phenomenon of negative hallucinations and, by extension, alI the
p henomena of hypnotism are but the result of pure simulation, of an
unconscious and accommodatïng [complaisante] game of play acting.
This is surely not what M. Delboeuf wished to say?
But this was precisely what Delboeuf had said and meant to Say. Delboeuf's
understanding of hypnosis will be fleshed out over the course of the next two chapters.
The present chapter focuses on the work he published in 1889 and 1890. Attention will
be given to aspects of his work that are of special significance to the concept of
dissociation and the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion.

Delboeuf on memory

This section takes up Delboeuf's continued pursuit of the question of hypnotic
memory. As we saw in chapter 3, Delboeuf argued that the amnesia that subjects
displayed with regard to their hypnotic States was analogous to the amnesia we all
experience following our dreams. Our dreams are so difficult to remember, he
reasoned, because of the difficulty of linking the thoughts of our waking world with
those of Our dream world. And in Magnétisme animal Delboeuf asserted, more
confidently, that hypnotic sleep and hypnotic dreams were sirnply normal sleep and
normal dreams by another name. The only dflerence between them is that the hypnotic
subject is "put and maintained in a certain state, itself normal, but ordinarilyflceting, of
l3 Bernheim,

"Réponse à M. le Professeur Delboeuf," 229.

the passage between waking and sleeping" (Magnétisme, Ml), He believed that each of
us experiences this twilight state at certain moments of the day during which we are at
Our most suggestible (Magnétisme, 332)- Kpnosis would then be "the art of creating
this moment and state, and especiaIiy the art of prolonghg and maintaining it"

(Magnétisme,332).
If this were m e , he wrote, "remembering and not remembenng are but
actidental, without any characteristic value" (Magnétisme, 342). And again elsewhere,
"[tlhere are dreams that we remember, and others that we do not They do not differ
from each other. It is an accident that causes recall in one case and forgetting in the
othef' (Magnétisme, 327). He twice reminded his readers that he had first investigated
the nature of this accident while studying the conditions of dream recall in his work on

Le sommeil et les rêves (Sleep and D r e a m ) (Magnétisme,327 and 342).
He pointed out that all of his subjects spontaneously remembered their
hypnosis, while most of Bernheirn's did not. This in itself was proof, he said, that
rernembering or forgetting are but accidental phenornena (Magnétisme, 327)- He
mentioned, in this connection, a collaborative experiment conducted with Liégeois.
Having hypnotised and woken two oEDe1boeuf's subjects, Liégeois found that one
remembered her hypnotic state and the other did not This was more proof, DeIboeuf
argued, of the contingency of hypnotic amnesia (Magnétisme, 344). But as he pointed
out, both Bernheim and Liégeois - and, we may add, Janet14 - clairned that the only
subjects that remember are those that have not been tmly or sufficiently hypnotised,
"But this is pure question-beggïng," Delboeuf charged both Bemheim (Magnétisme,

327) and Liégeois (Magnétisme, 344). "It is exactly as though we argued that the only
dreams that exist are those that cannot be remembered" (Magnétisme, 344).
As far as memory is concemed, Delboeuf argued, hypnosis is akùi to sleep,
delirium and certain illnesses that produce a partial disappearance of memory. In each
l4

See the section "Janet on memory and somnambulism" in chapter 4.

of them sometimes the rnernory is revived, sometimes not. A blow to the head will
produce amnesia in one case and nothing in another. 1s there, therefore, any
justification, he asked, for establishing a fundamental distinction between these two
concussions on the basis of memory? (Magnétisme,328) If not, there can hardly be,
we rnay add, any justification in c1-g

that a subject is only hypnotised, or

differently hypnotised (dissociateci for instance), when he or she has no memory of the
hypnotic state.
Delboeuf offered a decisive experiment that proved once and for all that amnesia

was only an accidental trait of hypnosis (Magnétisme, 346-347). He hypnotised a
young woman who had never before been or seen any one hypnotised. Afier having
obtained catalepsy, analgesia, and somnarnbulism, he tried amnesia. He told her that
she would be unable to remember her name. At first she would still weakly articulate

her name, but on the next attempt the arnnesia was complete. He then woke her and she
remembered everything, including the suggestion that she would forget her own name.

He repeated the experiment both with her and another subject. So instead of the usual
case of spontaneous amnesia followed by recall by suggestion, Delboeuf demonstrated
amnesia by suggestion followed by spontaneous recall.
That is what 1 c d a decisive proof. Of course, it couid have happened
that the subject forgot everything. Only, it would have been wrong to
conclude forgetting to be the general rule, just as it would be wrong for
me to claim remernbering to be the general d e . But one legitimate and
rigorous conclusion is that forgetting is not the nile (Magnétisme,
347) -15
Both Bernheim and Liégeois - and, we may again add, Janet16- objected that
Delboeuf unconsciously trained his subjects to remember, "which is only partly exact,"
he retorted.
And about 20 pages earlier, he similarly wrote:
1do not maintain that remembering is the rule and forgetting the exception; 1 Say that
there is neither a nile nor an exception nor, especiaily, a charactenstic sign. It is to
go against ngorous scientific deduction to generaiise, in this way, from what we
observe and to maintain that we hold the truth when, from this presurned truth, there
is nothing to be drawn, absolutely nothing (328).
l6 See chapter 4.
l5

1 repeat, the subject can be trained to remember, just as he can be trained
not to remember, and the training can occur in a conscious or
unconscious manner. Thus, those who, like M. Bernheim or M.
Liégeois, believe that amnesia upon waking is a trait of deep hypnosis,
provoke the amnesia without realising it, if only, in the absence of a
command, by their own belief (Magnétisme,345 and before at 327328)He added that when he had visited Liébeault's and Bemheim's clinical practices, he had
noticed that, from his perspective, they always attempted to provoke amnesia, which
often did not occur (Magnétirme, 328 and 345). And in this respect, he admitted that
his own first two subjects were amnesic upon waking from hypnosis.
But 1was myself then persuaded that amnesia was normal, and rny
experïments had no other goal - we need only reread themL7- but to
show the possibility and uncover the process of artificial recall. Thus, I
am today convinced that, neglecting to watch myself, I had, without
realising it, announced to them that they would forget what they were
going to Say or do (Magnétisme,345).
He was afterwards careful not to train new subjects to be amnesic - and henceforth
none of them was (Magnétisme, 345-346).

Unconscious simdation

Delboeuf's deepening study of hypnosis and memory put dissociation at even
greater risk As noted at the beginning of the previous chapter, dissociation is
meaningless if the hypnotic subject can be made to remember what only a dissociated
consciousness is supposed to know. For example, let us imagine Delboeuf giving one
of his subjects the post-hypnotic suggestion to retum to his house 13 days later.
Awake, she remembers everything, and retums as instructed. There would obviously
be no need to infer the existence of a second consciousness that kept track of time since
the subject is herself conscious of the suggestion.

l7

For instance, "Ech~ance,"'MMemoire" and 'Veille.''

The dissociationist might nevertheless argue that dissociation is a legitimate
inference in cases where amnesia is present, whether the amnesia r d t s from
unconscious training or not, Before addressing this argument and its implications, it
would be useful to consider the phenomenon of unconscious training itself. Would this
not indicate an unconscious process at work that is akin to dissociation?
Let us begin with a fascinaMg paper by Henri Bergson entitled "On
Unconscious Simulation in the Hypnotic State," published in the Revue Philosophique
in the second half of 1886.18 In the spring of 1886, Bergson discovered a group of four

boys 15 to 17 years of age who displayed the apparent ability to supply page numbers,
words and sentences from a book that the hypnotist read while standing opposite them.
They had been the hypnotised subjects of "mental suggestion" experiments conducted
by a certain M. V in Bergson's home town of Clermont. Bergson set out to investigate
this peculiar phenornenon with the help of his associate M. Robinet. He established that
these hypnotised subjects presented "aLl the habitua1 cataleptic phenornena" of
hyponotism, including "generai insensibility."" The experïment typically consisted of
placing the hypnotised subject in front of the hypnotist who, with his back to a
window, read from a book held upright approximately I O cm from his eyes. The book

was held a Little beneath the Ievd of the hypnotist's eyes such that the subjcct could
dways see them.

If 1 ask any one of these four subjects, once asleep, how he goes about
guessing the page number or the word, he invariably answers: "1 see it."
- "Where do you see it?" - 'There." And, passing his finger under the
book, in such a way that he could touch the page L am looking at, he
places it with surprising precision on the page number or title that he
was required to reveal. I'm astonished that he should be able to read
through the book and its cover, 1add: "Show me then the cover of the
book." - "Here it is." And while pronouncing these words he passes his
hand under the book, places it before the page and indicates, not the
actual position of the cover, but its symmetrical position in relation to
the open page. In sum, the book would seem to be open before his eyes
-

l8 Bergson, "De la simulation inconsciente." The paper was signed July 9, 1886. See also Carroy, ' Z e
temps intersubjectif," in which Bergson's Faper is set in the context of his later work on
intersubjectiveconsciousness.
l9 Bergson, ' D e la simulation inconsciente," 525.

rather than mine; he imagines that he is reading the book, and nanirally
situates its cover behind the open pageS2O
This h a 1 clue led Bergson and his colleague to suspect that the subjects were
reading the pages of the book from the reflection in the hypnoàst's eyes. They noticed,

for example, that all attempts at reading the book failed when the experimenter's eyes
were kept hidden. They also found that the subject P...r sometimes read the numbers
backwards, for instance, 3 12 as 2 13 and 57 as 75, as though he were reading from a
r n i r r ~ r . ~Further
'
testing led them to determine that P...r was even able to discem on a
rnicroscopic slide details that were mail enough to show that he could easily read the
letters of the size they were estimated to be in the reflection of the c ~ r n e a . ~ ~
They put forth various questions and traps with the airn of detecting any
conscious deception on the part of their subjects. Never were they able to extract a
confession and, in the end, felt sure that their subject. were not conscious of reading
the reflection in the experimenter's corneas. 'The hypnotise. subject is thus not exactly
a simulator," Bergson wrote, "and yet everythmg happens as though we were dealing
with the most able of simulators. Could we not Say that we have here a kind of

"unconscious ~imulation"?~'~
Bergson concluded that when a subject receives a
command that requires hirn to perfonn a
tour de force like mind reading, he will conduct himself in very good
faith as would the least scrupulous and most adept of charlatans, he will
unconsciously exercise means whose existence we barely suspect, [...]
and, unconsciously as well, we will ourselves suggest this recourse to
illicit means by giving him a command that he is incapable of executùig
in another r n a ~ e r . ~ ~
Hence, if we assume that these subjects were acting in good faith, as 1 do for a l l
the cases discussed in this dissertation, we must accept that they really believed they
were somehow able to read the minds of their experimenters or through the cover of a
20 Bergson,
21 Bergson,
22 Bergson,

"De la simulation inconsciente," 526-527.
"De la simulation inconsciente," 527.
"De la simulation inconsciente," 528.
23 Bergson, "De la simulation inconsciente:' 529; his emphasis.
24 Bergson, "De la simulation inconsciente," 531.

book, They were pretending, as it were, without realising it, hence the tenn
"unconscious simulation." Note that there is no reason, in this case, to infer the
existence of any unconscious process. The subjects consciously saw the image in the
experimenter's eye, and simply rnistook the source of that image. The term
"unconscious" is misleading to us because it did not then have the meaning that we
have attributed to it since Janet and Freud- Bergson could just as accurately, though
more awkwardly, have tirled his paper "inadvertent" or "accidental simulation".
Pierre Janet, however, cited Bergson's paper as evidence for the existence of a
dissociated consciousness:
When the suggestion is connected to a reference point, it is the
unconscious person who keeps the memory of the signal: "You told me
to do such-and-such thing when the d o c k struck", Lucie writes
automatically after waking from somnambulism. It is she aIso who
recognises the signal with which the normal person does not concern
herself. "There is a spot on the top left portion of the paper", wntes
Adrienne in the picture experiment. It is she who combines the
processes in those most curious unconscious tncks reported by M.
Bergson (A~ctomatisnze~
31 L; see also Anesthésie, 452-453).

But this is wishful thinking on Janet's part, for it is by no means given that, had they
been questioned by Janet under hypnosis or through automatic writing, Bergson's
subjects could have told him any more than they told Bergson? Everythmg indicates
that they simply did not redise what they were doing. And indeed, as Bergson

suggested, this seems to be what had happened in the experirnents reported by Janet in
his very first publication.26 Having mentioned Charles Richet's "very remarkabie article

on mental ~uggestion,"~~
Bergson wrote:
Janet used a simiiar argument in explainhg the appearance, by post-hypnotic suggestion, of a red
mark in the form of a star on the surface of a subject's skin. He q u e d that only a subconscious
thought could explain the pattern because the nerves are not naturaily arranged in the form of a star
(Automatisme, 260). The problem of course is that assuming the existence of a secondary
consciousness adds absolutely nothing to explainhg how the star mark appears in the first place, for
how does the subconscious produce it?
26 Janet, 'Note sur quelques phénomènes." As noted in chapter 2, this is the paper that was fust read by
his uncie Paul Janet at the Sociéfé de psychologie physiologique in December 1885.
27 Charles Richet, "La suggestion mentale." As noted in chapter 2, this is the paper that introduced the
statisticai method of randomization in experirnental science. See Hacking, "Telepathy: Origins of
Randornization."
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While the operator holds a pack of cards and concentrates all his
attention on the card at which he is Iooking, a subject in a state of
hypnotism is required to guess the card. The experiment first succeeded
9 times in 14, then 8 in 27. Were all the necessary precautions taken to
ensure that the subject c o d d not see the image of the card on the
operator's comea? The same question applies for the picture
experirnents cited by M. Pierre Janet in his new and interesting paper of
February (Revue Philosophique, 1886, p. 198). It is by no means
necessary to look directly at a picture held in one's hand for the comea,
in certain positions, to reflect the image?
Consider again the magic rnirror experiment described above. Delboeuf's
subject rnight also have beiieved that she was able to see what was going on behind
her. She may not have realised that she was actually constructing the reflection by
widening her peripheral vision and concentrating d her senses on the task She was
only, technically speaking, pretending to see into the "mirrot-". There is evidence of
unconscious simulation but none, so far, of an unconscious simulating.
1 expenence this kind of unwitting pretending in my own daily life. If 1 meet

someone who leaves a profound impression on me, someone 1admire and would like
to resemble, 1frequently begin to mimic their mannerisms and style. 1 act as though 1
were this other person but 1 usually do not redise that 1am doing so untilI catch myself
in the act; 1pretend without realising it, as it were. The effect is quite strong after 1 have

become engrossed in a movie: by imagining myself as one of the characters in the
movie, frorn the moment 1 exit the theatre 1often see the world as the movie character
rnight have seen it. When, usually by chance, 1catch myself behaving this way, 1
wonder at the fact that 1 might never have realised the source from which my thoughts
and actions had patterned themselves. How many times do we pretend a form of redity

without becoming aware of doing so?
We have seen how a subject could simulate a hypnotic phenomenon without
realising it. But how might an experirnenter such as Delboeuf cornmunicate a wished-

-
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Bergson, ' D e la simulation inconsciente," 531.

for result without realising it and without, therefore, Our needing to infer the existence
of a psychic unconscious in the subject?
A good example is provided in Delboeufs 1886 article "On the Influence of

Education and Imitation in Provoked Somnambulism.'"-9 nie subject of the experiment
is "B ., a young and strong 15-year-old boy, very intelligent, a one-time Donato [an
itherant stage magnetist] subject and excellent somnambule, having participated in
many public presentations" (Innuence, 167). Delboeuf put him to sleep before his
university class and gave him the post-hypnotic command to take a glass of water to a
student named Eucher. B. knew none of the students and yet, upon receiving the signal
and "without the slightest hesitation," he took the g l a s of water directly to the

designated student (Innuence, 167, Delboeuf's emphasis).
'We all stared at each other in stupefaction," Delboeuf wrote (Influence, 167).
Another student was designated, but this time the experiment failed. Delboeuf put B.
back into hypnosis and asked him to whom he had brought the f3st glass of water. "To

M. Eucher. -Did you know him? -No. -How did you recognise him? - By his
pose; he seemed to be trying to conceal hirnself' (Influence, 167).
"And that is how the mystery was cleared up," Delboeuf concluded. "We had
unconsciously anangeci the scene, and it was this arrangement that betrayed us"
(Influence, 167). Therefore, the professor and classrnates had unwittingiy orchestrated
the simulation of a parapsychological phenomenon. And in Bergson's case, we may
sirnilady say that the expebenters, by the way they held the book in relation to their
eyes and their eyes in relation to the light, unconsciously simulated telepathy to no less
a degree than did their subjects. "'Jnconscious" here means 'hot alive to" or "not aware
of '. In short, there is no need to invoke a psychic unconscious to describe the state of
someone who is simulating without realising it.

Delboeuf later reprinted (changing only a word or two) the example in his article, "L'hypnose et les
suggestions crimineiles," 236-37.
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Dissociation and freedom
We must still coasider an important argument in favour of the concept of

dissociation. If a subject c m and does remember his or her post-hypnotic suggestion,
then there is no need to resort to dissociation. Granted. But what if the arnnesia appears
to be absolute? Janet maintained that there is a class of hypnotic suggestions in which
the subject remains completely ignorant of receiving and performing the post-hypno tic
suggestion. It w o d d seem legitirnate in such cases to assume the existence of a
simultaneous second consciousness of which the subject is not aware. Or we coulai
always fall back on Delboeufs and Bernheim's explanation: it could be that subjects
occasionally remind themselves of the suggestion and then immediately forget i t By

1890, Delboeuf believed that hypnotic amnesia consisted of either "a voluntary amnesia
or an amnesia by inertia" (Magnétisme,32Q30In other words, the subject either
chooses not to rernember or simply does not try to remember. It is by no means
inconceivable, then, that a subject could "honestly" claim never to have remembered the
post-hypnotic suggeshou while having in fact previously remembered it.
As we saw in chapter 3, Bemheim presented two subjects who adrnitted that

they had remembered their post-hypnotic suggestions after claiming they had not. And,
indeed, Janet believed that such a c l a h was impossible: 'Tfwe seriously examine the
rnind of a subject in all the moments that precede the execution of the [post-hypnotic]
suggestion, we wiLZ not fîind a single instant in which he truly remembered if'
(Automatisme, 252). Janet thus insisted on a special class of hypnotic subjects who
never remem bered their post-hypnotic suggestions.
A choice now presents itself. Either we accept the subject's testimony at face
value and assume the existence of a second consciousness of which the subject is not
aware or we indefinitely suspend Our acceptance of dissociation in favour of the
hypothesis of simulated amnesia. Given that we can never nile out the possibiiity of the
30 "Pour

moi, c'est un oubli volontaire ou bien un oubli par inertie."

most subùe simulation, it would seem unwise to accept the concept of dissociation as

1hope to illustrate this point with a little-known debate over an uuexpected

consequence of certain post-hypnotic suggestions. It began with some remarks by
Beaunis on hypnosis and free wilk31
"A feature of acts performed at some time after the suggestion is that the
initiative for their execution, at the instant it appears to the mind, seems
to the subject to corne from his own initiative, when in fact, under the
influence of the resolution we put in him, he peflomts the task with the
fatality of a falling rock and not with that thoughtful and contained
rnanner by which we carry out all our rational actions." These words of
Dr. Liébault brilliantly characterise the state of the will in provoked
somnambulism, 1 c m Say to a hypnotic subject during his sleep: "In ten
days you will do such-and-such a thing at such-and-such a tirne," and
wnte this command on a dated and sealed sheet of paper. Upon the
fixed day and the set hour, the act is accomplished and the subject
executes word for word everything that had been suggested to him; he
executes it convrizced that he isfiee, that he is acting this way because
he wishes it and that he could have acted otherwise. And yet i
f1 make
him open the sealed envelope, in it he will find the act he has just
executed foretold ten days in advance. We may therefore believe
ourselvesfree without actually beingfree. Upon what basis then c m we
found the testimony of Our own consciousness, and this testirnony, are
we not justified in irnpugning it since it can deceive us thus? And what
becomes of the argument, in favour of free will, that draws upon the
sentiment that we have of Our f r e e d ~ m ? ~ *

With this extraordinary statement, B e a u struck a deep chord in Delboeuf that
sent hirn flying to the rescue of his beloved and uncompromising belief in freedom
(Veilie, 28 1-285). "1 believe in freedom," he once wrote, "-and not only the freedom
of man, but the freedom of a l l sensate beings."33 To Delboeuf's rnind, the long passage
cited above contained a factual error and a ~ o p h i s r n . ~ ~
31 H.Beaunis, "L'expt5rimentation en psychologie," 113-117. The article is reproduced in Beaunis,
Recherches expérimentales.
32 Beaunis, "L7exp&imentation en psychologie," 113. Beaunis's quotation is taken Gom Liebeault, Du
sommeil et des &as analogues, 525-526. Beaunis's emphasis.
33 Delboeuf, "Dt5terminisme et liberté," 624. The statement is foUowed by:
My conviction is founded as much on the faculty of reasoning as on inner sentiment.
Sensitivity implies intelligence and fteedom. It is incomprehensible to think of the
faculty of pleasure and pain as not connected to the power to pursue one and flee the
other and, moreover, this pursuit and flight are only possible if the sensing being can
untangle fÏom whence these causes of pleasure and pain originate (624).
34 Delboeuf' s critique included a third error - a contradiction - which he had detected in a subsequent

me factual enor: Delboeuf claimed that his subjects never felt free when under
the command of a suggestion. Subject J., he wrote, 'feeis as though she was being
punished, as though she were condemned to do forced work; it's as though she had to
atone for a grave offence" (Veille, 283). "For M, the command takes on the character of

a strict obligation, of an imperious duty, even when her instinct or fier conscience c d
for rebeLlion" (Veille, 284). He noted, moreover, that his subjects disliked long term
post-hypnotic suggestions the most. He was never successful in getting them to accept
the suggestion that their post-hypnotic suggestions would be pleasurable. He found that
they usually accepted what appeared to be more difncult and even painful suggestions
long before they consented to performing a post-hypno tic suggestion. They told him
that they experienced an "indefmabIe anxiety" many hours before its execution (Veille,

In his reply to Delboeuf, Beaunis continued to uphold his factual claim "that the
somnambule believes himselffree when he executes the suggested

But against

this Delboeuf pointed out that even Beaunis's subjects, as described in his book, did
not regard themselves as free when they performed their hypnotic acts:
Examples: Miss A. E. steals a silver spoon by suggestion. A dialogue
takes place between (Eleaunis] and her: 'What did you do earlier? - 1
stole a silver spoon. - Why? - 1 don't know. - Do you know that it is
very bad? - 1could not do othenvise, it isn't my fault, 1 was pushed to"
(p. 82). Miss H. A., who witnessed this scene, defies the experirnenter
to force her to commit a similar theft. The challenge is accepted. The
subject takes the spoon. Dialogue: ' m a t did you do a moment ago? - 1
stole a silver spoon. - Why? 1 could not do othenvise (p. 83).37
Are these then subjects who are coizvinced that they a ~ - e f r e e ? ~ ~

ce..]

passage that 1do no reproduce. This third error is really only a derivative of the sophism and need not
concern us here.
35 Perhaps the same anxiety that might be felt If one did not wish to miss an important appointment,
as noted by Delboeuf in "Sur Ies suggestions à date fme," 514. See the very end of chapter 3.
36 Beaunis "Lettre au directeur," 444. Signed March 7 1887.
37 Delboeuf, 'lettre au directeur," 549-550. DeIboeuf took his quotxions from Beaunis's Recherches
expérimentales.
38 Delboeuf, "Lettre au directeur." 550; his emphasis.

Delboeuf never let up. In Magnétisme animal he dacnbed a hypnotic
experiment in which he forbade a subject to remember her name and then the number 7.
UnabIe to complete the sequence of numbers, her fmtration muunted to the point
where Delboeuf was forced to wake her. "She is angry with herse&" he wrote,
because her will is paralysed; because, though she knows how to wnte
7 and wants to, she cannot. This powerlessness Wls her with anguish.
1take this opportunity to rem& that the subject here did not
believe herself free, and even rebeiled against the imposed constraint. It
is the opposite of what M. Beaunis maintains (Magnétisme, 268; his
emphasis).
The sophism: Let us suppose for the sake of Beaunis's argument, Delboeuf

continued, that hypnotised subjects believe themselves to be free acting without actuaily
being free. "He concludes that belief in freedom does not prove free will and that
consequently, it is possible, probable, certain even, that we are fatally guided without
knowing it" (Veille, 284). This, Delboeuf charged, constihxtes a sophism for the
following reason: "On what may we base a distinction between believing oneszlf free
and believing oneself-free without being free, since both these terms are to us identical
and both corne down to believing oneself free without being free" (Veille, 284)? By

sophism, Delboeuf seemed to mean an arapnent that is apparently valid but is in fact
not. A somnambule who believes himself free without actually being free would
undermine our sense of free will since we ourselves think we are free but could actually
be exactly like the somnambule and not in reality be free. The error is in relying upon a
m e r e n c e between this type of somnambule and ourselves that enables us to observe
the phenomenon in the somnambule in the first place. But if this type of somnambule
only differs from us in thinking himself free without being free, this distinction is
inadmissible because we ourselves could be such somnambules without knowing it.
Beaunis's argument assumes a ciifference in freedom between ourselves and these
somnambules and then claims that our own freedom is undennined by the fact that there

is no difference between ourselves and these somnambules, between thinking oneself

free and thinking oneself free without being free.
Beaunis replied that he had not made as strong a claim against free will as
Delboeuf would have his readers believe. After quoting the last three sentences of his
long passage quoted above, Beaunis replied:

Now here is what M- Delboeufsays about this passage. "[M. Beaunis]
concludes that belief in freedom does not prove free will, and that,
consequently, it is possibIe, probable, certain even, that we are fatally
guided without knowing it." But the words probable and certainf that 1
have underhed and that would constitute the sophism, are two too
many. 1never said such a thing and 1de@ my contradictor to find, in
the passage that he cites, the conclusions he has drawn. The sophism
exists only in M. Delboeuf's sentence and imagination; he made it up to
give himself the pleasure of combating k 3 9

"M. Beaunis here repeats his error," Delboeuf counter-replied:
If on the question of freedom we cannot rely upon the testimny of
consciousness, and if we are entitled to impugn it, if the argument, in
favour offree will, that draws upon the sense that we have of our
freedom should collapse, it is not ody possible or probable but - we
may state it without fear - it is certain that we are fatally guided without
knowing it. M- Beaunis defies me to fmd this conclusion in the cited
passage; he accept. possible, but rejects with indignation probable and
certainm did not believe 1was putting false words in his mouth. What
he States means that or it means nothing at all. One cannot be a halfway
determinist-40
Determined not to be misunderstood, Delboeuf reiterated his argument with
augmented clarity two paragraphs later:
"How, if we ourselves are not free whde yet believing that we are, can
we estabfish a distinction between the somnambules and us, and see this
illusion as a characteristic si@ of somnambulism?"
To ask this question, was it to attribute to M. Beaunis an opinion
that was not his own? From the moment he puts his own freedom in
doubt, am 1not entitled to ask him quite frankly, without any iil
intention, 1swear, what m e r e n c e he c m rind - from this point of
view, naturally - between a somnambule and him? 1 have no other crime
on my conscience-41
H. Beaunis 'Zettre au directeur," 434-445.
Delboeuf, "Lettre au directeurT"550; his emphasis.
41 Delboeuf, "Lettre au directeur," 550-51.
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Let us now consider the consequences of Delboeuf's analysis for the concept of
dissociation. Having a second sirnultaneous consciousness count 13 days without the

main consciousness knowing it is identical to the condition of someone who believes
himself free without actually being free. This is dissociation - believing oneself free
without actually being free. The sophism in dissociation then is this: if we admit the
possibility of dissociation, how do we know that we are not ourselves dissociated
without knowing it? A dissociated person is someone who believes he is free without
being free. But if this condition applies in one case, it applies in all cases, since there is
no way of distinguishing between someone who thinks she is free and someone who
th&

she is free without being free. There c m be no dissociation without this

distinction, however. Dissociation describes someone who has been hypnotised into
perfomllng actions that require the conscious exercise of judgment but of which he or
she is not aware. Yet again, if this were true, how do we know that we are not
ourselves so hypnotised? If we cannot establish a distinction between someone in a
normal state and someone in a dissociated state, we c m o t accept the concept of
dissociation which depends upon this possibility of a logical cWference between the
non-dissociated hypnotist and the dissociated subject.
How was such a mistake possible? The mistake began with the uncritical
acceptance of the problem of post-hypnotic suggestion as a real problem in itself. The
problem and its solution - dissociation - are only valid if we assume that the subject is
not simuiating. But this is an impossible condition. In the case of post-hypnotic
suggestion, there is no empirical way of ever ruIing out the possiblity of simulation.
Incidentally,Delboeufs critique does no t apply to multiple personality,for
people may behave Iike different people at different times without directing their
attention to what they are doing. Having or behaving as though one has altemating
personalities or consciousnesses does not imply the existence of simuZ~meous
personalities or consciousnesses.

How did Pierre Janet react to Delboeuf's analysis? Part of the answer has
aiready been given in chapter 4. In his first publication after the debate, Janet proposed
his classification of three different types of post-hypno tic suggeshon (Inconscients,
240-241)." The third type, upon which his whole theory depended, consisted of so-

called unconscious acts that the subject performed while awake. It is here &O that Janet
cnticised Delboeuf (without referring to him directly) and other authors for failing to
notice the different ways in which post-hypnotic suggestions were carried out. "Later
observers," he stated,
"made generalisations based on a small number of subjects, hastily
affirming that all suggestions were executed in the same manner. Some
m e d that once awake, the subject is in an absolutely normal state
and that he executes the imposed act with full consciousness and
deliberation, Remarks were even made on this matter regarding the
illusion of free will" (Inconscients, 240).
This last dismissive remark shows that Janet had read the debate and had been
unwilling to understand the implications of Delboeuf's a n a l y ~ i s But
. ~ ~ he understood

them enough to imrnediately present facts that appeared to contradict Delboeuf's
conclusions. He desperately insisted, for instance, that Lucie perfonned suggestions of
which she was cornpletely unaware. "Not only does L. not recall the performed act," he
stated, "but she ignores and denies performing it ifshe is questioned at the moment that
she performs it" @conscients, 241). He moreover claimed to have replicated with two
was published in 1887, in volume 23 of the Revue Philosophique. Janet's next article
appeared in volume 25, in March 1888. The delay between submission and publication in the Revue
philosophiqe tended to be no longer than five rnonths.
43 in a related vein, Pierre Janet conftonted Bernheim on the subject of psychological determinism at
the Congrès international de l'hypnotisme expknmental et thérapeutique in Paris, Auwst 8-12, 1889.
Janet wrote:
1 place myself solely in the perspective of psychology and I believe that even on this
terrain, M. Bernheim has put forward dangerous views that would result in the
suppression of any kind of causality. As for me, I do not hesitate CO affirm that his
interpretations are also anti-psycho~ogical,because psychology like physiology has
laws that suggestion is incapable of bendig.
42 The debate

This statement is fiom the discussion that foilowed Benheim's presentation of "Valeur relative des
divers procédb destinés à provoquer l'hypnose," 144-149, 148. For an overview of the highlights of
the congress, including the above exchange, see Duyckaerts, "1889: Un congrès houleux sur
l'hypnotisme."

other subjects, B. and N., just about every such type of experiment performed with
Lucie, and to have obtained the same results (Inconscients, 242). And on and on he
went, year after year, maintainhg his theory.44
Janet simply did his b a t to ignore Delboeuf. 1have covered only a fraction of
Delboeufs thought, but it should be clear by now that his work had very important
consequences for Janet's own work Yet of

the major writers that Janet cites,

Delboeuf appears the least frequently; and of dl the people he aIluded to between the
lines, Delboeuf haunts his pages the rnost.

Paul Janet
Paul Janet' s Principles of Metap hysics and Psychology contains a fairly long

and careful critique of his nephew's dissertation.45 In deference to his nephew he did
not condemn dissociation outright, but he made it ciear that he would to his dying day
never accept it as tme. When presented with the apparent fact of dissociation, he wrote,
"must we abandon even here, that so solid doctrine of the unity of consciousness,
without which everything vanishes into universal illusion?"

H e did not develop this

ambitious argument, however, but concentrated on using Occam's razor instead.
W o d d it not be easier to accept, he argued, that the consciousnesses are only
üpparently simultaneous and are rather the work of a single &ed

consciousness? ''In

certain cases, the two selves overlap," he noted:
"Do you hear me? - No. - But you do hear me, since you answer me. That is true, - Who hears me? - Other than Lucie," We see that the
subject is conscious of hearing at the very moment she believes that she
does not hear. [...] At any rate, it will always be simpler to admit that it
is the same consciousness that combines the two, than to admit the
creation ex nihilo [out of nothing] of a new consciousness.47
-

-

---

Up until at least 1898, Janet continued to build upon the general psychological theory he advanced
in the late 1880s. See especidy, ''Etude sur un cas d'aboulie et d'idées fixes;" "Quelques d6finitions
r&en tes de l'hys térie;" "Histoire d'une idée fixe;"and Névroses et idéesjüzs.
45 Paul Janet, Principes de rnéraphysique et de psychologie, 556-572. The critique entitled
"L'automatisme psychologique. M. Pierre Janet" is included in an appendix entitled '%tudes critiques."
46 Paul Janet, Principes de rn6taphysique. 570.
47 P a d Janet, Principes de rnétaphysique, 57 1-572.
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It is a "rather desperate solution," he wrote in the preceding paragraph,
to conjure a consciousness from nothingness as soon as one is needed
to explain the formation of a new self [mo& 1s this not to call upon the
ultra-transcendent to account for natural facts? Would i t not be wiser to
simply attempt to get by with the original c o n s c i ~ u s n e s s ? ~ ~
One hundred years on, the historian and psychologist Allan Gauld came to
much the same conclusion. In a detailed critique of dissociation, he demonstrated how
the concept complicates theoretical matters much more than it simplifies

them and urged

that we be extremely cautious about accepting evidence for secondary strearns of
consciousness.49 But while he criticised dissociation for its implausibility, he
nevertheless admited that fie '%an see no reason for arguing that the concept of a
secondüry stream of consciousness, or second 'apperceptive centre', is incoherent or
totally without i n s t a n t i a t i ~ n . Delboeuf's
'~~~
critique will provide us with a conclusive
reason for arguing just that.

Tmumatic mernories

Ln chapter 2 , I showed how the very idea of traumatic memory was denved
from the concept of dissociation, which itself was £ïrst proposed as a solution to the
problem of post-hypnotic suggestion. And though this idea of traumatic rnemory would
not have been possible without the physio-psychological groundwork laid by Charcot,
even Charcot's notions of traumatic paralysis and incubation were pattemed after
experirnents in post-hypnotic suggestion. Having demonstrated the intrinsic absurdity
of the concept of dissociation, we may at once dispense with the idea of dissociated,
repressed or traumatic mernories, The notion that there are mernories of which we are
not aware acting injuriously upon Our well-being is as fallacious as the concept upon
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Paul Janet, Principes de métaphysique, 571. See Janet, "Inconscients,"589.
Gauld, History of Hypnotism, 591-595.
Gauld, History of Hypnotism, 595.

which it was founded. It is this false doctrine that facilitated the recent epidemic of
confabulated mer no rie^.^^ This is not to Say that people do not suffer from traumatic
experiences that haunt them. It is rather to categoncaiiy affirm, once and for aiI, that we
are not haunted by mernories we know nothing of.
Consider for example the following case, described by Delboeuf, of a woman
tormented by the memory of her son's death:
Here is a poor mother. Her room is contiguous with the room of
her sick and condemned son. One day, around six in the morning, as
she slept, she thought she heard his cry: Mother! [Mamanq Half awake,
she supposes that she has been dreaming and falls back to sleep. One
half-hour later, she enters, as usuai, the room of her son and finds him
sprawled on the ground, dead and bathing in his own coughed up
blood. At this sight, her mind begins to stray, she is assailed with
remorse, and since this day, a cry Rngs unceasingly in her ears: Maman!
She ends up shouting it hersclf, at her home, among family and among
strangers, in the Street, in the train, at every moment the bloody image
of her son appears before her and the cry Maman! bursts from her chest.
She is brought to me. She is put to sleep [...] in a few moments.
By my voice, the vision pales, fades, and dies away. 1de@ her to see it.
1 go so far as to retell the drarnatic description of the scene. It is over, no
more bloody phantom suddenly appearing without waming, no more
screarn; the patient can smile (Magnétisme, 309).52
This woman is without question traumatised by the death of her son - but not
by the memory itseif. And it hardly needs mentioring that she is tormented not by a

memory which she cannot remember but one which she cannot help remembering.
Delboeuf may well to some degree have been influenced by Charcot's theory of
traumatic paralysis,53 but he does not subscribe to unconscious incubation and
dissociation. As mentioned at the beginning of the second section of this chapter,
Delboeuf believed that "each of us, caught at a certain moment of the day, between

waking and sleeping, presents the highest degree of suggestibility" (Magnétisme.332).

See Leys, "Traumatic Cures," for a psychoanalyticaiiy inspired critique of the work of Janet and of
the trauma therapy movement.
52 She did faii prey again to her obssessive thoughts. It required a few more sessions pmctuated by
in tervals of severai weeks before Delboeuf could claim a definite cure (Magnétisme, 309-3 10).
53 See, for example, Borch-Jacobsen, Souvenirs d'Anna 0.6465.

Magnetism, he said, is the knack of sustaining this state. "My observations carry me
even further," he then added.
They tend to make me believe that many nervous States or mental
illnesses originate in a natural suggestion that acted at that special
moment. RecaLL the mother whose sad story I narrated above. We may
henceforth explain how the magnetist aids in producing a cure. He puts
the subject back into the state in which the sickness manifested itself and
combats, by verbal command, that same, though revived, sickness
(Magnétisme,332).

It may surprise some readers that Delboeuf should implicitly endorse hypnosis
while arguing that subjects "are only pretending" to have negative hallucinations and the
like (Sur l'explication, 202-203). This apparent inconsistency will untangle itself as we
examine Delboeufs final take on the nature of hypnosis. In the next chapter, where 1
discuss his position on whether or not a hypnotic subject c m be made to perform a
criminal act, 1shall continue to explore the problem of simulation. The remainder of
this chapter examines hypnosis from the point of view of therapy. It is essentially a

summary of Delboeufs last two major papers on hypnosis and its curative effects
which are listed among the abbreviated works in the bibliography.

The art of h-ypnosis
Hypnosis, for Delboeuf, is the art of persuading subjects that they can do things
they thought they could not or that they c m o t do things they thought they could
(Considérations, 202). This rnay seem odd in the case of simple commands like: "Hold
your arm up in the air;" no one doubts this is something they c m do. But the art of
hypnosis lies in persuading subjects that they cannot lower their anns unless the
hypnotist comrnands them to. Delboeuf held that this art could not be taught and that
good hypnotists were very rare. "Upon what then does this faculty depend?" he wrote
(Considérations, 2 10).

Perhaps upon a particular form of sensibility. When 1 am in the presence
of a patient, 1feel his jllness quite deeply; if he suffers, 1 share his
suffering; if he cries, 1 cry with him. There is thus between him and me
a kind of communion. From this sympathy, which produces the effect
that when 1speak to him 1 speak as it were to rnyself, does it not result
that, when he hears me, he thinks he is hearing his own words? 1s not
compassion the secret of those who are successfid in relieving the
s e e r i n g s of their feLlowmen?
If this way of seeing things contains some truth,it would follow
that the patient in a way also hypnotises the agent (Considérations,
210).
According to Delboeuf, hypnosis is in large part a relationship between
experimenter and subject. If this were m e , we couid not hope, then, to ever defme
hypnosis by some physiological state of the subject. It would also mean that hypnotic
sleep (or trance) is itseif a secondary as opposed to a necessary component of
hypnosis. Let us consider a few key examples that Delboeuf presented in favour of this
point of view.

Example 1:
Delboeuf was consulted by a very high-ranking civil servant and his doctor.

The administrator told him straight away that nothing could help, and that he had corne
merely to show his doctor that his case was hopeless. He had suffered from
nervousness during the past twenty years- He could not sit still, he had fits of
unwarranted impatience and anger, and he could now no longer sleep. He had been to

al1 the experts and had taken all the nerve-calming drugs, He had tried various spas and
sea baths. As a last resort, he had even tried hypcotism which had tempordy
succeeded only in worsening his state. His doctor had told him that Delboeuf could
help him where others could not, but he warned both men that, as far as his illness was
concemed, he believed in neither Delboeuf nor hypnotisrn (Considérations, 202-203).
Delboeuf then did something that surprised the man: he pierced the a m of one

of his subjects with a long neede, without her displaying "the l e m sign of pain or even
sensibility" (Considérations, 203). How had they attempted to hypnotise him?

Delboeuf asked the man. By oxyhydric light and a shiny object [brillant de Braid) '7am
not surprised," Delboeuf told him,
"that they did not succeed with you. They did not redise that they were
dealing with a man of high intelligence on whom such vulgar methods
cannot take hold [...] With a man like you, of your position, of your
education, accustomed to serious matters, it w o d d have sufficed to caiI
upon your will. It is clear that, when you want to, you have a will of
steel, and 1will prove it to you. You saw this young girl allow herself to
be pierced through the a r m wirhout flinching. You are capable of doing
as much and more. Give me your arm; look at me fixedly while
showing me by your gaze that you wish to feel nothing, and you will
feel nothing." He did so; 1 pierced his arm: he felt nothing or, which
amounts to the same thùlg, felt no pain. He thought that his a m had not
been pierced. He was stupefied to see that it was. He made me redo the
experiment; it succeeded as the first one had. He could not get over his
astonishment; he wanted to return with the needles to show them at
home. And so 1 told him these simple words: 'You have wiil when it
comes to administration, your subordinates or your irnmediate circle,
but you have none when it comes to yourself. 1have just proven to you
that you are capable, of not only overcoming, but of defeating pain to
the point of not even feeling it- This will, of which today you have the
proof, you will from this very moment apply to control your impatience,
to dominate your agitation and to curb your anger. [..,]"
'That is what 1 s h d do," was his answer (Considérations, 203).

He consulted Delboeuf six months later to quit smoking.
Notice that this man was not put into a hypnotic sleep or trance or into any state
whatsoever. He was simply convinced that he would feel no pain and he felt no pain"1s this hypnotism?" Delboeuf wrote. 'Yes and no. Yes, if by hypnotism we mean
suggestion or what we would have formerly called persuasion by exhortation. No, if
we want to see something other than the normal exercise of the wdl on the passions"
(Considérations, 204)-

Example 2:

An 80-year-old man had suffered during the past 15 or 20 years from a terrible
facial neuralgia One could not so rnuch as touch his bushy beard without causing him
excruciating pain; a mere breeze was painful. He was unable to sleep or eat properly.
Most of his teerh had been removed in unsuccessful attempts to extirpate the source of

the pain. FinaUy, one of his major facial nerves had been sectioned, to no avail, leaving
half his face paralysed. He asked Delboeuf if he would hypnotise him. He knew
nothing of hypnotism except stones of miraculous cures (Comme quoi, 131-132;
Considérations, 204)"See this man,doctor," Delboeuf said to his colleague, "alI his pains will
cease." Then looking straight at him, he grabbed hold of his beard and tugged violently
while repeating to him that he would not feel any pain, then or ever after - and no pain
was felt, then or ever after (Comme quoi, 132; Considérations, 204).

Delboeuf noted that it was the man himself who had suggested away the pain. It
was an ability that he possessed but did not h o w he possessed, and believed that it
was actually Delboeuf and not himself who had been responsible for removing the

pain. "His faith in my mystenous power," Delboeuf wrote, "was an adjuvant54 which 1
used and which 1was right to use. With the high-ranking civil servant, 1would have
been mistaken if 1had attempted to rely upon a faith that he did not have7'
(Considérations, 204).
"Here now is a man who c m o t quit smoking, a child who bites his nails, and
another who soils himseu. It is clear," he continued,
that they could correct themselves if they so willed; but they do not
know how to will. 1 put them back to sIeep or, more exactly, 1 make
thern believe that they are sleeping. I thus give them palpable proof of
the power which they think 1somehow naturally possess. Then 1 render
them unable to smoke, to bite their naiis, or soi1 themselves. Here again,
1 awakened, in aU three, the wiLl that had been up until then inactive;
only, they are not conscious of willing; they imagine, not that 1 make
them will, but that 1 will in their place. 1began by seizing their
imagination, and frorn then on, for them, everything that is in them
cornes frorn me, and there is nothing that 1cannot put in them
(Considérations, 204).

54 "Adjuvant" is a medical terni of both French and English meaning "something that aids in the
prevention and cure of disease, especiaiiy somettiuig added to the main ingedient of a medication or
prescription."

Delboeuf wrote that there is absolutely nothing in hypnosis that goes beyond
everyday psychoiogy- His role, in another case not unlike those 1 describe above, "was
one of suppon. And my strength was the confidence, the faith that the subject had in
me" (Considérations, 209).
Having related such cases to Bemheim while passing through Nancy in May

1890, Delboeuf declared: "So do you see now that there is no hypnotism?" Tertainly,"
Bemheim answered, "there is no hypnotism, there are but varying degrees of
suggestibility" (Comme quoi, 133). Bemheim's phrase, however, does not quite
capture what Delboeuf means, for the suggestibility of which Bernheim spoke refers to
the brains's ability to enter into a special state of "nervous concentration", in other
words, an organically determined state of mind." Delboeuf accepted Bernheim's
statement, but with a s m d though important modification. "There is no hypnotism,"
Delboeuf repeated, "there are but varying degrees and modes of suggestibility"
(Comme quoi, 135). There are different modes of suggestibility because there x e
different ways of persuading the subject of the efficacy of the suggestion. Hence the
dif3erent foms of persuasion that Delboeuf used with the civil servant and the elderly

man.For Delboeuf, the subject's heightened suggestibility is not the cause but the
effect, as it were, of the hypnotist's power of persuasion.
Delboeuf spent a short tirne in Nancy O bsening Bernheim practise hypnosis at
the university hospital. He wrote up his observations and reflections in a paper first
published in Ianuary 1889 in the Revue de Belgique and again in 1890 as a long
section titled ' l a clinique de Bernheim in Magnétisme animal (277-338). His account
showed Bernheim to be a master hypnotist who rapidly adjusted and tailored his
approach to fit the peculiar ways by which each patient accepted hjs hypnotic
suggestions. Delboeuf praised Bernheim's method but not his theory. As Borcb-
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Jacobsen points out, Bernheirn's speculative theories were wrong but the way in which
he practiced hypnosis was obviously not.56
Delboeuf disliked the t e m hypnotism because it c o ~ o t e sleep
d
which, as he
showed, was hardy necessary for hypnotism to succeed. Subjects who are refractory
to sleep, he noted, are rnisled by the term into believing that they are also refractory to
hypnosis. He preferred the term "animal magnetism" because it had the benefit of being
historical. "1 see no advantage in changing," he wrote, "by pretext of scientific
precision, the names established by history. Have we not conserved the words algebra,
chernistry, electricity, optics, physiology, anatomy, etc., that, etymologically, have
iittle relation to the sciences they describe?" (Considérations, 20 1) Though he did add,

a few pages later, that "frorn the point of view of scientific exactness, the term
psychotherapy, or, better still, psychodynamic, is much preferable" (Considérations,

209).
Delboeuf thus offered strong ekldence against the view that hypnosis was a
special physiological state. But we m u t yet consider an important argument in favour
of the state theory. Can hypnotic subjects be made to do things that offend their deepest
sensibilities? Can they be hypnotisai into committing criminal acts, for instance? If so,
it would seem to indicate that the subject was being controlled like a machine rather than
persziaded Like a dunkuig being. To use a metaphor of the hme, the hypnotic subject
would be unable to resist performing a criminal suggestion through a similar
neurological mechanism by which she is unable to resist perforrning the patellar knee
reflex. The possibility of criminal suggestions under hypnosis was the subject of a
lively debate between Delboeuf and his principal opponent, Jules Liégeois. My next
chapter examines this debate and Delboeufs participation in it.

56 Borch-Jacobsen,

'L'effet Bernheim," 152.

CHAPTER SIX
Delboeuf on the Problem of Criminal Suggestions
The problem of criminal suggestions is inàmately related to the problem of posthypnotic suggestion. If the hypnotic subject is t d y an automaton at the hypnotist's
command, then the post-hypnotic suggestion of a criminal act is a dangerous possibility
indeed.
Jules Liégeois detonated the debate over tbe possibility of criminal suggestion in

a presentation entitled "On hypnotic suggestion in its relations to civil and criminal l a d z
to the Académie des sciences morales et politiques on 5 and 9 A p d 2 884.2 He
presented hypnotic experiments in which subjects had obeyed criminal suggestions and
urged that existing laws be revised to protect hypnotic subject. from being blamed for
crimes engineered by uoscrupulous hypnotists. It was none other than Paul Janet who
recommended the paper to theAcadémieS3Janet nonetheless wrote a severe critique of
Liégeois's paper which appeared alongside it in the Académie's journal. This critique
happened to be an early version of the very paper, published later that year in Jdy and
August in the Revue politique et littéraire that raised the probIem of post-hypnohc
suggestion.
But Liégeois's most formidable opponent was Delboeiif, whose detailed
critique of his colleague's conclusions appeared in the final chapter of Magn,étisme and,
Especially if, as in Janet's notion of a "dissociated state", Beaunis's "waking somnarnbulismr' and
Liegeois's "condirion prime ", the suggested act appears to the subject as an act of his or her own f?ee
wiIl. '?t makes one shudder," Delboeuf wrote in L'hypnotisme et la liberté des représentations
publiques, "but - and it is my reasoned opinion - it is perhaps radicaUy false." And referring to the
experiments 1discussed in chapters 3 and 5 he added, "they make it quite obvious that the subject
knows he is obeying an extemal command, and if he forgets it upon waking, we need oniy prompt his
memory to have hirn recali both the nature and the author of the command." Cited in Liegeois, De la
suggestion et du somnambulisme, 628.
Liegeois, "De la suggestion hypnotique dans ses rapports avec le droit civil et le droit criminel,"
followed by critiques by: Franck, Arthur Desjardins and Paul Janet. For secondary Literature on this
debate see Gauld, History of Hypnorisrn, 494-503; Laurence and Perry, Hypnosis, Will and Mernul;
and Plas, ''Une chimère médico-legale."
Liégeois, "De la suggestion," 175.

five years later, in similar f o m in an article which I abbreviate as "Criminelles".4 1will
thus present three of L;iégeoisYsmore famous examples and follow with Delboeuf's
analysis.

Liégeois's exam~les

.A produced, in Mlle E. an automatism so absolute, a disappearance so
complete of all sense of morality, of a l l freedom, that 1 made her fire,
without b a t h g an eyelid, a pistol at her mother at point b l d c range.
The young crimllid seemed as completely awake as the witnesses of this
scene, but she was much less moved than they were. And, almost
without transition, when her mother reproached her for what she had
done and accused her of wanting to kill her, Mlle E. answered, smiling
and with much good sense: '1did not kill you, since you are speaking to
me!"
Who would then beLieve that this was only play acting or
simulation, and that a girl is playing at deceiving the audience by
shooting her mother with a pistol that she does not krww is not loaded?S

Example 2:

M. N. is 25 years old. [...] He is one of the best c'subjects" 1 have ever
seen. He is taIl, strong and not in the least bit hystencal. Without having
even put him to sleep, 1produced in hirn, by mere suggestion, the
phenomena of catalepsy, anaesthesia, illusions of taste, positive and
negative hallucinations, etc. [...]
1 present N. with a white powder whose nature is unknown to
him. 1 tell him: 'Zisten very carefully to what 1am about to tell you to
do. This paper contains arsenic. You will, later on, go to [...] the house
of your aunt, Mme M., who is here present. You will obtain a glass of
water in which you will empty and carefully dissolve the arsenic. Then
you will present the poisoned beverage to your aunt. - Yes, Sir. That
night, 1 received from Mme. M. the following note: "Mme M. has the
honour of inîorming M. Liégeois that the experiment succeeded
perfectly. Her nephew gave her the poison."
As for the criminal, he remembered nothing, and we had much
trouble persuading him that he had, in fact, tried to poison his aunt, for
whom he has profound affection. The automatism had been complete.6
"

1equipped myself with a revolver and a few shells. T o remove the idea
of a mere game from the mind of the hypnotic subject - whom 1 picked
at random among the five or six somnambules that could be found that
--

-

-

-

-

- - - ---

-

Fust presented as a public talk to the Royal Belgiurn Acndemy on 15 December, 1894.
Liégeois, "De l a suggestion," 178.His emphasis.
Liegeois, "De Ia suggestion." 178-179.

day at M, Liébeauit's - 1 loaded one of the sheils and fired it into the
garden. A few moments later, 1 entered and showed to the assistants a
piece of cardboard that the builet had perforated.
In less than f i e e n seconds, I suggested to Mme G. the idea of
killing M. P. with the pistol. With absolute unconsciousness and perfect
docrlity, Mme G. went to M. P-and Fired the revolver.
Interrogated immediately after by M. P., the chief superintendent
[of Nancy], she admits her crime with total indifference. She killed M.
P. because he did not please her. They may arrest her; she h o w s what
to expect. If they take her life, she will go into the other world, like her
victim, that she sees on the ground bathing in his blood. She is asked if
it was not me who suggested to her the murder that she had just
accomplished. She says no; she acted spontaneously; she alone is guilty;
she is resigned to her fate; she will accept, without complaining, the
consequences of the act she comrnitted-7

Delboeuf maintained from the beginning that hypnotic suggeshons were only
dangerous in cases of indecent assault and fraud, and that money, promises,
dninkenness, persuasion, circumvention and confession had aiways been, and always
would be, more effective methods of corruption than hypnosis (Magnétisme.354-355;
Criminelles, 229-230, 266).

He maintained that the somnambde is not so easily fooled by his or her dreams
as is comrnonly believed - and neither are we in our own natural dreams, he added. We

are rarely moved, he noted, by a shocking scene in Our dreams: "There is somethuig
inside of us that tells us it is not real" (Magnétisme,355). When Liégeois's subject
enacts the murder of her mother, she is obviously not unconscious of playing out a
scene. This is why she is not distressed. She is even less distressed, he continued, than

if she had actualiy been dreaming (Magnétisme.355-356; Crimineiles, 234).
The dreamer who would have dreamt of killing his mother would see
her terrified and beseeching, imploring the pity of her son or the aid of
indignant witnesses. He himself would feel moved by some motive,
absurd or plausible, but imperious- In a word, the dream would be a
kind of incoherent drama, composed, as aiways, of real elenlents and of
mernories, in which horror would not be banished. Or else, if he saw
his victim smiling and speaking to him in the middle of a merely
LiBgeois, ' D e la suggestion," 179-180.

attentive audience, he would himself doubt, in his own sleep, that what
he sees and does is pure illusion (Criminelles, 235)Delboeuf then supplied a dream of his own- At the beginning of January 1895,
he dreamt he had bought a painting of the assumption of a saint that was one metre
wide by five or six metres long - and had spent 6000 francs! On his way home he was
overcome with regret:
What have 1done! Where willI display this religious subject? Even if 1
frnd a place, in the stairwell, for example, what effect will it have with
its old black frame and its ungodly size! And the cost at just the moment
when bills are pouring in! On these thoughts, 1 wake up. My heart was
p ounding; during the rest of the night, that is during several hours, 1
continued to be under the most painful impressions. Try as 1 would to
feel awake, to reason and be excited of the joy of telling myself that it
had been only a dream, the magnitude of my blunder continued to
oppress me, and 1 remained apprehensive of the comments my family
would make once they learned of the great bargain 1 had struck
(Criminelles, 235 )Yet Liégeois insisted that Mlle E. did not know that the gun was not loaded.
Nonsense! Delboeuf exclaimed. Why should we assume, he argued, that this woman
who speaks with such good sense to her mother would not have the sense to know that
the whole scene was arranged and that Liégeois would not, after all, give her a loaded

gun to fixe at her own mother (Magnétisme, 356; Criminelles, 236).
Delboeuf cited the case, described in the previous chapter, of the boy who was
able to pick out a designated student by the way he held hirnself in contrast to the rest of
the class. Delboeuf pointed out that this instance showed how hypnosis c m "awaken
one's intelligence rather than depress it" (Criminelles, 236-237).

He made similar remarks regarding the experiment where M. N. attempted to
poison his aunt The order to make his way to his aunt's house, to obtain a g l u s of
water from someplace, to fïmd his aunt and present her with the poisoned drink,
containeci the irnplicit order to circumvent the inevitable small obstacles that would
obstruct the srnooth execution of the suggestion. But if he preserved enough reason and
freedom to carry out the suggestion to the end, would he not therefore have the

presence of mind to reflect on the situation and to redise that it was alljust a game
(Criminelles, 238, also 230 and 266)?
The same applies to the third example, Delboeuf continued:
The more 1 now reflect on these experiments, the less they seem to
establish what they are supposed to prove. The perfect tranquiliity of
Mme G., her generosity at not accusing M, Liégeois, the humorous
motive with which she justified her act, her resignation to the fate that
awaits her, patently show, 1 dare Say, that she is not duped and that she
could not for an instant have thought of killing M. P. She consciously
plays a role that she improvises in part, that in part she makes up from
bits learned by heart, and in which she intermingles f e a ~ e in
s her own
way, juvenile features, such as the statement that her victim displeased
her (Criminelles, 239).
Delboeuf put little stock, moreover, in the clairn that she saw her victim bathing
in blood. Her own serenity is proof that she is not fooled by her illusion, he remarked.
And there are many more facts that prove hypnotic subjects are not so easily duped
(Criminelles, 239). "When, in our drearns," he wrote in 1890, "we see a man-gun, or a
dog-boat, we are not the dupes, but the complicit [complaisants]instruments of our
own dupery" (Magnétisme, 356).

On this point, Delboeuf related the case of a very intelligent young wornan and excellent somnambule, he noted - who described her hypnotic hallucinations in a

letter to a woman friend. The hallucinations consisted of a picture on the back of a
blank card and of a bird or butterfly in the room. Here are some excerpts from the
letter, which was at first written without Delboeuf's knowledge:
We could be led to believe that this image, as f k d y fixed as it is, gives
me the perfect illusion of a photograph with which 1 could possibly
confuse it. Wrong! 1 umfully aware that the sheet of paper that is
presented to me is and remains imccrlate, and that 1am merely
obeying a command by representing the suggested image to myself. 1
imagine little by linle the features that 1should see, and when the whole
is sufficiently homogeneous to f o m a complete picture, 1 fx it, so to
speak, upon the paper that 1am given, and it is this same illusion that 1
find each tirne this sheet of paper appears before my eyes. The
imagination and the mind fixes the Mage upon the white paper, and
each of them finds it there.
It is the same wiùi those hallucinations in which the
experirnenter suggests the idea of representing some O bject, for example
a pigeon or a butterfly in the room- Though 1 saw them distinctly, to the

point of being able to follow their fight and their s m d e s t movements, 1
neverfor an instant doubted that the impression was purely imaginary,
though this hardly prevented me, upon waking, from rernemberinp the
tiniest perceived details, such as the colours that 1 had attributed to the
designated bird or insect. In a word, if we dupe, in a certain sense, the
subject by making him enter for a few moments into the realm of dreams
and imagination, he is nonetheless perfectly conscious of the influence
to which he is subjected.. .(Magnétisme, 356-357) .8
This leaer prompted Delboeuf to ask J., his pnzed subject and maid, how she
saw him when he suggested to her that he had a full head of hair and a black beard, She
said that she saw him as such, but that in a strange way, "behind the young head, 1 see
a bald head and white beard, but sort of erased" (Magnétisme, 358). Delboeuf quaWied

her answer as typical. These examples seemed to connmi his theory "on the
hypnagogic character of somnarnbulic dreams. The somnambule's illusions," he
concluded,
would be analogous to those which are produced at the beginning and at
the end of sleep or, better still, in the sleep in which many people
indulge themselves in the middle of the ciay. They hear almost
everything, are in a certain sense aware of everythmg, but the dreams
float in front of reality, in part masking and denahiring it (Magnétisme,
359).
They also seemed to confhm his view that hypnotic hallucinations rarely have
the same force as dreams do. He wrote that he had never seen a somnambule bump into

an object she was not supposed to see, but that if the somnambule were toId to, he felt
sure that he or she w o d d then do so. 'Would this be due to Uusion or to a desire to
please and cooperate [complaisance]?1lean in favour of complaisance" (Magnétisme,

359).
"And when 1 Say complaisance, or play acting," he wrote ten pages later, "M.
Liégeois and his readers will do me the honour of understanding that this consists in a

complaisance of a special nature" (Magnétisme, 368). When a subject's a m is put into

1 do not know if the emphasis is the subject's or Delboeufs.

catalepsy and he is told to Iower it, he does not make the appropriate movements. He
instead pretends to be in catalepsy by exercising the antagonistic muscles

It is a simulated catdepsy, and he is the dupe of his own simulation. It
is in this sense that I say he lends himself by complaisance to playing
his catalepsy*This complaisance is unconscious; it is he who, without
knowing it, wants what we command of him. Hypnotism enhances
rather than annihilates the will (Magnétisme, 368).
We have thus corne back to the idea of unconscious simulation discussed in the
previous chapter. The subject does not know that she is simulating, but she can know if
she becomes dive to what she is doing and reflects upon the situationNow here we may ask: 'Would it not be possible for a subject to be sufficiently
duped by the hypnotic situation to commit a crime?" Delboeuf did not want to deny this
possibility. It would violate the principles of scientific reasoning to make such an a
prion' affirmation or denial (Magnétisme, 379). He conceded that a somnambulic father
could kill his son by mistaking him for a wild beast that is attacking him or that a
mother could dream that there is a Eire and throw her baby from the window. But these

are rare pathological cases, he flirmed, and cases of hypnotic subjects who could be
deluded to the point of commining similar acts must be equally rare (Magnétisme,363-

364).
A problem of ~svcholoev

Having made this quaWed concession, Delboeuf then pushed his
argumentation to a further level of sophistication. He related an experiment conducted
with his subject J., reminding his readers that she had been the subject of an
extraordinary experiment on the hypnotic control of pain.9 This experiment is worth

Delboeuf, 'Zxperience devant servir à l'explication de la vertu curative de l'hypnotisme." Delboeuf
mentions J. in his debate with Beaunis over the consequences of post-hypnotic suggestion for the
argument in favour of free wïli based upon our sense of feeling f i e . J. did not feel fiee, he pointed out,
when under the injunction of a post-hypnotic suggestion. See the section on "Dissociation and
Freedom" in chapter 5.

mentioning before proceeding with Delboeufs argument as it is interesting in itself, and
shows J. to be an exceptionally suitable subject.

A small burn was inflicted on each of her amis with an 8mm wide red-hot steel
rod. Special care was taken to ensure thât the bums were symmetrical and resdted from
the same pressure and durahon. She was told, imrnediately before cauterisation and
She did
without being put under hypnosis, that she would feel no pain in the right m.
not feel any pain in her right arm during or after the procedure. The wounds were
dressed and exarnined the next day. The wound to the right arm was very slight: a srnail

mark corresponding to the rod7sdiameter, The wound to the left arm was more severe:
the inflammation covered an area 3cm in diameter. She had experienced a good d e d of
discornfort overnight and the wound increased in severity until the next day when

Delboeuf suggested that the pain would disappear. The wound subsequently healed
very rapidly. The experiment was repeated under the supervision of a surgeon and
professor of medicine at the University of Liège.
This sarne subject was also very gifted at accommodating hypnotic
hallucinations. Since Delboeuf could make her accept that her head was rolling before
her on the floor, or that she was a sofa or whatnot, he believed that he could make her
accept any illusion whatsoever. But he was mistaken (Magnétisme, 365). He once
asked her to tell him, during a kind of telepathy experiment, what her sister was doing
in her house in the countryside. She saw nothing. He then told her that her sister was

presently mending her husband's trousers. J. answered that she never mended
trousers. Delboeuf tried "every imaginable persuasive means" to get her to see her sister
mending her husband's trousers but did not succeed. She remembered nothing once
awake. He asked her about her sister7shabits and discovered that she "always refused
to sew because she could not do it very well" (Magnétisme, 366). "Now here is a fact,
insignificant in appearance," he wrote,
but one that by its singularity will certainly strike a l l those who wish to
know what goes on in the minds of hypnotised subjects, or, what

arnounts to the same thing, in the min& of sleeping people. Here is a
person who saw nothing unnatural in running after her head that is
rolling away from her, who was made to believe that she was a boy,
that she had a beard, that we had played her the trick of dressing her as a
girl while she was sleeping and that she would do well to fetch her
men's clothes - which she imrnediately set out to do - and who deems it
impossible that her sister shodd be mending a pair of trousers
(Magnétisme, 366) !
Eelboeuf made the same observation regarding two young women who
refused, under hypnosis, to believe that they were mamed. "And yet," Delboeuf
rernarked,
one of them believes that a doll is her sick child, and the other sees no
difference between her small room, almost entirely filled by her s m d
bed, and a large room of more than thirty square meters, f i e d with
books, engravings, statuettes, and a large bed half covered with things
(Magnétisme, 379).
How to account for these apparently contradictory inclinations to believe some
hallucinations and not others? Delboeuf explained that an illusion must have something
to which it c m attach itself in the subject's mind ifit is to be accepted. It was easy for
the subject to imagine herself in her room because she saw it every day. It was likewise
easy for the other subject to accept the illusion of tending to her baby because she had
no doubt played "mammy" countless times. But unless someone has already thought
about mariage and "represented herself as manied," the illusion of marriage will not
take (Magnétisme, 380).

As we have seen in chapters three and five, Delboeuf presented an malogous
explanation for why hypnotic subjects could not normally remember their hypnotic
condition once awake - it is because of the apparent diffïculty of establishing a lïnk
between the dissimilar hypnotic and waking worlds. This explanation accounts for one
of the great myths of hypnosis: hypnotic amnesia Another great myth is the notion that
hypnotic subjects cannot resist their hypnotist's commands. Again, Delboeuf tums to
dreams to account for why subjects obey some commands and not others, and

simultaneously dispels the myth that hypnotic subjects will carry out suggestions that
offend their deepest sensibilities.
' n i e problem at hand is a very senous one. It is a problem of psychology"
(Criminelles, 263).

If 1 now wished to summarise my thought in a word and to conclude, 1
would Say that, for each hypnotic subject, the key to the suggestions
that he is capable of accepting is to be found in his dreams, that is to Say
we could have him perform the acts that, issuing from his character, his
education and his habits, are likely to present themselves spontaneously
during his sleep (Magnétisme, 380).
It wouid perhaps be safe to assume then that, under suitably persuasive
hypnotic conditions, Delboeuf could be made to accept the suggestion to spend an
exhorbitant arnount of money on the purchase of an unusual piece of art. This would
explain why he suffered his attack of anxiety after he dreamt of buying an eccentric and
expensive painting: it is because he knew that he was capable of commiting such a
folly. On the other hand, there are some things he felt certain that he would not do
under hypnotic suggestion.

1 feel a great deal. of human sympathy for animals, especially for
disdained creatures, toads, snakes, slow-worrns, salamanders, 1 am
absolutely convinced that, were 1magnetised, one would not succeed in
having me do them the least h m (Magnétisme, 375).
Could 1 be made to mistake a snake for a viper, a cricket for a
scorpion? Perhaps 1would then kill these animals, but not without a
violent revolt of my sensibilities. But what a great distance exists
between this vulgar and momentary illusion and the complicated system
of logicd and c o ~ e c t e dlies that would be needed to transform a
somnambule into an advantageous intnunent of crime (Criminelles, 263264).
"Not al1 crimes are of the same sort," Delboeuf concluded,

It is one thing to render a woman unfaithful, it is another to have her kill
her husband. There are crimes of nature, if 1 may express myself this
way: they are those that revolt the sentiments of pity and propriety upon
which the existence of our society depends. There are also crimes which
are, for lack of a better word, of definition. They are acts, in themselves
natural and legitirnate, which civil and religious law defines as criminal
in certain cases, like the marriage between a brother and sister.
It is clear that a somnambule will in general accept the latter, but
not the former (Magnétisme, 380).

My next section describes one h a I point in Delboeufs study of criminal
suggestion that will serve to support the arguments advanced in the next chapter.

The inconclusiveness of laboratory crimes
Delboeuf wished to show that the somnambule is not as passive and does not
lack as much freedom as we might ât first think. He did not want to a f f i ï , h e
cautioned, that it is impossible for a subject to divorce herself from reality and to lose
her reason and freedom. He wished only to point out that we would need powemil

proof to admit such s u b s e ~ e n c of
e someone's will to another's (Magnétisme, 366-

367).
Delboeuf was extremely weary of Liégeois's experirnents. 'They have the
irremediable fault," he wrote, "of being necessarily artificial."

Liégeois had many Eimes

proposed that they conduct hypnotic experirnents together, but Delboeuf had always
refused. "Why? Because from the experiment, whether it succeeds or does not succeed,
nothing can be concluded. If the subject does not stab, M. Liégeois will reject hirn as a
bad somnambule; if he does stab, 1will maintain that he is doing out of p l a y h l
complicity [complaisance] an action he knows is not wrong7' (Magnétisme, 367).

On the ottier hand, if the subject actually went through with a real crime,
Delboeuf could argue that they were dealing with "a bom criminal, a latent thief, or
someone unselfconsciously licentious"(CriminelJes, 232). "The problem is therefore
unresolvable," Delboeuf concluded, because it cannot be settled on the terrain of
experimentation (Criminelles, 264-265). "But the question can be breached in a nonexperimental way," he advanced. 'Tt can be approached by observation and by the
attentive and scrupulous examination of the magnetised subjects's actions."
(Criminelles, 266). "If ever reasoning by analogy has been legitimate," he continued
Further down the page,

it is when it assures that [a hypnotised subject] who will not slap a
person WU
not stab a person, that [a subject] who refuses a kiss will
rebuff more serious adva.cesyand that a wolf will never make a good
pastor.
From the facts furnished by observation we may therefore infer
that a hypnorised person conserves a sdEcient amount of intelligence,
reason, and freedom - 1emphasise the word - to defend himself from
realising acts that are irreconcilable with his character and beliefs
(Criminelles, 266).

The impossibility of ever experimentally resolving the question of cnminal
suggestion is related to the grand question of the existence of hypnosis. It should be
clear by now - as it was to Delboeuf over a century ago - that there c m be no empiricd
means of ever vedjmg whether hypnosis and all the explicitly diagnosed disorders to
which we suppose it to be intimately related, like hysteria, multiple personality,
dissociative fugue, post-traumatic stress disorder, and so on - are r e d or not. Writers
like Mikkel B orch-Jacobsen should be commended for respecting the inconcIusive
reality of hypnosis and related phenomena. In his provocative paper, "The Bernheirn
Effect (fragments of a theory of the generalised artifact)", Borch-Jacobsen, drawing on
Bernheirn and especially Delboeuf, maintains that we cannot establish a "psychic
reality" to hypnosis that might exist outside the experimental context. Citing the work

of the psychologists Robert Rosenthal and Martin Orne, he reminds us that much
experimental psychology is always unavoidably contaminated by experimeater
expectuncy effects (Rosenthal) or demand chumcteristics (Orne)that unintentionally
elicit frorn its subjects the behaviour that is anticipated of them.I0 'We do not therefore

experiment on the subject," he points out,
we play with them the game of experimentation: teil me what you wish
to establish, and 1will help you to prove it. What Bernheim and
Delboeuf observed in the widening mirror of hypnosis and hysteria,
was a feedback effect found in any experimental or ciinical situation,
however "controlled" it may be."
l0 Borch-Jacobsen, '2'effet Bernheim," 165. He refers to Rosenthal, Erperimenter Egects; and Orne,
"Onthe social psychology of the psychology experiment." Jaqueline Carroy presented similx
arguments in Hypnose, suggestion et psychologie.

B orch-Jacobsen, 'l'effet Bernheim," 166.

Hypnosis is not "something" that subsists beneath the various
theorïes that attempt to enclose it, it is rather an artifact or eEect of these
theorïes. l2

Lf we take Borch-Jacobsen and Delboeuf seriously, we have to accept that
subjects are in a certain sense always simulating or pretending hypnosis. This is the

proposition that the next chapter sets out to establish.

l2 B orch-Jacobsen, "L'effet

Bernheim," 167.

CHAPTER SEVEN

On Simulation and Hypnosis
In this chapter, 1wish to introduce a theory that leans in favour of simulation
without ruling out the hypothesis of non-simulation: 1propose the paradoxicai idea of
hypnosis being at once sirndated and real. 1 plan to show that one becomes hypnotised,
or at Ieast cornes to believe that one is hypnotised, by fxst pretending to be hypnotised.

Feynman
Since 1 am now putting forth my own theory, and not descnbing or anaiysing
one from the past, 1shall exercise the right to cite a prerogative case of my own. It is
taken from the autobiography of the Nobel prize-winnllig physicist, Richard Feynman:

...a week before the demonstration the man came to practice on us, to
see if any of us would be good for hypnosis. 1knew about the
phenomenon, but 1 didn't know what it was like to be hypnotised.
He started to work on me and soon 1 got into a position where
he said, "You can't open your eyes."
1 said to myself, "1 bet 1 couM open my eyes, but 1don? want
to disturb the situation: Let's see how much further it goes." It was an
interesthg situation: You're only slightly fogged out, and although
you7velost a littIe bit, you're pretty sure you could open your eyes. But
of course, you're not opening your eyes, so in a sense you can't do it.
He went through a lot of stuff and decided that I was pretty
good.
When the real demonstration came he had us walk on stage, and
he hypnotised us in front of the whole Princeton Graduate CoIlege. This
time the effect was stronger; 1 guess 1had learned how to become
hypnotised. The hypnotist made various demonstrations, having me do
things that 1couldn't normally do, and at the end he said that after 1
came out of hypnosis, instead of returning to my seat directly, which
was the natural way to go, 1would walk all the way around the room
and go to my seat from the back
AiI through the demonstration 1 was vaguely aware of what was
aoing on, and cooperating with the things the hypnotist said, but this
L e 1 decided, "Damn it, enough is enough! I'm gonna go straight to
rny seat,"
When it was time to get up and go off the stage, 1 started to walk
straight to my seat. But then an annoying feeling came over me: 1 felt so

uncomfortable that 1 couldn't continue. 1walked al1 the way around the
hall.1
Before proceeding with more examples, I wish to emphasise three elernents of
Feynman's account:
1) the effect of being hypnotised increased with practice;

2) Feynman felt discomfort when he attempted to disobey the hypnotist;

3) he started by believing he was pretending to be hypnotised; he was
simulating, or at least that is what he thought he was doing, up until the
moment he tried to break the spellThe very same thing happened in my next exarnple. It is a case narrated by
Bernheim in reply to the attack, described in chapter one, of Paul Janet against the
credibility of his experiments:
It was the case of a tall and handsome boy of outstanding intelligence
and positive character, the first to be promoted in one of our large
schools for superior scientifk instruction-Wishing to be enlightened
upon the question of hypnotism, he himself asked to be put to sleep,
promising to submit in earnest, and without resistance. In less than two
minutes his eyes were closed. Once awake, he said he had heard
everything, but as he had promised himself to obey without resistance,
he had obeyed. '%ould you have resisted?" I asked. 'When 1 lifted your
arrn in the air, could you have lowered it, in spite of my affirmation to
the contrary?" - "1 think so," he said, "but 1 am not certain- Once 1
began to lower my arm (which in fact had been noticeable) but on the
way down, a feeling of remorse took hold of me. 1nised it saying to
rnyself, no, 1should not lower it." Was this the result of a wish to be
Obliging [complaisance]?
The young man did not himself know what to think Half an
hour later he begged me to hypnotise him again, as he was curious, and
wished to be enlightened. In less than a minute, he was caught. 1lifted
his legs and m s . They remained up. Then 1said to him, "Now, make
the experiment; try to lower your arrns and legs. If you can, if you have
the will power, use it, but 1 warn you that you cannot do it." He ûied in
vain, and in spite of a l l his visible efforts, did not succeed in modifying
the suggested attitude. 1made him turn his arms one about the other.
'Try to stop them; 1 Say you cannot." In fact, he could not stop this
rotary automatism. When he was awakened, he was convinced that
there was not only complaisance, but also a material impossibility of
resisting the suggested action.2
Feynman, "Surely You're Joking Mr. Feynman!" 67-68.
Bernheim, " AM. Paul Janet," 554-555. The text is Gom a reproduction O? the article in Bernheim,
Hypnosis and Suggestion in Psychotherapy, 189-290.1have made a few modifications.

As with Feynman, this subject at first believed he might have been simulating

hypnosis. When he attempted to disobey the hypnotist, he felt a feeling of remorse -

akin to Feynman's feeling of discornfort? - and found that he could not break himself
free from the hypnotist's control.
Bernheim pointed out, M e r m o r e , that this case was not exceptional:
1have repeated this experïment with a great number of subjects. Charles
Richet has described this singularpsychical state well in analogous
examples. Many imagine that they have not been influenced, because
they have heard everything. They believe in good faith that they have
been pretending. It is sometimes difficuk to show them that they were
not free to not pretend?

In Magnétisme, Delboeuf described Liébeault's attempts to hypnotise a
refractory 18 year old woman who had never before been hypnotised. Liébeault began
by telling her that she could hear only him and no one else, but she contïnued to hear
the people around her. He commanded her to rotate her hands. She did not know how.
He then took hold of her hands and set them turning himself. This worked for a while,
but when he told her that she would now be unable to stop, she stopped. Delboeuf-later
discussed the case with Liébeault, and the Nancy doctor maintained that she had been
i~fuenced,adding that to pretend to be hypnotised (as when she rotated her hands for a
while on her own) was itself a sign of hypnosis. Likbeault did not mean to Say that
hypnosis was really a form of pretending, as 1am arguing, but rather that she would
not pretend unless she were hypnotised. In referring to the subject's sentiment of
pretending as a "singular psychic state", the feeling that one is not really hypnotised
while apparently hypnotised, Bernheim presurnably viewed this feeling of pretending
as a form of hypnosis rather than the other way around. Whether we adopt Liébeault's
and Bernheirn's interpretation or mine, we may at l e s t g a n t that it is not uncornmon to

Bernheim, "A M. Pau1 Janet," 555, and Hypnosis and Suggestion, 1 90.My emphasis.

believe oneself to be pretending to be hypnotised while performing hypnotic

p henomena
An objection to my position wodd be to say that these examples are not tnie of
all cases of hypnosis, that very many subjects, do not, at any rate consciously, pretend
to be hypnotised. This point me& special attention. 1do not wish to Say that a l l
hypnotised subjects are deliberately pretending. That is clearly inadmissible. But
simulation can be accidental, as we saw in chapter 5, and the above case offers the
advantage of confirming the ever-present hypothesis of simulation without, at the same
time, denying the mysterious effects of hypnosis. If hypnosis is tnily, as Delboeuf
says, a question of persuasion, it follows that subjects are not hypnotised in the sense
of being in some special extemally-altered brain state, but rather that they believe, in
most cases, that they are hypnotised- To take Delboeuf seriously is to c l a h that
everyone who is hypnotised is, in a sense, necessarily acting as though they are
hypnotised since there is nothing happening at the physiological level.
What matters in hypnosis, according to Delboeuf, is that both subject and the
hypnotist be persuaded that the suggestions will work. As we have seen, the subject's
own awareness of the fact that he or she is insensible to pain or partly asleep serves to
persuade him or her that hypnosis is real and that the suggestions will r e d y take effect,
Similady, the implicit awareness that there is no discemible difference between
pretending to be hypnotised and actually being hypnotised may also serve, if o d y in an
intuitive way, to persuade the subject that hypnosis rnay very well be real. Say, for
example, that you wished to be hypnotised, out of curiosity, and that you went dong
with everything the hypnotist told you to do in order to obtain the desired effect. You
might Say to yourself, as Bemheirn's subject or Feynman did, that you were only

pretending to be hypnotised. And yet at the same tirne, if you reflected further upon the
situation, you would have to admit that by acting as though you were hypnotised you
would be behaving no differently from someone who really had been hypnotised. The

grounds for believing that one is pretending to be hypnotised and for believing that one
has genuinely been hypnotised are the same.

The sociocomitivist persaective
The theory 1have so far outLined shares many elements with the sociocognitive
perspective. Here is its champion, the late Nicholas P. Spanos:
According to this perspective, hypnotic responding is context
dependent; it is determined by the willingness of subjects to adopt the
hypnotic role, by their understandings of what is expected of them in
that role, b y their understanding of how rolz requirements change as the
situation unfolds, by how they interpret the complex and sometimes
ambiguous communications that constitute hypnotic suggestions, by
their willingness and ability to use their imaginal and other cognitive
skills to create the subjective experiences called for by suggestions, and
by how feedback from the hypnotist and from their own responding
influences the definitions they hold of themselves as hypnotic subjects
and the interpretations they apply to their hypnotic expenences [...].
Taken together, these ideas constitute a sociocognitive perspective
toward hypnotic phenornena that challenges the traditional ideas that
hypnosis is a special state and that hypnotic responding involves special
processes -4
1 will bnefly consider the role-playing component espoused by the

sociocognitivists and take up the cognitive component in the final chapter. The roleplaying analogy essentially highlights how the subject is not really hypnotised but only

playing the part of someone who is hypnotised, sometirnes to the point of becoming so
absorbed in the role that he or she is no longer conscious of playing it. In common with
this perspective, 1 have argued, both in this chapter and those leading up to it, that

pretending is no t only apparent in well-documented cases of hypnosis but that it is
perhaps part of the very fabric of hypnosis by virtue of the fact that it can never be d e d
out. I have also maintained, especially in chapter 5, that a subject can simulate hypnosis
without being aware of doing so. But the examples 1 have presented in this chapter do
not permit me to Eully endorse the role-playing theory of the sociocognitivists, for it

Spanos, Multiple Identifies & False Mernories, 19-20.

cannot account for subjects lrke Feynman who are aware of playing the role of the
hypnotised subject but cannot stop playing it even when they try.5
It is my feeling that part of the reason subjects cannot resist certain suggestions
is because they do not wish to disappoint the hypnotist or the audience. If Feynman had
gone directly to his seat rather than walking a l l the way around the hidl as the hypnotist
had commanded, would he not have had let both the hypnotist and the audience d o m ?
The effect was stronger, Feynman said, when he was hypnotised before an audience.

He attributed this to repeated practice, but could it not also be attrïbuted to the implint
pressure of audience expectation? Consider these other examples: Bernheim's subject
started to lower his ann, but he raised i t again because of a feeling of remorse. When
under the spell of a post-hypnotic suggestion, Delboeuf's subject J. felt "like she was

being punished, condemed to do forced Iabour; i f s as though she had to atone for a
terrible misdeed" (Veille, 283). For Delboeufs subject M., post-hypnotic suggestions
took the form of a "strict obligation, an imperious duty" (Veille, 284). She felt "at fault"
when she wished to resist performing them. Delboeuf suggested to another one of his
subjects, S., that her hand was glued to the wall. When a third person removed her
hand by force she feu into a fit and cried out: ''1 am being prevented from perfoming a
duty." In an almost identical experirnent, subject M. became womed and said: 'M.
Delboeuf had wished it; what wilI he say" (Magnétisme, 265)? 1 should add that a
power relationship existed between Delboeuf and his subjects J. and M. since they
were also his servants. It is then less surprishg that they felt obliged to perform the
hypno tic tasks as they would a duty, because under the circums tances it was a duty,
though an elective one. But as far as household chores went, it must have been one of

the b a t , for if we are to believe Delboeuf, the hypnotic scenes they performed together
S~orch-lacobsenwrites bat "neither Bernheim, nor even Delboeuf are quite ready ta dilute the
suggestion scene to a pure game of role-playing (as is done by conternporary experimentai
psychologists Like Sarbin or Spanos.) in ''L'effet Bemheim," 158. He refers to Sarbin, "Contributions
to Role-Taking Theory: 1. Hypnotic Behavior;" and Spanos, "More on the Social Psychology of
Hypnotic Responding."

frequently had a l l of them doubled over in laughter and J. and M. would beg him to
dream up more scenarios. They had fim. and they were doubtless bonded by a sense of
affection and loyalty.

In chapter 5 , I mentioned how Delboeuf believed that one of the secrets to
hypnosis was compassion, the ability to feel the suffering of another human being and
to enter into a kind of communion. "From this sympathy," he wrote, "which produces
the effect that when 1 speak to him, 1speak as it were to myself, does it not resuit that,
when he h e m me, he thinks he is hearing his own words?" But perhaps more
fundamental than what the subject hears is what the subjectfeels. If the subject feels
that Delboeuf beiieves the suggestion w i l l work, he or she, according to Delboeufs
logic, is likely also to believe that it will work. Once again, we come round to the idea
of belief, to the art of persuading subjects that they will be able to do things they
thought they could not or to be unable to do thuigs they thought they could. But belief
is a very different thing from coOonitionyit is something we feel rather than h o w - "The
heart has its reusuns of which reuson knows nothing," Pascal famously observed.

Drawing upon Pascal's Pensées, my two final chapters explore the nature of belief by
drawing an analogy between hypnosis and religion.

Montreal
By way of introduction, 1 will now describe a ritual in which 1 recently
participated that has paraüels to hypnosis. In the summer of 1998 1 spent an evening
with a friend who was about to leave Montreal after having spent three years there. It

was his last night in Montreal and 1was happy to be with him before he left a city 1
dearly love. He was someone 1did not know very well at the tirne. Our relationship had
been impersonal until then as 1 had always been intimidated by his intelligence and
tended to shy away from him. But I had just retumed from a 16 month stay in France
where 1had been forced to do some growing up and, having now more confidence in

myself, 1 sought out his friendship. He is about 10 years older than me. He is aIso an
aboriginal Canadian.

Near the beginning of the evening he descnbed a place on the McGill University
campus where there stands a IOm high and 200m Mde rock wall that had been cut out
of Mount Royal, in the centre of the city, to make room for a water reservoir. It is one
of the points on the mountain through which its water drains into the St, Lawrence
river. In the winter, portions of the wall are covered by great sheets of ice; in the
summer, the vegetation at the foot of the cliff is ta11 and lush- He told me that when the
French explorer Jacques Cartier first amived in Hochelaga (Montreal) in 1535, he found

a large village of Iroquois who, at the time, subsisted on crops that they planted in the
fertile land through which the water passed in its course to the river. He mentioned
something about making an offering of sweet grass, gave me a bundle of tightly woven
strands of dried sweet g r a s and, Iater that night, we made Our way to the foot of the
cliff, talking non-stop about everything and anything.

Once there he paused for a moment and, without ceremony, began to speak in a
casual but reverent manner toward "someone" in the general area of the wall above us.

He spoke of all the good times he had had, of the many things he had learned, of how
he had growu duruig his stay, of his imminent departure for his new life in Vancouver
and of how he would miss Montreal and all the things that gave it its special

personality. But, he added, he would still like to leave a bit of sweet grass (as a token
of thanks) and he tossed his bundle into the foliage that stood between us and the wall.
This took less than a minute. Then without altering his r e s p e c t . stance he turned
slightly towards me and gave me a look which I will never forget When he f i s t began
to speak to the indifferent waIl 1wished him to know that he should not feel
embarrassed of talking in front of me to something that we both presumably knew was
not there. 1wanted him to feel reassured that it was OK with me and that 1 was ready to
participate though 1 believed none of it. And indeed, he looked over to me in an almost

pleading way that seemed to Say: 'Don't leave me hanging here Iike a fool André. Say
something and toss the sweet grass. It's no big deal." But by this time 1had reached a
point well beyond my initial apologetic embarrassrnent By rhis time 1 actually believed
that there were three of us and that this third being was indescribably big and powerful.

1 was awestruck and, in fact, a little afraid.
Now 1 went from non-belief to beiief in a manner of seconds, but since 1did
not perform any physicd action, the event would seem to argue against the idea that one
becomes hypnotised by first pretending to be hypnotised or that one cornes to believe in
something supernaturd by Eirst pretending to believe. However 1did pretend to believe

in spite of my apparent inaction. When my fiiend began the ntual, 1was intensely
concemed about how he might be feeling and what he might be thinking. Putting
myself in his shoes, 1imagined what he must have felt and thought while performing
the ritual with me there. Paraphrashg Delboeuf, from the compassion 1 felt for my
friend which produced the effect that when he spoke to the spirit, he spoke as it were
for me, does it not result that when 1 heard him speaking, 1 thought 1was hearing my
words and watching my own performance? Had 1not imagined myself as him as 1
imagine myself as an appealing character in a movie? 1 had pretended 1 was him
pretending to talk to the spirit of Montreal, and 1 came to believe 1 was in the presence
of thls spirit.
When it came my turn to speak 1hesitated for a moment because 1was afraid of
offending the spirit by saying or doing the wrong thing. And my friend had been so
eloquent that 1felt somewhat speechless. So 1 simply said: "1 would just like to Say that

1 know how you feel and that if I was leaving Montreal tornorrow 1 w o d d feel exactly
the same way." And 1tossed my sweet grass as he had done. Then we continued on
Our way and resumed our conversation as if nothing had happened-

He retumed to Montreal for a few days about six months larer and stayed at my
home. When he left he had not had a chance to make an offering so he left me some

sweet g r a s and asked me if 1would do it for him. 1now always make an offering
when 1 leave a city or arrive in one, and I sometimes do it for friends and strangers. 1
have never again experienced anything iike the awesome presence of that first night, but
I always feeI sort of good afkr making an offering, like having fulfilled a responsibility

to a frïend, and things seem to work our better afterwards. 1 suppose it might be
something like a post-hypnotic suggestion for which one feels inexplicably O bliged to
carry through.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Wiscourse Concerning the Machine''

The wager
"God is, or God is not. But toward which side shall we lean?" In his famous wager

Pascal urges
exposition, commonly referred to as 'The wager" or LCInfinity-nothing",
an imaginary interlocutor to bet on the existence of GodJ Near the beginning, he States
that even iF God existed, it wodd be impossible for us to know, let alone conceive, of
this existence.

If there is a God, he is infinitely beyond Our comprehension, since,
having neither parts nor Iimits, he bears no relation to ourselves. We are
therefore incapable of lcnowing either what he is, or if he is. That being
so, who will dare to undertake a resolution of this question? It cannot be
us, who bear no relationship to him (Se 680, La 418, Br 233).

We must wager then, in favour of one possibility or the other. And we must
choose, since to choose not to wager is in itseif to wager against the existence of God.
So do not accuse those who have made a choice of being wrong, for
you know nothing aboutit! "No, but 1 would blame them not for having
made this choice, but for having made any choice. For, though thc one
who chooses heads and the other one are equally wrong, they are both
w r u g . The right thing is not to wager at all. Yes, but you have to
wager. It is not up to you, you are already committed. Which then wili
you choose (Se 680, La 428, Br 233)?
Pascal continues a litde further on: "Let us weigh up the gain and the loss by
calling heads that God exists. Let us assess the two cases: if you win, you win
everything; if you lose, you lose nothing. Wager that he exists then, without hesitating
(Se 680, La 418, Br 233)!" To this the interlocutor responds that though it seems

Ail citations are from Honor Levi's translation of Philiipe Sellier's edition of Pascal's Pensées, f - s t
published in 1976 and improved in 1991, to which 1 make the occasional modification. 1have included
references to the two most important editions of the Pensées, thus the Brunschvicg and Lafuna editions
established in 1904-1914 and 2951, respectively. The three editions are abbreviated as follows: Se, Br,
and L a

sensible for him to wager on God, he protests that he is being forced to bet and that he

Yes, but my hands are tied and 1cannot speak a word. 1 am being
forced to wager and 1 am not free, they will not let me go. ...And 1 am
made in such a way that 1cannot believe. What would you have me do
(Se 680, La 418, Br 233)?
Pascal's answer: Behave as though you believe.

Learn from those who have been bound like p u , and who now wager all they
have. .-.Follow the way by which they began: by behaving just as if they
believed, taking holy water, having masses said, etc. This will quite naturally
make you believe and will submit your reason to your body's animal wiU (Se
680, La 418, Br 233).2
Thus as we have seen in some cases of hypnosis, the participants begin by
pretending that they are hypnotised and subsequently fmd that they cannot stop
pretending, so that what started out as being simulateci becornes pragmatically real. By
the same token, faced with the empirical arnbiguity of hypnosis, the subject has nothing
to lose and something to gain by giving it a tryPascal is emphatic in drawing our attention to the fact that habitua1 behaviour
affects practicaLly every form of belief:
Custom is Our nature. Anyone who becomes accustomed to faith
believes it, and can no longer not fear heu, and believes in nothing else,
Anyone who becomes accustomed to believing that the king is to be
feared, etc. Who c m then doubt that our soul, being accustomed to
seeing number, space, movement, believes in this and nothing eIse (Se
680, La 418, Br 233)?
The idea of creating a belief by repeatedly exposing oneself to customs that manifest
that belief is elucidated in another fragment:
The custom of seeing kings accompanied by guards, drums, officers,
and a l l the paraphemalia which bend the machine toward respect and
terror creates the effect that, when kings are occasionally alone and
without trappings, their appearance imparts respect and terror into their
subjects because their persons are not separated in Our rninds from all
sentence in the original: "Natrirellerneni même cela vousfera croire et vous abêtira." Levi
translates as: "This will make you believe quite naturaily, and according t o your animal reactions."

2 This last

that normaIly accompanies them. And people who do not know that this
effect follows from this custom believe that it is the result of a natural
force. From this cornes the words: The character of divinity is impnilted
on his face, etc. (Se 59, La 24, Br 308).3
The habitual association of respect and terror with seeing the king conditions us to feel
terrifïed and respecthl of the king even when he is naked and done. By the same
token, Pascal adds, when we enter the world, we become accustomed to seeing
"number, space, movement", and believe that this physical existence is a l l that there is
to the world, Indeed this statement is almost the same one with which Pascal begins

'The wager":
Our sou1 is thrust into the body, where it Fids number, tirne,
dimension. It ponders them and calls h e m nature, necessity, and c m
believe nothing else.
Therefore, just as it is a matter of course and habit that we start our lives as
matenülists, so it is by new habits that we can later become spiritualists or, indeed,
comply with the demands of hypnosis. Pascal's primordial purpose is to present and
defend the idea that it is by behaving as though we believe that we corne to believe.
Pascal's interlocutor States that he is not made in such a way that he c m believe. Pascal
answers that he must therefore behave as though he believes, in order for a rnachineLike process to turn him into something that can and does believe. Pascal's intentions
have far broader purposes than the merely mathematical. 'The wager" is p ~ c i p a l l y
concerned with the transfomative power of pretending, and it can hardly be
coincidental that Pascal filed the text in a bundle labeled: "XLV. DISCOURSE

CONCERNING THE

Levi translates "coutume" by "experience" and the phrase "toutes choses qui ploient la machine vers
le respect et la terreurfont que" b y "ail the paraphernalia which make the machine yield to respect and
terror means that". Though more elegant, this non-iiteral translation distorts Pascal's intended meaning.
This label was brought to public attention only in 1976, with Sellier's more definitive version of the
Pensées.

The machine
Pascal almost certaidy takes the concept of the machine, of the body govemed
by the rnind, from Descartes. But his conception of body and mind is only superfÏcially
y
qualities, such as the capacity to infiuence the
dualistic for he sees in the ~ o d rnind-like
&d

itself. This power of machine over mind occupied a pre-eminent place in Pascal's

thought.
Pascal organised the papers that formed the corpus of the Pensées into 6 1
bundles, each tied together by string threaded through perforations. Bundle "II" is
labeled "Ordei' and contains ten fragments of paper of which three refer speciEicaUy to
the idea of the machine as the instrument of faith:

Order. A letter of exhortation to a friend to encourage him to seek. And
he will answer: 'But what use will it be to me to seek? There seems to
b e nothing.' And as answer to him: 'Do not despair.' And he would
answer that he would be happy to find some enlightenment, but that
according to this religion itself, even if he did believe, it would be of no
use to him and he is therefore quite happy not to seek. To that, the
answer is: 'The machine' (Se 39, La 5, Br 247).
Letter to show the usefulness of proofs. By the machine.
Faith is different from proof. One is human, the other is a gift of
God. Justus ex fide vivit, [The upright man f i d s life through faith
(Rom. I:17).] It is this faith which God places in man's heart, and the
proof is often the instrument. Fides es auditci. Faith comes frorn what
is preached (Rom. 10:17).] But this faith is in the heart and obliges one
to Say not Scio [I know] but Credo [I believe] (Se 41, La 7, Br 248).

Order. After the letter about the necessity of seeking God, put the letter
about removing the obstacles, which is the argument of the machine, of
preparing the machine to seek God through reason (Se 45, La 11, Br
246).

But this is not all. Three more of the "Order" fragments refer to themes related
to the idea of the machine: Fragment 38 (La 2, Br 227) becs: ' m a t shall 1 do? 1see
eveqwhere nothing but darkness," and later mentions that it is pointless to seek proofs

of the existence of God (La 3, Br 244); fragment 46 (La 12, Br 187) talks of the
importance of showing that religion is not contrary to conscious reason; and, fragment

43 (La 9, Br 29 1) refers to how custom is additionally responsible for the injustices of

society, which 1will discuss presently.

Let us now examine the work Pascal developed around the idea of the machine
and determine how it bears upon our understanding of hypnosis and the mental
Unesses to which it has been intirnately related.
For we must not misunderstand ourselves: we are as much
automaton as rnind, And therefore the way we are persuaded is not
simply by demonstration. How few things c m be demonstrated! Proofs
only convince the mind; custom provides us with our strongest and
most direct proofs: it inches the automaton, which pulls the mind dong
without its having to think.5 Who has proved that tornorrow wilI dawn,
or that we will die? And what is more widely believed? So it is custom
which persuades us, it is that which makes so many Christians, that
which makes Turks, pagans, tradesmen, soldiers, etc- (There is greater
faith received at baptism by Christians than by pagans.) In the end, we
have to resort to custorn once the mind has seen where the truth lies, to
immerse and ingrain ourselves in this belief, which constantly eludes
us. For to have the proofs always before us is too much trouble. W e
must acquire an easier belief, one of habit, which without violence,
without art and without argument makes us believe sornething and
inclines our facdties to this belief so that our sou1 falls naturally uito it.
When we believe only through the strength of our convictions and the
automaton is inclined to believe the opposite, it is not enough. We must
therefore n a k e both sides of us believe: the mind by reasons, which
only have to be seen once in a lifetime, and the automaton by custom,
and by not allowing it to be disposed to the conrrary (Se 66i, La 821,
Br 252).6

It is interesting to see how Pascal's ideas and the view 1 am advancing

complement recent work by the philosopher Ian Hacking and the anthropologist M a n
Young. These authors detail the ways in which culture conditions and gives rise to
perceived psychiatric illnesses iike dissociative identity disorder (formerly multiple
-

-

This sentence is my own translation oE "Les preuves ne convainquent que L'esprit; la coutume fait
nos preuves les plus fortes et les plus crues: elle incline l'automate, qui entraine l'esprit sans qu'il y
pense."
The fragment continues:
Inclina cor meurn, Deus... [Turn my heart, O God... (Ps. 119:36).]
Reason works slowly, looking so frequentiy at so many principles. which
rnust always be present, ttiat it is constantiy dozing or wandering off because aii its
principles are not present. Feeling does not work like that: it acts instantly and is
always ready to act. So we must put our faith in feeling, otherwise it will always
waver.

personality disorder), pathological fugue, hysteria and post-tramatic stress disorder
(PTSD).

In his study, me Harmony of illusions: lnventing Post-Traumatic Stress

Disorder, Young writes about how PTSD "is glued together by the practices,
technologies, and narratives with which it is diagnosed, studied, treated, and
represented and by the various interests, institutions, and moral ar,auments that

rnobilized these efforts and reso~rces."~
"My job as an ethnographer of PTSD," he
continues further on in the same paragraph, "is not to deny its reality but to explain how
it and its traumatic memory have been made real, to describe the mechanisms through

which these phenomena penetrate people's life worlds, acquire facticity, and shape the
self-knowledge of patients, chicians, and researchers."*

Ian Hacking, in Mad Travellersr Reflections on the Real@ of Transient Mental
Dlnesses, proposes the metaphor of the "ecological niche" to describe how certain
cultural conditions create spaces in which transient illnesses like fugue, hysteria, and
multiple personality can thrive or die? Mad Travellers is a continuation of Hacking7s
explorations into the ways in which scientific knowledge and practice influence how we
see ourselves and how we behave. Rewriting the Soul: Multiple Persoizality and the

Sciences of Memory, for example, describes a "looping effect" between the producers
of knowledge and the people being known about whereby scientifïc knowledge
provokes changes in people which, in tum, determine what new knowledge is to be

and how it w u be sought.1° Hacking's analysis of the process is particularly helpful: all
intentional human action is action under a description. He contends that new
descriptions allow for new ways of acting and, ultimately, of being. Multiple
personality disorder provides perhaps the most striking example of what Hacking calls

"making up peopley7.Before the term "multiple personality" was coined in the third
Young, The Hannony of illusions, 5.
Young, The Hamony of ïïlusions, 5-6;his emphasis.
Hackuig, M d Travellers.
l0 Hacking. Rewriting the Soul.

quater of the nineteenth century, for example, doctors only diagnosed and treated cases
of double personality or double consciousness. But once the new multiple condition
was introduced, "[llate in the afiemoon of the 27th of July, 1885," such cases were no
longer so limited and shortly thereafter began to present more than two personalities."
Pascd might h w e said that it is mainly through Our modem scientific customs
that we realise the concepts and behaviours involved in child abuse, muItiple
personality disorder, fugue, PTSD, homosexuality, heterosexuality, and so on and so
Forth. Pascal's discourse concerning the machine adds a psychological dimension to
these demonstrations of the shaping and moulding of human kinds, namely, the
rnechanism by which individuals construct themselves: making up people is of a piece
with making believe.

Yet there is an important clifference between Pascal and authors like Hacking
and Young who are infiuenced by Michel Foucault. Their work is characteriseci by the
implicit assumption that human self-knowledge and action cannot escape the context OF
the period in which they find themselves. If this is the case, there is, in a sense, no
such thing as an underlying "human nature" since none c m exist beyond the cultures
that define and condition what it is to be human. Depending on the temporal and spatial

distances between them, human groups can be said to inhabit incommensurable worlds.
Pascal defers to the constant of variance in human history. He writes, for
instance:
What are our natural principles if not those we are used to? And for
children, are they not those taught by their fathers, as the instinct for the
hunt is in cuiimals?
Different customs give rise to other natural principles. That can
be seen from experience. If there are some principles that cannot be
eradicated by custom, there are also other customary p ~ c i p l e contrary
s
to nature and ineradicable from nature and from new customs. It
depends on the disposition of the individual (Se 158, La 125, Br 92).
Fathers fear in case the naturai love of their children is wiped
out. So what is this nature capable of being wiped out?
l 1 See

Hacking, chapter 12, "The Very First Multiple Personality," 171- 182, 171.

Custom is a second nature which destroys the fust.
But what is nature? Why is custom not natural?
1am very much afraid that nature is itself only a first custom,
just as custom is a second nature (Se 159, La 126, Br 93).
Though Pascal clearly leans in favour of the idea that we are bom with certain
instinctive principles, he admits that since custom can innuence them, it therefore
constitutes a second nature on a par with the first Hence his worry that there may be no
way of distinguishing between the principles that we attribute to human nature and
those arising from custom and habit.
However, Pascal stops one step short of absolute relativism. For him, there is
the possibility of a knowledge that is not subject tû the currents of history and culture:
We know the tmth not only with the use of reason but stiU more with
,
the heart. It is through the heart that we know the fiist p ~ c i p l e sand
reason which has no part in this knowledge vainly tries to contest them.
The Pyrrhonists who have only reason as thek object work at it to no
effect. We know that we are not dreaming, however powerless we are
to prove it by reason. This powerlessness proves o d y the weakness of
our reason, not the uncertainty of all our knowledge as they daim (Se
142, La 110, Br 282).12
We may be historicaliy constituted subjects, but only in a superficial sense as
far as the heart is concemed. For though Pascal asserts that we are conditioned by
context-dependent actions, these actions c m be conscious and voluntary. And this leads
him to maintain, with extraordinary confidence, that even religious belief c m be

generated by way of deliberate and self-conscious acts of make-believe.

Cunous neople

1 have discussed the above analogy with dozens of people o a an individual
basis. These have included atheists, Muslims, Jews, Catholics, Anglicans, one
Wesleyan and one aboriginal Canadian. I have presented the analogy before Five
audiences in the past year, including one made up chiefly of reiigious people. Conuary
l2 I

have made some modifications to Levi's translation.

to what we might be inclined to expect, the religious are not scandalised by what 1Say.
They do sometimes express certain reservations but on the whole they are in agreement
with the idea that one must perfonn acts of belief in order to attain and maintain belief. 1
have not found one who is not ready to admit that God rnay not exist. They simply
know that when they act as though God exists, like kneeling and speaking as tlïough
God were listening, they experience the indescribable feeling that they are being heard.
And after, though they may be aware that what they felt rnay be a mere product of their
imagination, they also know that the feeling is attainable only through prayer and ritual.
1know someone who climbs in levels of spultuality by deliberately perfonning acts of

belief that exceed her current level of belief. When she weat to confession for the first
time in her life, she did not actuaily tfiink that she believed in God enough to go
through with it. Yet she had learned, by her religious experience thus far, that if she did
go through with the ritual, that is, if she behaved as though God was hearing her
confession and forgiving her sins, she would then raise her belief to the level of belief
that is represented by her action. Indeed, she almost codessed that she did not rediy
believe in God which is, paradoxically, another way of saying that she did believe. She
explained to me that a new higher act of belief always precedes the belief that it
symbolises, so that one must always necessarily pretend a higher Ievel of belief in order
to fiist obtain it.
And to paraphrase Delboeuf, when I say pretending, my readers will have the
grace to recognise that 1 do not mean trickery or deception. There is nothing more
human - nor more sophisticated - than to play. A stnking illustration of this is the
following story told to me by my friend and anthropologist, Mônica Nunes. The

principal ritual of the Candomble religion in South Arnerica invokes spirit possession
and is practised mainly by women. Sametimes children at play will pretend that they are
possessed like their mothers. They are told not to play at being possessed because this
could please the spirits who would then inhabit them. These children grow up knowing

that if someone wanted to be possessed by a spint but was not sure how to go about it,
he or she need o d y start by pretending.
Perhaps religious and hypnotic belief are driven in part by the basic trait of
curiosity or, as it is often known, the scientific spirit. It was curiosity that drove

Feynman to attempt hypnosis and that moved me to get to know my Montreal Fiiend
better and to want to see the wodd through his eyes.
1 once sat at a table drinking beer and philosophising on Life and death with two

friends.13 One a f f m e d that he would live forever if given the choice. I answered on
impulse that 1 wodd rather choose to div since without death H e would have no
meaning. Then she asked us: "Would you not choose to die simply out of curiosity?"

l 3 Zachary Polsky

and Anne-C6he Auch&

CHAPTER NINE

O n Hypnosis, Religion ahd Superstition
nic cxurior must bc j o i d to rhc intcnor 10 obl;rin from Gd;thai hi
one musc knecl, pray wiîh ihc lips, CE.,so rhat arrogant mm. who Jid
not wünt to submit hirnsclf to Go& now submits h i m d io rhc cmture.
T o cxpcct hcîp from this cxtcrior is supcrstition, to not w u to join ii to
ihc intcrior is ÿnotgmcc [être superbe] (SC 767, La 944, Br 250).i
It is supcrstibous to put onc's hopcs in formaiitics, but ~ n > g mnoi
t to
wmt (O submit to thcm (Sc 396, La 364, Br 249).

WCrwognisc at ihc bcginninp of thc f i t quu~tionihc idca of using s y m b ~ l i ç

-

-

bodily action the machinc io bcnd the mind towÿni rcligious bclicf. 1havc shown
. -

how this idcii is complcmcntcd by Puai's discussions on ihc culturd conditiming 01-

.-

humm action and thought. His idca of the mwhinc müy dso scrvc as ist;\rting. point
For morhcr =ri= of rcflwtions on thc diffcfcnccs bctwccn rclipion and supcrsiiiion.

which I will now discuss in rclrilion to hypnosis.

Thc kcy to undcntuiding Pucd's rhoughis on picty and supcrstition is to
iicknowlcdgc that thèrc is no cvthly way ofknowing whcthcr or no1G d c x i s ~A.

thc cxistcncc of G

d 3nd it must aiways bc bom in mind th;u my scntimcnc of bciicr

rnay bc pun: delusion. Such pmcncc of min& il follows, must bc maintaincd in ihc
&

mmncr iri which rcligious niuds no ICSS ihui hypnotic suggestions arc both @rformcd
and undcrstood.
k t us consiùcr, for c x i p l c , the rin-making naid o f min-kings in ccnud
Aii-ica md Sir JmcsFrmr's undcrstmding of this type of ritud ot thc turn of ~ h c
ccntuly. In The Goldeli Buugh.

Fmcr intcrpretcd S U C ~pncticcs within an cvoiutionary

schcrnc tha; bcgm with magic and movcd f o w i to rcligion and firidly ro scicncc.'
1 My

-

tr;inslation.
Tmhiah. Music, Science and Religion. 51-54; and Frazer. Golden Bough. chapier 3 on
"Syrnpsihcric Magic." 1148 and chaptcr 4 on ^Mogic and Religion," 48-60.

2Sw

supmitious prompteci the foilowing rcmark from Wiugcnstan:

Frazer is much more s w a p than most of his savages, for these savages
wodd not be so far from any understanding of spirituai mattcrs as an
Engüshman of the twentieth ~
e
n
w
His urplanations of the primitive
observances are much cruder than the sense of the observances

.'

themsclvesS

Pascal had expfessed a similcc critickm n m l y U)O years beforc:
Wittgenstcia. Remarkr on Frazer. 12; F m ,Golden Boicgh, 107,
on Frazer, 4; Wittgensiein rnight havc k e n rcfang io the lollowinp pmapc
in the Golden Bougk
Perhaps the most familiar application of the principle that Iike produces Iike is thc attempt
which has ken made by mariy-pcopksin many a g a to injure or destroy an encmy by
injuring or dauoying an image of h h in the belief that. just as the image suffers, so does
the man, and that when it pcrishes he musc die (1 2-1 3).
Wittgcnstcin, Remrks on Frazer, 8.

4 Wittgenstein, Remrkr

And on ihis basis thcy takc îhc opportunity to blasphcme ihc C h & h
religion because thcy know it so b d y . They suppose that it consists
simply in worshipping a God considcred to bc great, powcrfui, and
eternd: this is properly speaking dcism, almost as far removcd from the
Christian religion as arheism, which is its cornpletc opposite(Se 690, La

449, Br 556).

Picty is diffcrcnt from superstition. To uphold piety to the point of superstition is to dcstroy ir
Hcrctics reproach us for this supcrstitious submission. 'K'hat is to do
what ihcy raproach us for (SC212, La 18 1. Br 255).

cxist md, by cxicnsion. that thc inncr scntimcnt thri thcisis havc of GoJ's r?xisanccis 1

dclusion; dcists, on thc othcr hÿnd, ;rssurnc.thatGod docs cxist iuid b a t thcir inncr
-

scn~jrncntof God's cxisiencc is itscif proof ihat Gad ~ x i s t sFrom
. ~ r Pÿscdlan point of

vicw, both violatc thc basic imd fundyncntai principlc thît thc cxistcncc of God cmnot

cvcn bc conccivcd of, lct donc known. If God cxists, God would not bc in the world,
but r a h r thc world would bc in Gd.Biit to daim that ~ d c m
be known cilhcr to

cxis~or not to exist is to commit the pY;illcl mors of deifying or Objeclifwg God as a
thîng in thc world.

In the case of hypnotism, Dclb~cufexhibits thc analogous mistalces which c m
bc obscrvcd in thc oppositc positions acioptcd by ihc socio-cognitivists and thc s t a k
hcorists. Like thc abcist. Lhc sociotognicivisttends to advocatc an over-rational point

of v k w in attcmpting to expliin hypnosis solcly in sociopsychologicai krms of rolcphying and cognitive suîtcgising. Thcy ûrc pmbîbly not far wrong. 1havc arguai Ihat

pretcnding - playing the rolc of a hypnotiscd subject - is an integnl part of hypnosk. I

hüvc dso U c n the vicw thït the problcrn of post-hypnotic suggestion is bcst cxplaincd
by ssuming. dong wiîh Bcmheim and Dclboeuf in chaptcr 3, that the subjcct

-

1 wiIl uscd the lem "Lhcisl" to rcfcr 10 the position bclwcen athcism and deisrn that Pascal wishes io

dcfcnd,

-

occasionally remembers the task to be performed and immediateîy forgeeu it - the

cognitive strategy. Consider now Spanos's account of hypnotic analgesia

[Sociocognitivists) view the subiect as an active agent who Gan
delibentely initiate cognitive activity in order to cope more effectivrly
with noxious evem...A large number of studies on this tradition have
demonstrated that treatments designed to encourage the use of strategics
such as imagery, ~e~distraction,
and coping verbalization (cg. '"js
isn't so bad") arc cffcctive in raising pain lhrcsholds and pain toler~ncc
and in rcducing d a g s of pain inten~ity.~
But what a b p t the andgesia of ihe elderly man and *thecivil servant h

t

- Dclbocuf wicJ?
Dclboeuf bûrcly gsvc thcm Ume to rcdisc what w i happening Ict
alone to think up a coping stratcgy for dealhg with the pain. Morcover, the civil s e r v i t
did not çvcn d i s e th& the needle had penemited his a m until hc looked down to sec.
.

.

As I mentioncd at the end of chaptcr 7, Ihc'pbcess at work hem is not cognition but

belicf. "But this faith is in thc hart," Pascal wrotc, "and obliges one to say not Scio [I

know] but C r e h [I believc]" (Se 41, La 7, Br 248). Delboeuf never hypnotised the
eldcrly mm, but this man cleyly bclieved that hc had been hypnotised. Hc was chus
able to believe, in tum, that he would not fiel p i n the instant Dclboeuf said hc would

not. The civil scwmt,.onthe othcr hmd, did not initiaily believe in hypnosis, but a

dcmonstration of mdgesir in Delboeufs maid convinceù him immediatcly. The sociocognitive interprctation is simply unablc to explain, morcover, how it is that pretending

hypnosis produces the inncr sentiment of the= bchg sornclhùig real about ir Nor cm it

explain why Feynman couM not stop playhg the role of a hypnotised subject.&vcn
when hc tricd to. The role-playing theory leaves insufficient room for the role of the

unknowable in hypnosis. It is thesame for religion:

If we submit cverything to reason, our religion wiii contain nothing
mysterious or supcmatural. If we shock the pnnciples of reason, our
religion will bc absurd and ridiculous (SC20J,La 173, Br 273).

Spanos. Hypnoric Behovior. 457; citcd in Gauld. Hisiory of Hypnotistn, 597. See also Spanos, "A
social psyghologicai approach to hypnotic beha~ior."

WC=W. in chaptcr 5. how duJocuiion viohes the principles of IogiF and l c d s
10

conscqucnccs if acccp~~Aiihough
ûkoci;ition and orhcr sw

thcorics of

hypnosis yc oaicnsibly p s y c h o l o thcy
~ ye ncvcrttrclcss groundcd in a pwcly

p h y s i d conaptioa of thc miiib For thcm, hypaosis is b v i d l y r phpiologicd
condition, foumi rhroughout i
k animai kingdom. with suboidiiwte psychologicd

conclilCs.likc h s d * s dciR rhcse thcofics rcducc hypnodis to the kvel of a physicd

phammenon d in Poing so e

h rhc psychologid c x p J d o n cbty p q o m d ï y

sc& Simiiuly. tbc &onal explyiation f a v o u d by the ~ ~ a o g i i t i v i sist s
(pa&oxïdy) a h a phYsidktc o k p t o n of hypnosis, for in Ysuming thaf it does
not

exin <bey imagine that d y physid things cxin.Tbe opposite polcs at

which thcse psychologid Lheork p o s i t i o n ~ ~ J vmirror
cs
the opposïng auiuldcs of
.deist andathckt.

Two CXCCSS~S.Excludiag -O&
183, Br 253).

dlowiag ody reason (Sc 2 14, La

Submission and use of rtasos of wbich truc Uwïshity consists (Se
bundlt I;ibel XIV,La 167, Br 269).

This balance k e n submitting one's nason to religious rimai and exmisin6
in perfomiiag religious riW is reflected in the paniçipants of the religion.
0th- religions. iïke those of the pagans, are more popular because of
rhcüexicmal tmppings but they yt not for cduwted people. A purely
intellectmi religion would be beutr suited to hem, but i; would not do
for the peuple. Only the Christian reiigion suits cveryone as it combines
rhe extemai and thc intemd It IXts up the pcopIe inwudly, and humbles
thc proud outwardly. Without both it is not pcrfect, for the pcoplc must
undentand thc spirit of che I c t ~and
, thc educved m u t submit thcir

.#

spint rn the Icuer (Se 252, Lî 219, Br 251).

Pmûely the samti methodologid (or n u i ) flexibüity was manifest in

Delboeufs hypnotic technique. Tdce, for instance, the different approaches he used
with the elderly man and thc high-ranking civil servant Delboeuf drew upon the

former's willingness to believe in the magicai powcrs of hypnosis - an extemal

approach - w h c ~ a the
s latter's williagness to give hypnosis a chance was ap@d

ta

once he w s prcsented wirh proof of iu efficacy -an intcmal approach.
Incidencally. Delboeuf usually captured the confidence of his subjects through a
surprise demonstrationof their insensibility to pain. This one single event gave thw
striking proof of the possible reality of hypnosis

- enough to enlist thek wnicst co-

operation. The same priociple seems to be operative in d g i o n : 'We rnust thereforc

make both sides of us bclieve" Pascal wrote. "the mind by reasons. wliieh o d y have to
be seen once ina Iifetim. and the aulom3ton by custom. and by not dlowing it to bc

disposcd to ihc c o n t r i ' (Sc 66 1. LÎ 821. Br 252).' This corrobordtcs my own
expenence in making my f i t o f f e ~ to
g the Spint of Montreai. The seme of its

ovcnvhelming prcscnw nevcr reappcared. but oncc w u cnough to persuadc me of its
possible rcality so b a t I continue to behave as h u g h it was red.
R e W g the Lread of the previous piingraph. a similv split in attitudes towiid
hypnosis was apparent in Lit5beault's clinic. Delboeuf reported lhat among Li6be;iult's
patients,

some see magnptism as a ncw invention in which they put iiüle more
confidence than the rest; others, as something rnysterious and sovcreign
.
that WU
make ihcir problcms insiuitly disappear. Both m&c for mther
a w k w d clients.Ths first start by giving ihcmsclves thc ;iutosuggcstion
th;it "it will not work," and the second soon say to themselvcs that "it
has not workd' (Magnétisme, 287).
And in chaptcr 6.1 mcntiond Dcibocuf's disappmvd of Bcmhcim's t!!cco~: il
WU

MO

intcUcctual in rhat it attempte to attribuic hypnosis to a ncurological proccss of

hcightcncd suggcstibility. On Ihc orhcr hiuid, D c l b ~ u round
f
Wbcault's mcihal to
lack an adequatc inteilectual b a ~ i sLiébeauit
.~
usd much thc sarnc approach wirh di his
.

O

patients: h e put his h m d on ihcir forehwd~,told them that thcy would slcep, chat they
would be unable to lower their m s , or stop turning hem, and then ddivered ri litany
Prcviously citcd in Chapier 8. My empbasis.
That is, to be more spwific, he disapproved of Bcrnheim's theory and of Liébcaul~'~
niethod.
(Mugnélisme 341).

.

of suggestions for every illness from which the patient could possibly be suffering (Magnétisme,

287-288). Indeed, Liébeault's method had a touch of superstition about it: a laying on of hands
followed by a magicd incantation.

Pascal urges us to believe in the existence of the supematural while recognising that our
inner sentiment of its existence is as Iikely as not an illusion. This is the ided attitude that Pascal
defends and promotes. Few people, he says, succeed in striking the balance:
There are few mie C$mstians. Even as far as faith goes. There are many who
believe, but through superstition. There are many who'do not believe, but through
licentiousness. There are few in between (Se 210, La 179, Br 256).
People nor infrequently have to be cautioned against being too docile. It is a
n a t d vice, like incredulïty, and just as pemicious.
.Superstition (Se 219, La 187,
Br 254).
For Pascal, there must be a compromise between the two extremes of superstition and
incredulity. There are two errors, he wrote: "1. To take everything literally; 2. To take everything
spiritually" (Se 284; La 252; Br. 648). Our interpretation of religious ritual must not be too Iiteral
lest we forget that we may only be pretending to believe in a God that may not exist; nor too
intellectual lest we forget that God may exist after dl. It is Iikewise for hypnosis. A theory of
hypnosis must not be so literal that we affirm the physical reality of hypnosis and ignore that we
cannot rule out simulation; nor so rational that we dispense with the reality of hypnosis and fail to
recognise that pretending alone cannot account for al1 its mysteries.

-
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